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Go Kermodes 
Caledonia's boys soccer 
team wins zone finals 
and head to 
provincials\SPORTS B4 
Uncertainty 
More schools may be 
closed, but which ones or 
when parents will be told is 
up in the air\NEWS A9 
in concert with life 
The Terrace Community 
Band prepares to 
celebrate its 20th concert 
season\COMMUNITY B1 
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Radical ideas may cut school costs 
Brain-stormers also 
look at new revenue 
By JENNIFER LANG 
CLOSE MORE schools, move to a 
four-day school week, and introduce 
corporate sponsorship - those are just 
some of the suggestions a special bud- 
get task force has for cash-strapped 
School District 82. 
The district is grappling with an 
anticipated $4-5 million deficit for the 
coming sc.hool year, forcing a range of 
cuts in order to balance the budget.. 
"~"~mmittee has come up with a 
list of more than 50 possibl e budget 
cuts - and revenue generating ideas - 
to explore.: 
Ideas include reducing the number 
of school trustees, dropping elective 
"j, 
courses, recruiting foreign students and 
creating "magnet" schools for First 
Nations students. 
"The reconfiguration committee 
was struck to gather, suggest and 
brainstorm as many ideas to look into 
to save money," chair Rob Greenwood 
said. "This is the brain-stormed list." 
The group, which included students, 
teachers, chool staff, parents, admin- 
istrators, First Nations reps and even 
MLA Roger Harris, held an initial 
brainstorming session in September. 
And in October, the reconfiguration 
committee grouped the ideas accord- 
ing to category, Greenwood said. 
Those ideas and suggestions have 
now been referred to school district 
standing committees for further eview. 
Last week, trustees agreed to the 
formation of additional ad hoc com- 
mittees to investigate some of the sug- 
gestions, including corporation spon- 
sorship, user-fees for extra-curricular 
activities, and selling value-added 
products made in school classes. 
The district's operations committee, 
meanwhile, will investigate the poss- 
ibility of additional school closures 
along with other potential cost-cutting 
measures like getting rid of school dis- 
trict-owned theatres, including the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The committees will each report 
back to the reconfiguration committee 
at a special meeting in February, 
leaving the district enough time to no- 
tify people about school closures, 
trustees ay. 
The board will have other difficult 
decisions to consider, as well. 
One of the most controversial is 
moving to a shorter school week. 
In September, the school district's 
education committee heard a presen- 
tation on the pros and cons of the four- 
day week from Caledonia Senior Sec- 
ondary vice principal Cam MacKay. 
Education committee chair Marj 
Brown said teenagers like the idea of 
a three-day weekend so they can sleep 
in or go to work but there's no assur- 
ance moving to a four-day school 
week has any benefit at all for at-risk 
students. 
Brown told the board last week 
there's no data on the negative im- 
pacts on students when it comes to a 
four-day school week. 
The option, tried successfully in 
some American school districts and 
launched this year in Grand Forks, de- 
finitely saves money. 
But there's a lack of reliable infor- 
mation on potential negative impacts 
on students - and the communities af- 
fected - particularly when it comes to 
so-called "at risk" students. 
Parents with children who rely on 
schools for lunch programs, for exam- 
ple, may be reluctant to voice opposi- 
tion to the four-day week, Brown said. 
"Often, these are the people who 
are least able to stand up and say, 'I'm 
sorry, I don't have that much money. I 
can't afford to buy my kid lunch.'" 
Brown also told the board it might 
mean some students who now get on 
buses as early as 7:15 a.m. might have 
to be at the bus stop even earlier. 
. "  i ,  
Gov't to take 
new bite out 
of schools 
!i Lock and load 
TEAM POSSUM Lodge, led by Russell Seltenrich and Dr. Mi- 
chael Feist, prepare to launch another hapless pumpkin into 
orbit at the Pumpkin Fling Nov. 3 at the rifle range. Their giant 
surgical tubing slingshot was the hands down winner of the 
Rotary event. The Jack 'o Lanterns routinely flew 80 metres 
before blowing apart in a gooey orange splat. Competing 
against Possum were Skeena Valley Rotarians, who built a 
trebuchet. The medieval-style siege weapon consisted of a 
swinging log powered by a 600-plus pound counterweight. 
Sometimes it worked. Other times its sling hurled the pump- 
kins straight up or backwards. Locals paid $1 each to see their 
pumpkins flung and explode in a pile of pulp. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
City Olympic bid support 
is up for sale, forum hears 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THERE was more agreement than argument on 
many issueswhen candidates for city council 
hit the stage to answer questions here last 
week. 
Around 140 people turned up for the Nov. 5 
all candidates forum, sponsored by the Ter- 
race Standard. 
Most of the 10 candidates agreed council 
should be prepared to support B.C.'s Winter 
Olympic bid if Victoria gives a firm commit- 
ment to put up money for the proposed multi- 
plex or improve northwest roads. 
"The provincial government is saying that 
they want to give us something for us to go 
ahead and say yeah we'll support the 2010 
Olympics," Ron Vanderlee said, adding he 
hopes Victoria will put up money for the mul- 
tiplex. 
fair share if it is going to happen," she said. 
Councillor David Hull was the only candi- 
date to balk at trading Olympic support for 
provincial cash. 
"I really hope the provincial government 
Election coverage 
[]  Council hopefuls want to tap 
Alcan power, A19 
[] School trustee candidates de- 
bate corporate sponsorship, A I 1 
[ ]  Meet the school trustee and 
mayoral candidates, A5 
i 
doesn't run around British Columbia bribing 
communities in order to put on a world-class 
in Whistler. 
Marylin Davies said she continues to ques- 
tion Olympic costs, but says she hasn't come 
out against the Games. "There's only one 
wallet," she said. "If we are going to have all 
the things that Whistler wants then what are 
we going to lose? I just want some answers." 
Hull and several other candidates said eor- 
porate sponsorship and private-public partner- 
ships should be used to cut or eliminate the 
cost of the multiplex for local taxpayers. 
Vanderlee said he'd cap the amount 
charged to taxpayers at no more than half the 
total construction cost. 
No candidate pledged a new referendum on 
the multiplex to refresh the spending mandate 
the city says it got three years ago. 
They were also questioned on how they'd 
handle the possibility of new big-box retailers 
Lynne Christiansen said pledges of highway event," Hullsaid. "The Olympics should be - such as WaI-Mart - coming here. 
construction money in the regions has so far built on their own merits." "Box stores kill the little businessmen," 
been vague, adding a "firm commitment" for He said upgraded roads and railways in the said Rusty Ljungh. "lwould look at it very ser- 
this area is necessary, region are a better way to boost the northern iously before I gave my okay to anything 
"We have to make sure we're getting our econ0mY than investing in a two-week event continued Pg. A2 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
~,ith dropping student 
enrolment may see part 
of their operating bud- 
gets clawed back part 
way through the school 
year. 
Coast Mountains 
School District official 
Rob Greenwood warned 
trustees the education 
ministry plans to take a 
second enrolmeat snap 
shot this coming February, 
a move that's just a trial 
scenario for now. 
But Christy Clark has 
indicated the second en- 
rolment snapshot may be 
introduced permanently in
the next few years, said 
Greenwood, who heard the 
education minister speak 
at an aboriginal education 
conference Nov. 4. 
Clark told delegates if 
school districts lost stu- 
double expectations. 
The current drop in en- 
rolment has translated into 
$130 million less for rural 
school districts. 
The Coast Mountains 
School District lost about 
450 students over the past 
year. 
It's lost 37 students 
since September, bringing 
the enrolment count to just 
6,563, which is down from 
the 6,600 recorded on 
Sept. 30. 
Greenwood is in the 
process of tracking missing 
students. 
Of 66 students who 
have left school, 19 have 
moved out of the Coast 
Mountains school district 
entirely. 
Another 18 moved to a 
different school in the dis- 
trict. But 29 have left 
school entirely. 
Greenwood plans to 
provide a breakdown on 
dents during the year, their those 29 students by the 
budgets could be readjus- next board meeting. He 
ted to reflect the loss of 'hopes to determine how 
students. many were adults, who 
were high school students 
and who were attending 
school part time before 
they withdrew. 
With more data, the 
school district may be able 
to take steps to encourage 
them to come back to 
school.he said. 
"They tend to be from 
the senior highs," he 
added. 
School districts already 
provide the ministry with a 
Sept. 30 enrolment tally. 
This official student 
count determines how 
much budget money a dis- 
trict receives each year. 
The B.C. School 
Trustees Association says 
enrolment in rural school 
districts dropped by 6,000 
students this year - nearly 
Don't forget to vote 
THOSE WHO can't vote this Saturday can do so 
today. 
City hall is the place for an advance poll until 8 
p.m. for both city council and school district can- 
didates. 
Those people in Terraceview Lodge or in Mills 
Memorial Hospital will be able to vote at those 
two places this Friday, Nov. 15. 
For everybody else, this Saturday, Nov. 16 is 
the regular voting day with polls opening at 8 a.m. 
and closing at 8 p.m. 
Voting for city council and school district posi- 
tions takes place at Clarence Michiel School. 
Rosswood Community Centre is also a location for 
school trustee voting. 
Voters in Thornhill and other rural areas can 
choose their school district rustee by voting either 
at Thornhill Elementary, Mount Layton Hotsprings 
.at Lakeise Lake or Anchor's Away Store in Usk. 
Those who aren't on the voters list can register 
at the polls, but should bring sufficient ID with 
them; 
I 
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From front 
Council forum focuses on big 
box stores, multiplex options 
considering a box store." 
Incumbent councillors 
Rich McDaniel and others 
said cotincil may have no 
power to stop a Wal-Mart 
development - particularly 
it' the big-box giant ac- 
quires land thars correctly 
zoned. 
ing, bottled water, or tap 
into electricity through 
Alcan to build hothouses 
to grow food for northern 
B.C. and Alaska?" Carol 
Ixclerc asked. 
:, Davies highlighted her 
vision for a vintage-look 
downtown core, starting 
should pay them," Mcln- 
tyre said. "But to say that 
Mr. Veniez or NWBC 
owes taxes in ~ year in 
which he did not own the 
company is probably ask- 
ing a bit too much." 
Christiansen was the 
only candidate, under 
Lynne Christiansen and with the move of the old media questioning, to ad- 
Marylin Davies said it George Little House. dress her anti-gay pride 
would be better if a big She also promised to stance and what it accom- 
box store came here rather 
than to a neighbouring 
town or across the river, 
where they would suck 
customers away from Ter- 
race and not contribute to 
the city tax base. 
Stew Christensen said 
the bike store he co-owns 
with his son has thrived 
since the arrival of big box 
competitor Canadian Tire. 
He said the store has 
brought more people to 
town and a bigger market 
for other local stores. 
"All these things are 
not necessarily bad but we 
do have to look at them," 
Christensen said. 
No candidate said 
they'd outright attempt o 
block construction of a 
Wal-Mart store here if one 
is proposed. 
The depressed economy 
and how to reinvigorate it
dominated much discus- 
sion. 
Candidates agreed more 
has to be done to diversify 
so the city is less depen- 
dent on Skeena Cellulose. 
They offered varied solu- 
tions and a general upbeat 
optimism that better days 
are ahead. 
Severa l  cand idates  
were hopeful about port 
containerization, cruise 
ships and oil and gas. 
Bio-fuels and energy 
cogeneration using wood 
waste were options sug- 
gested by Allan Mclntyre, 
while Don Coburn high- 
lighted value-added forest- 
ry options. 
"Could we develop our 
Own line of outdoor cloth- 
RCMP seek 
a pick up 
RCMP SPENT late last 
week looking for a pickup 
truck - and its driver - 
after two parked vehicles 
and a travel trailer were 
struck on the 4900 block of 
Walsh Ave. 
The incident took place 
at around 2:30 a.m. of Nov. 
8 when a resident was 
roused by the sound of ,'1 
crash fol lowed by the 
sound of a vehicle speed- 
ing off. 
That vehicle was driven 
across the lawn, striking 
the parked vehicles and 
travel trailer. 
"Extensive damage to 
all the vehicles was in- 
volved. An eye witness 
and the investigation re- 
vealed that the suspect ve- 
hicle was a truck," report 
Terrace RCMP. 
Information on this is 
welcomed by phoning the 
RCMP detachment at 638- 
7400 or by calling Cri- 
mestoppers at635-8477. "
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
Dr P. A. Okimi, ~ 
Fomily D~li~lry, FullF0~e 0~tics, T.MJ. 
• Serving lhe Northwest for I0 years 
• Full Fcae Orthodontic Care 
Invlsdign • the invisabb braces 
, T.M.J. Treatment 
• Porcelain Crowns and Veneer.~ 
• Teelh Whitening (Bleaching) 
• Latex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IV5  
(250) 635-7611 
D,d you thaw Iho~ achild should be seen fat 
the;r first ~thodon~c s reenlr, g before ag~ 7? 
have a 911 system up and 
running here within 12 
months. 
Mclntyre, a sawmill 
worker who has worked 
closely with SCI president 
Dan Veniez, was pressed 
on whether he could take a 
hard line on his employer's 
repayment of property 
taxes. 
"If  he owes taxes he 
plished. 
"There are many people 
in this room that don't be- 
l ieve  in same-sex  
partners," she said. "No 
one group should have a 
right to impose their view 
on anyone else." 
"Maybe we're marked 
on the map for standing up 
for what is right." 
Coburn said he would 
also take a "family va- 
lues" approach to council, 
adding he would stand for 
"no gambl ing-  no casinos 
for sure anyway." 
Christiansen was also. 
questioned on the state of 
health care here and what 
she's done about it. 
"It has never been 
worse than it is right now," 
she said, agreeing with the 
questioner's diagnosis that 
care is now "awful." 
She said it was impor- 
tant to give the new gov- 
ernment ime to try to get 
health care under control. 
"At a local level every-,  
one's  not on board," 
Christiansen added. "We 
'need  to be on the same 
page and everyone work 
together." 
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A MaqicalJourIIey"~rough me OfM~ic andSong 
Celtic Carols, Timeless Favourites 
Dress Up for this Special Event! 
In the spir i t  of  the season, donations to the 
Food Bank gratefully accepted. 
Presented by 
Kitimat Concer 
Association 
Sat., November 16 
8:00 p.m. sharp 
at Mount Elizabeth Theatre 
Tickets on sale at 
Book Masters 632-7323 and Theatre Lobby 
evening of performance. 
Adults $23 Seniors $21 Students $15 
AI tickets $2 more at the door 
77ckot price inc/udes $I.00 theatre surcharge 
For more info visit our website at 
www.kitirnatconcerts.com~& runs. ~ 
Sponsored in part by 4t.x~ ca~,~ Agl~ COt~C~L 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Oscar Lopez - Due to illness his Nov, 29 concert is rescheduled to Sat,, Mar. 8 
ANNOUNCING NEW CONCERT: Thurs., Feb, 6 - Todd Butler Band, Musical Satire to Inspire 
LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL GIF'r FOR CHRISTMAS? 
Tickets to Ballet J6rgen: Romeo and Juliet, Oscar Lopez, Sons of Maxwell, Todd Butler Band 
ano Flita Chiarelli with Harry Manx are ti~e perfect fit. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 632-4542 
DODG ¢= 
2003 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Great features. Great value. Great price. 
Our 2003 vehicles are here and we're celebrating with a special offer of 0% purchase financing. 
Or choose 
k°/o 
purchase 
financing 
for 3 years. 
GM DOESN'T HAVE IT. 
FORD DOESN'T HAVE IT. 
HONDA DOESN'T HAVE IT. 
TOYOTA DOESN'T HAVE IT. 
All 2003 models come standard 
with 7 years or 115,000 km engine 
and transmtssion warranty. 
Plus 24 Hour Roadside Assistance? 
Jeep Liberty Dodge Caravan/Grand Caravan 
NO Si CURITY 
i )EPOSIT  
C~ H r l ty  i I , . |  
Ill II I El 
DOD~R.  
I,.XI lsNI)l i) FOR 
A LIMITED TIME 
ON ALL LEASES 
I I I 
. . . . . .  ~,---- .-- :--=~.'-~ 
Chrysler Sebring 
Offers also good on Chrysler Intrepid,. PT Cruiser, Concorde, 300M, Town & Country, 
Dodge Dakota, Durango, Jeep TJ and Grand Cherokee. 
VISIT YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, JEER, DODGE DEALER OR DAIMLERCHRYsLER.CA 
Wise customers reed the fine print," ° This is a limit~ time offer which may not be combined with any other offers except Graduate Rebate 
and applies to retai, deliveries on selected new In-stock 2003 vehictes, Purchase financing excludes freight, taxes, license, insurance, aed II! U U;~OII[PRA[~I` 'I~ ] 
registration, 0% purchase financing for a 36-month term on selected 2003 Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge vehicles. Example: $20,000/$25,000 @ 0% APR/ 
36 month term; monthly payment is $555.5615694.44. Cost of borrowing is $0. Total obligation is$20,000/$25,000. Subject o approval by Chrysler ~, "' ':~ 
Financial Canada, See dealer for complete details and conditions. A See dealer for complete details and conditions, ~: Warranty valid for all new Re" ,D~'~ 
2003 model year vehicles, to 7 years or 115,000kin, whichever comes first. Some conditions apply, See dealer for details. ® Jeep is a registered 
trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DaimlerCh~sler Canada Inc.; a wholly owned subsidiaff of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. ~ '~O ~[000 A 
F 
4916 Hwy= 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
RRACE 635-7187 
r CHRYSLER ' 1 -800-313-7187 
. . . . .   vww.terraceautomall.com " DLR, 5958' 
Four accidents in three hours last week 
Drive carefully, police say 
ICY CONDITIONS are lar- 
gely to.blame for a flurry 
of car accidents on area 
highways Nov. 5. 
In less than three hours, 
emergency crews respon- 
ded to four separate single 
vehicle accidents - three 
on Hwy 37 and one on 
Hwy 16. 
Now, Terrace police are 
reminding motorists it's 
not too early to winterize 
vehicles and to take extra 
caution on the road. 
"Drive carefully - espe- 
cially in early mornings 
when the roads are still icy 
from the night before," 
says Terrace RCMP Con- 
stable Natasha Stultz. 
The first call came in at 
6:59 a.m. after a 50-year- 
old Kitimat man's vehicle 
hit ice and rolled over near 
the airport hill on Hwy 37. 
"It completely flipped 
over and landed back on 
its wheels," Stultz said of 
the northbound 1995 Ford 
pick-up. 
The second accident 
happened less than an hour 
later at 7:56 a.m. when a 
1994 Dodge pickup rolled 
TERRACE FIREFIGIHTERS work away at freeing 
trapped people from a vehicle reliever at Little Oli- 
ver Creek east of Terrace on Hwy16 Nov. 5. Icy 
roads in the area caused four accidents requiring 
emergency  crew response in just three hours, 
PHOTO COURTESY TERRACE FIRE DEPARTMENT 
over at virtually the same 
spot on the highway just 
south of the airport hill. 
"We had to actually re- 
move the door," says Ter- 
race firefighter Peter Wee- 
ber. "[The driver] was trap- 
ped in there - the roof ac- 
tually caved in in a V 
shape and he was trapped 
to one side." 
Terrace firefighters used 
the jaws of life to remove 
the door, allowing the dri- 
ver to be freed from the 
wreckage. The man had 
minor injuries and was 
taken to hospital by the 
B.C. Ambulance Service. 
The third accident oc- 
curred a little closer to 
Terrace when a 50-year- 
old male driver from Kiti- 
mat went off Hwy 37 at 
8:22 a.m. 
The man's 1985 GMC 
pick-up crossed the centre 
line landing up in the ditch 
on the south side of the 
highway. 
And in a fourth icy- 
roads related accident, two 
people were taken to hos- 
pital by ambulance after a 
2001 Dodge Dakota pick- 
up truck lost control after 
crossing the bridge over  
Little Oliver Creek, 41kin 
east of Terrace. 
The three occupants 
from New Aiyansh, includ- 
ing the 39-year-old female 
driver, were all wearing 
seat belts when the 8:37 
a.m. accident happened, 
Cnst. Stultz said. They suf- 
fered minor injuries. 
The pick-up truck, how- 
ever, suffered major dam- 
age adding up to $20,000, 
Stultz said. 
Terrace fire fighters 
took out the jaws of life 
once more to cut the three 
door posts and fold the roof 
down, giving them access 
to the women trapped in- 
side, said Terrace deputy 
fire chief Fred Burrows. 
It took firefighters 
roughly 40 minutes to free 
the women; 
Officials say all the oc- 
cupants of the vehicles in- 
volved in these accidents 
were wearing seatbelts. 
With winter right 
around the corner, drivers 
should put winter tires on 
their vehicles, added Con- 
stable Stultz. 
October rainfall way off mark 
from what usually happens 
ALL THAT sunshine and blue sky in October translated 
into way less rain than normal, reports Environment Ca- 
nada. 
Only 27 per cent of normal October precipitation fell 
at the airport, the place where Environment Canada has 
its instruments, and none of it was snow. 
That 27 per cent works out to 49.6mm of rain, far off 
the extreme set in Oct. 1969 when 343.2mm of rain fell. 
And for those who thought it was a bit.warmer in Oc- 
tober, it was, but not by a whole lot . . . . . . . . . .  
"Terrace was the first community far enough west 
along the Yellowhead to begin to feel some of the warm 
air streaming up from the south," said Environment Ca- 
nada's Bill Miller who tracks information for western 
Canada from his Whitehorse office. 
"Mind you, not be much, only .3C above normal for 
the month." 
The maximum temperature for a day in October was 
16.3 degrees, less than the extreme which was 21.4 de- 
grees on an October day in 1993. 
And the minimum temperature the past month was - 
2.9 degrees, off quite a bit from the extreme temperature 
of-13.5 degrees in 1984. 
Miller said the precipitation average across the north 
worked out to 50 per cent above normal. He's predicting 
November temperatures will be above normal. 
YOUl BE THE JUDGE 
his AL~Y4"kHI  Billy stared out the window as ' ~ / ~ ~  ml v . l i~ l l l l  ,, 
mother lugged in the laundry. ~ ~: : :~  .. I~ le  ml :ne  
"Sweetheart, why aren't you ,outside ~ / I  l a r ' i#"14~ 
with the neighborhood boys. They re play- j~~ql i l P  q l i~ l lq i l~ l l~q i ,~  
ng hockey." 
Billy's eyes filled with tears. ~ ~v c~.,.~E s~N':~ ~N 
His mother rushed over. "What's 
wrong?" 
"Oh morn, they don't want to play with 
me. And I hate hockey. I hate being a boy." 
His mother hugged him. "Don't worry. 
You'll feel differently one day." 
That day never came. 
As Billy got older, it became clear that 
he wasn't able to live as a man. 
'Tm doing it, mom. I'm getting a sex 
change. I hope you understand." 
His mother could barely speak. 
guess...you always knew, didn't you?" 
After years of therapy and several 
operations, the transformation was com- 
plete. 
'Billy Jean' felt right at home in her new 
body. 
She met Sloan. 
Billy Jean was hesitant. "Before we get 
closer. I have to tell you something." 
Billy Jean explained everything. 
SIoan looked at her lovingly. "You're not 
only beautiful, you're brave too." 
rying." 
The doctor came over with a grim 
expression. "I'm so sorry. He didn't make 
it." 
Billy Jean collapsed onto the floor. 
"But you said it was routine..." 
"I'm sorry...these things happen some- 
times." 
Billy Jean was Inconsolable, "1 had 
finally found love and now it's gone." 
Then, Billy Jean discovered that the 
"1 doctorwas negligent. 
"He'll pay for this," Billy Jean vowed. 
She filed a malpractice suit as the sur- 
viving spouse. 
IN THE COURTROOM 
"Billy Jean has no right to sue us," the 
doctor exclaimed. "She is not a 'surviving 
spouse', She was born a man, and she 
will always legally be a man. A man can- 
not legally marry another man." 
Billy Jean's tears flowed. '1 have 
They were married in an elegant cere- done everything I could to become a 
mony, with Billy's mother looking on woman - counseling, hormone treat- 
proudly, ments, surgery. I may have been born a 
Their relationship was wonderful, man, but now rm a woman.., and a 
Then, Sloan went In for some minor widow because of their malpracticel" 
surgery. Was Billy Jean's marriage legal? 
Billy Jean paced the hospital corridors. Youl Be The Judge. Then look below for 
I m sure he II be fine, but I can t help wor- the decision: 
SPONSORED BY 
TERENCE WRIGHT LAW OFFICES 
TRIAL LA~YERsINCE 1985 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law and C iv i l  L i t igat ion  
F ree  In i t ia l  In terv iew fo r  I .C .B .C .  and  
Persona l  In ju ry  C la ims  
201-3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R3 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE - DECISION: "Sony, Billy Jean, your marriage was invalid," held Judge Teny. "As a 
matter of law, you are a man - you still have male chromosomes, and bl01ogy does not lie. You cannot be 
legally married to another man, and you cannot sue the hospital as that man's spouse." 
TMay's ~)lumn is b,'t,,ed on a case from he stale of Tex~t~. I[ you have a simllarpr(;blem, ple~.se contact TER ~Cl,'. ~IlI(iHT or ant)liter lawyer In your 
province We are proud to bring you some (~ the current ]e~ I.~u e~ [toni ~ Ihe coun~ fo.r dlscaJ.~lon and debate, To pre~.de ,~ml~.lllng en,lertaln. 
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News ]n Brief 
Clean those chimneys 
THIS MONTH'S colder weather means fire depart- 
ments can expect to be busier, says Terrace fire 
chief Randy Smith. 
"This is the time of year we can expect chimney 
fires and this is also the time of year we encourage 
people to call a chimney cleaner or to get their 
own equipment," said Smith. 
"Creosote build up is dangerous and people 
should be aware of that." 
Smith also advises that chimneys be checked for 
nests and blockages from leaves. 
WCB rates climbing 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION rates are rising 1.2 
per cent in 2003, to $2.06 per $100 of assessable 
worker payroll. 
But Workers' Compensation Board officials 
point out the average rate back in 1996 was $2.29 
and then dropped for four years before rising again 
in 2001 and 2002. 
"Rising claims costs and falling financial mar- 
kets continue to put pressure on employers' base 
premium rates," said WCB chief financial officer 
Sid Fattedad. 
Dialysis gets closer 
CONTRACTORS INTERESTED in bidding on re- 
novations at Mills Memorial Hospital so that a six- 
station dialysis unit can be placed there will be 
going on an information site tour this Friday. 
The unit will be going in the old administrative 
wing, located just to the left after entering the hos- 
pital via the main door. 
Bidders have until Dec. 3 to submit their tender 
documents and they will be opened in public short- 
ly thereafter. 
"We believe construction will start shortly there- 
after, but there are other processes to go through," 
Northern Health Authority official Mark Karjaluoto 
said last week. 
Although the renovations are being handled by 
the B.C. Buildings Corporation, the unit will be run 
by the Northern Health Authority in conjunction 
with a provincial health authority which provides 
services uch as dialysis. 
Karjaluoto said the unit should be open by 
spring. 
ICBC rate hike imminent 
INCREASED COSTS from collisions and auto 
crime has observers peculating about a rate hike 
from ICBC. 
"ICBC is doing what it can to reduce its opera- 
ting costs and continuing to invest in road safety to 
reduce the number of collisions," said company 
president Nick Gear, "but our ability to keep insur- 
ance rates low is being strongly impacted by rising 
claims costs and the decline the insurance industry 
is experiencing in investment income." 
Drivers benefited when investment profits buf- 
fered insurance premium rates but the stock market 
malaise has cut into investment income returns. 
1 
,tj!  Caledonia Athletics V.I.R Coupon . . . . .  Book 
I~  It's Back// 
Thank you to the following sponsors for their support. Don Diegos,' 
The Kiva, Mr.  Mikes West Coast Grill, P izza Hut, Shames Mountain 
: Ski Corp. ,  Skeena Valley Gol f  & Count ry  Club,  Skeena Wilderness 
Fishing Charters, Subway, Terrace  Little Theatre,  Video Stop. 
D 
Proceeds  f rom theCoupon o N 
Book sales go to Athletic 
teams at Caledonia Secondary D 
I 
School. Only 500 books will E 
be sold. Books will be sold : c 
between November 8, 2002 o S. 
and January 15, 2003. 
i , 
• • ' 5 ":. : : '  
• . : : :  . : :  ::'~il 
.... ,. . .,..':~.:: . , . ~ ; ., .. !.ii:i[ ';~: 
A 
Coupon Books can be ordered 
through the school at 635 6531 or 
638 0847. 
Cost of Coupon Book 
$30.00 
Total Coupon Book Value 
Over $600 
Thank you for taking part in this 
fundraiser. 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN 
Skiing at its Peak 
The Kiva 
ells Skeena Wilderness Fishing Charters 
! 
? 
t ........................................... ! 
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Rest easy 
IT MAY still be two and a half years to the next 
provincial election, but provincial Liberals in 
Terrace should feel relatively comfortable with 
the prospect of once again winning the Skeena 
seat. 
That's because while those opposed or those 
affected by provincial government cuts did pro- 
test when those started to happen at the begin- 
ning of this year, they have failed to translate 
that energy into mounting any candidates in this 
month's local elections. 
On the surface, there seems to be a lot to 
work with. Provincial government job cuts 
have eliminated at least 60 positions here this 
year so far. There have been school closures 
and job losses in the school district. There have 
been job cuts at Northwest Community College. 
And there have been cuts to social services pay- 
ments upports and the like. 
All of this touched the lives of many hun- 
dreds, if not thousands of people here but did 
not result in any organized response for this 
month's location elections. 
To be sure, local government is not the stuff 
of provincial or federal party politics. Those 
running for local elected office shy away from 
party labels, as do voters. Local governments 
are about filling potholes and water and sewers, 
not about larger social and economic issues. 
Local governments don't have a lot of influ- 
ence when it comes to dealing with more senior 
ones. But they have become sounding boards 
for all sorts of actions taken by those senior 
ones. For instance, Terrace council is keeping a 
close eye on health care changes here. 
Local governments also serve a practical pur- 
pose for those with an eye on a larger prize. 
They are a training ground in terms of building 
and testing an election machine. It is a place 
where prospective provincial candidates can de- 
velop a profile and municipal politics can pro- 
vide a platform to either criticize provincial ac- 
tions or put forth alternate views. 
Some may say it is still a bit too early in the 
game. Political organizing takes effort, money 
and commitment and keeping that up over any 
length of time is demanding. 
And there are issues out there still building. 
The Vancouver Olympic bid with its hazy cost 
factors versus even hazier economic benefits, 
particularly in the north, has the potential to 
galvanize local opinion. 
Alcan's testing of the waters when it comes to 
diverting power for sale elsewhere could lead to 
people demanding the provincial government 
act to safeguard a northwestern esource benefit 
for use in the northwest. 
But judging from what's happened so far, 
local Liberals should feel pretty good about 
their chances here come the next election. 
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It's like the Nazis all over again 
VICTORIA - If an intergalac- 
tic visitor were to land at a 
Canadian or U.S. university, 
and take a look at some of the 
petitions circulating on cam- 
pus, he would conclude that 
this planet is peaceful, "with 
only one villainous nation de- 
termined to destroy the peace 
and violate human rights," 
says Alan Dershowitz, a pro- 
fessor of law at Harvard and 
author of Why Terrorism 
Works. 
That nation, Dershowitz 
says, would not be Iraq, Libya, 
Serbia, or Iran. It would be Is- 
rael. 
How right he is. There are 
currently petitions circulating 
on most North American uni- 
versity campuses demanding 
that universities terminate all 
investments in companies 
doing business with Israel. 
Other petitions urge faculty 
members to boycott scientists 
and scholars who are Israeli 
Jews. Students also routinely 
try to keep Israelis from 
speaking at universities, as 
was shamefully the case re- 
cently at Concordia, where 
former Israeli Prime Minister 
(and now its foreign minister) 
Benjamin Netanyahu was for- 
ced to cancel a speech. 
Dershowitz next speculates 
that the intergalactic visitor, 
his curiosity aroused, would 
probably try to find out what 
HUBERT BEYER 
this pariah has done to earn 
the wrath of our institutions of 
,a:.d.,,~ ~..;!..~ learning• 
"He would discover that Is- 
rael is a vibrant democracy, 
with freedom of speech, press 
and religion, that is surrounded 
by a group of tyrannical and 
undemocratic regimes, many 
of which are actively seeking 
its destruction," : : ;  .:; 
I n  sh'ort, 'the"liit6fg'alactic 
• visitor, would conclude that 
whatever they teach students 
at our universities, a course on 
right or wrong is not amongst 
it. 
Now, I 've concluded that 
long before the hypothetical 
visitor. I have long been cur- 
ious why students don't seem 
to •object too strenuously to 
outrages such as the quaint 
custom of radical Islamic 
states to publicly behead 
women who are caught having 
sex outside of marriage. I sup- 
pose it's one of those customs 
a politically correct nation 
such as Canada must respect. 
I am at a loss to understand 
why with atrocities committed 
by vile regimes on a regular 
basis, our learned students 
keep condemning Israel. 
The only conclusion I can 
come to is that anti-Semitism 
is not only alive and well, but 
thriving. 
What other conclusion is 
there, when Canada's so- 
called intellectun! left!:::' ~'!ite 
tells us that Palestinian,. who 
• blow up civilians in shopping 
malls and on buses are free- 
dom fighters, but Israel, which 
is fighting for its very survival, 
is the warmonger? 
That anti-Semitism is what 
driyes many of Israel's neigh- 
,.,hq~rs ,.is:no secret. As Andrew 
Sullivan, formerly,editor of 
The New Republic, and now 
writing for the New York 
Times Magazine, said recent- 
ly, "fanatical ant-Semitism, as 
bad or even worse than Hit- 
ler's, is now a cultural norm 
across much of the Middle 
East and beyond." 
"It's the acrid glue that uni- 
tes Saddam, Arafat, al Qaeda. 
Hezbollah, Iran and the Saudis. 
They all hate the Jews and 
want to see them destroyed." 
The imminent anniversary el 
Kristallnacht, the Night of Bro. 
ken Glass, should be a retain. 
der to all people of goodwill o| 
what unchecked and state- 
sponsored hatred leads to. 
On the nights of November 9
and 10, 1938, gangs of Nazi 
youth roamed through Jewish 
neighbourhoods breaking win- 
dows of Jewish businesses and 
homes, burning synagogues and 
looting. 
In all 101 synagogues were 
destroyed and almost 7,5011 
Jewish businesses were de- 
stroyed. 26,000 Jews were ar- 
rested and sent to concentra- 
tion camps, Jews were physic- 
ally attacked and beaten and 
91 died. 
It was the beginning of the 
end for Europe's Jews. The Ho- 
locaust that followed was to 
see  six million Jews mui:dei.i~d. 
I lived "in Oerma/~;'dtiring 
those horrible years. True, I 
didn't know about what was 
happening. Many others did 
and said nothing. But today I 
do know. 
It is for that reason I stand 
on Israel's side as a friend. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-maih hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
h ttp :/ /www.hubertbeyer. co n 
Bored? 
ELECTING A Thornhill school 
trustee November 16 promises 
all the excitement of a her- 
mit's wake. Voter enthusiasm 
is difficult to whip up even 
when regional district raps are 
running. 
This year, regional district 
positions were filled by accla- 
mation leaving the lone 
trustee seat. Hardly a major 
drawing card unless your kids 
now ride two miles on a bus 
that passes the closed neigh- 
bourhood school they once 
walked to. 
Despite angry parents and 
grandparents crowding meet- 
ing after meeting last spring as 
the incumbent school board 
closed five schools, I'll bet 
you could buttonhole any 10 
people leaving a grocery store 
Saturday morning and at least 
eight of them would look puz- 
zled and say, "Election? I 
never heard of any election. 
For school trustee? Today? 
You're kiddingl" 
Then ask the plans of the 
two who know about the elec- 
tion. At least one will have 
better things to do than vote. 
That level of interest results 
in 242 voters deciding major 
Try 
rH R O UGH ii BIFO C ALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
issues we all live with for 
three years or longer. 
Pity the deputy returning 
officer and scrutineers on duty 
for twelve hours from 8 a.m, to 
8 p.m. while electors dribble 
in. 
I recall acting as scrutineer 
for Nadine Asante the year she 
contested a regional district 
seat. 1 was assigned to the hub 
of Area E polling activity, 
Thornhill Elementary School. 
There we sat, rulers poised 
over our voters' lists, eager to 
tick off an electors, name 
whenever one wandered in. 
re(]ding a 
Knitters constructed most of 
a sweater. Unqualified to knit 
or crochet, I memorized the 
gym's decor down to the rub- 
ber mats strung like stepping 
stones from the front door to 
our tables. 
We sipped coffee from ther- 
moses to stay warm and 
awake. Lunch hour brought a 
crush of electors, at least 
eight, forcing us to pick up our 
pace. They were impatient o 
get back to fun activities like 
dropping off dry cleaning. 
The weather was typical for 
elections in mid November. A 
whoosh of fog escorted each 
elector like a rock star ap- 
proaching the mike. Nonethe- 
less, when Asante drove me 
home in blowing snow she 
wore only sandals on her bare 
feet. 
Election staff enjoy prompt 
results. The rest of us will wait 
several days for news media to 
reveal winners and losers. 
Mayors and councillors rate a 
mention on the Monday morn- 
ing news. School trustees 
don't. 
I wanted to attend last 
Tuesday's all candidates forum 
at the REM Lee. But I can- 
book 
celled when rain began about 
suppertime. Rain could become 
ice or snow. I 'm not a winter 
driver. 
Next morning 1 felt less 
guilty for staying home. The 
news reported four single car 
accidents that day due to icy 
roads. 
I stayed home and watched 
the Giller Prize presentation. I 
met the five authors (only one 
of whom I knew) whose fiction 
books were short listed for the 
$25,000 prize. 
Their writing could have as 
much, maybe more, influence 
on the education of our kids as 
Saturday's choice of a trustee. 
We all know our trustees have 
no money to work with, and no 
way to demand more. 
I would have awarded the 
prize to Austin Clarke for his 
novel, The Polished Hoe. The 
spring curled Jamaican born 
black man has a courtly charm, 
as does his prose. The three 
person jury agreed with my 
choice. 
Thornhiil scrutineers will 
have time to read a Giller 
novel while they wait for vo- 
ters. 
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Candidates for the seven school trustee seats 
(two for one seat in Thornhill, five for three school 
trustee seats in Terrace) were bwited to submit 
statements on what they will do if they're elected. 
Candidates for Thornhiil trustee seat 
LORRIE GOWEN 
Age: 41 
Nominated by: Lynn Smith and Jill Girodat 
Activities: Involved with the Parent Advisory 
Councils at Thornhill Primary and Thornhill Ele- 
mentary schools 
Occupation: Works as a program assistant in 
Continuing Education for NWCC and SFU 
Been here: Since 1992 
Lives at: 5195 Gossen Creek Road 
Family: Married with two children 
Statement: 
My name is Lorrie Gowen. 
1 currently work with Northwest Community 
College in Continuing Education and as we l l  
with Simon Fraser University's teacher education 
program here in the north. 
I 've lived for the past 10 years in Gossen 
Creek with my husband, 
daughter and son. 
My children began their 
school lives at a wonderful 
school, Copper Mountain 
Elementary where 1 was act- 
ively involved in the Parent 
Advisory Council. 
I also had the great oppor- 
tunity to be involved in the 
school's accreditation pro- 
tess where parents, teachers, 
and principal, working toge- 
ther, developed a five-year Lorria 
goal plan for the school. Gowen 
Not even a year later, to 
my disbelief, Copper Mountain was closed as 
one of the responses to deal with the school 
board's budget deficit. 
My daughter now sits in one of the many 
"district average" sized classrooms with 30 other 
children. 
Th is  government's current funding formula 
does not ensure good education; it increases 
class sizes, provides no money for resources, the 
number of educational assistants in the class- 
rooms has been reduced. 
All teachers, children, and families are being 
affected in adverse ways. The B.C. Education 
Mission Statement says, "The purpose is to en- 
able all learners to develop their individual po- 
tential and to acquire the knowledge, skills and 
attitudes needed to contribute to healthy, demo- 
cratic and pluralistic society." 
As a trustee, I will always question the board 
- did we uphold the values behind this state- 
ment? Have we made the best decision for our 
children? This is my promise to voters. 
GARY TURNER 
Age: 54 
Nominated by: Fred and Donna Krebs 
Occupation: Scaler/weigh master 
Activities: Terrace Minor Softball president 
(five years), coach (15 years), Thornhill Junior 
Secondary basketball and volleyball coach, 
school board liaison to the northern winter 
games. 
Been here: 54 years 
Lives at: Lot 27 Kleanza Drive, Terrace 
Family: Married with two adult children 
Statement: 
After nine years on the school board, people 
ask me why I want to run again. 
When I started on the board nine years ago, 
this school district was on the leading edge of 
technology. We had small class sizes and we 
had a large band program. In the last six years 
the main thing that has occupied our time is bud- 
get, budget, and more budget. I think it's time we 
turned our attention and re.sources back into 
helping the students to do better in the class- 
room.  
To do this we have to  tal~e every student in 
the system who has problems 
and decide whether the pro- 
blem is with the education 
system or with the student. 
Many students make the de- 
cision not to succeed in the 
classroom, by not doing their 
homework, not doing the as- 
signments or doing the as- 
signments but not handing 
them in. For the students who 
do want to succeed we must 
make every effort to help Gary 
them through the system. Turner 
Seven for 
school board 
Meet the local candidates for school trustee seats 
In closing I would like to 
say that if the minister of education wants to 
make the boards accountable for education, then 
she also has to make her department account- 
able, as well as the parents and students for their 
actions in the system. 
Candidates for the three 
Terrace trustee seats 
NICOLE BINGHAM 
Age: 30 
Nominated by: Diane Collins and Shirley 
Bolan 
Occupation: Health Coordinator, Kitsumka- 
lum Health Services 
Activities: (see candidate statement below) 
Been here: 15 years 
Lives at: 86 Gyiik Road 
Family: Married with three children 
Statement: 
My family moved to the Terrace area 15 
years ago. I completed Grade 12 at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary. 
After post secondary training, I moved my fa- 
mily to Prince George to gain work experience. I 
was employed by Health Canada as a Commun- 
ity Services Coordinator for five years. This posi- 
tion was focused on negotiations and budgeting 
for communities. 
Once my children were old enough to enter 
the school system, I returned to Terrace. 
Since returning to my home community of 
Kitsumkalum, 1 have sat on many committees 
among which are, Putting Children First Learn- 
ing Initiative and Northwest Inter Nation Family 
and Child Services Board as well as many other 
health and education-focused committees. 
I belong to the Terrace 
Christian Reformed Church. 
My hobbies include, hiking, 
sewing, fishing and garden- 
ing. 
I have a great deal of exper- 
ience working with budgets 
and formula funding. I feel 
the funding formula for the 
school district is inadequate 
and requires changing. 
The first step to financial 
accountability is to under- 
NJoole stand the budgeting process 
Bingham inside and out. The Second 
step, is a timely communica- 
tion strategy that involves those that are going to 
be impacted by decisions. 
I am a committed hard working focused indi- 
vidual with proven track record in management. 
I am running for school district trustee because I 
believe change and innovation are required to 
provide quality education for all children in 
Coast Mountains School District 82. 
the type of skills they want their children to 
learn. 
5. To push for programs that provide our child- 
ren with the skills needed to get jobs in our own 
area. 
I believe that the most important factor in 
education is whether the student reaches out for 
knowledge of his or her own 
accord. 
1 believe that the most 
important function of our 
educational system is to in- 
spire a hunger for knowledge 
in our children. 
I believe that self-esteem 
is a product of pride in 
achieving goals that are not 
easy to attain. 
My name is Mike Maxim. 
I am 47 years old and I am a 
se l f -employed business Mike 
owner. The name of my Maxim 
company is MXMTECH Ser- 
vice Industries. I have one child graduated and 
one still in Grade 9. I have no family employed 
by the school district, nor any other personal or 
business interests dependent on the school dis- 
trict. 
My decision to run for School Board Trustee 
is not a hasty one. 1 have held this.ambition for 
many years. 
DIANA PENNER 
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Foundation. 
Been here: Since Sept. 3, 2002. Former resi- 
dent of Kclowna, Prince Rupert and Queen Char- 
lotte City. 
Lives at: 2511 Skeena Street 
Family: Married 
Statement: 
Since I 'm the new kid on the block, I am 
going to avoid the "Hot Button Issues" that the 
news media have identified. Instead I will tell 
you briefly who 1 am and why you should vote for 
me. 
I 'm a volunteer, and I have been giving my 
time freely to my home towns since before my 
hair turned grey. i have lived in larger cities, but 
1 prefer small towns, where l can make a differ- 
ence. 
i 'm new to Terrace, having arrived just before 
the school year began. It's exciting to encounter 
new friends, and I have bro- 
ken the ice with the Terrace 
Little Theatre, Concert 
Band, and school-based 
groups such as the Dare to 
Dream Foundation and the 
Canadian Parents for French, 
which my family has be- 
longed to for seven years. I 
am involved here already. 
! accepted a nomination 
to run for the School Board 
because 1 enjoy a challenge. Paul 
1 will succeed as a school Sametz 
trustee because of my personal qualities, not be- 
cause I am affiliated with a church or a society 
or a group or a team. My personal feelings do not 
come into it - this is a management position, 
and I will act accordingly. 
Healthy communities elect politicians, they 
don't appoint them by acclamation. If nobody 
votes for you, you don't represent anyone. But i 
will represent the students and voters in Terrace, 
and I will be here for them. 
I 'm Paul Sametz, the "new blood" in Terrace. 
Vote for me for a change. 
MIKE MAXIM 
Age: 47 
Nominated by: Thomas Turner and Yvonne 
Danroth 
Occupation: Self employed carpenter/builder, 
MXMTECH Service Industries 
Activities: Kickstart Association of Busines- 
ses Concerned for the Development of Education. 
(Kickstart ABCDE) 
Been here: Since 1982 in Terrace, 1978 to 
1982 in Nass Camp 
Lives at: 3933 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 
Family: Two children, one graduated, one in 
the school system. 
Statement: 
1 promise: 
1. To represent the educational needs of our 
community. 
2. To represent the educational needs of our 
children. 
3. To consult with the businesses which em- 
ploy people in our community to find out which 
skills are needed the most. 
4. To empower the parents who have ideas for 
Age: 46 
Nominated by: Henry Penner and Tina 
Brouwer 
Occupation: Full-time student at Northwest 
Community College (Business Admin) 
Activities: Volunteer at Terraceview Lodge, 
Student representative on the NWCC board of 
governors. 
Been here: 37 years 
Lives at: 5418 Hepple Rd. 
Family: Married with two teenagers 
HAL STEDHAM 
Age: 60 
Nominated by: Tim and Zizina Osborne 
Occupation: School principal in the Stikine 
SD 87 but plans to retire if re-elected. 
Activities: Coached basketball at the provin- 
cial level, sponsored student exchanges to the 
"Maritimes, took debating team to Kamloops and 
enjoyed a lead role in the Terrace Little Theatre 
production of Cruel Tears. 
Been here: Homeowner here for 11 years 
Lives at: 4633 Haugland Ave. 
Family: Married with three adult children 
Statement: 
It has been an honoUr to serve as a trustee for 
School District 82 for the past three years. In the 
short time that I have. served I am impressed by 
the calibre of excellence found in our schools 
each day. The staff of SD #82 are to be cerumen- 
Statement: 
1 have decided to run for Trustee again in 
Coast Mountain School District for the following 
reasons; 
' i  Now more than ever we need strong indi- 
viduals that are willing to stand up and be coun- 
ted. 
[] We need individuals capable of making in- 
ded for their professional conduct and for the en- formed'decisions; I think my many years as a 
thusiasm they bring,to the culture of our schools, parent, teacher, principal and my recent term as 
From the principal to the, noon hour duty, we are,~i, ~ . . . . . . .  
fortunate to have a dedicated team to mentor to trustee quahfy me m that regard. : 
our students. 
Yes, there are flaws. 
F laws in the system and 
sometimes flaws in those of 
us who participate in the 
system. But flaws are repair- 
able. The question in every- 
.one's mind these day.s is: do 
we have the money for the 
repair? It looks like not. 
We're having a hard time 
just holding the system toge- 
ther right now - repairs are Diana not up for discussion, l am 
seeking re-election in order Penner 
to maintain continuity to  the 
board and to see .our district through a hard time. 
I can't lose. If I win, I get to fight for every dollar 
it'll take to keep our schools functional, if I lose, 
I get to sit back and pray while someone else 
fights i'or public education. I 'm leaving it in 
God's hands. When it comes down to it, I haven't 
conquered a single'problem in my life without 
God's help - I 'm not about to leave Him out of 
this one. 
PAUL SAMETZ 
• Age: 50 
Nominated by: Jennifer Lewis and Ed Moore 
Occupation: Computer Systems Administra- 
tor / Graphic Designer 
Activit ies: Terrace Little Theatre, Terrace 
Concert Band and Big Band, Dare to Dream 
[] As well as strong individuals we need team 
players that have the capability of uniting the 
board in consensus on important issues such as; 
other ways to save money rather than closing 
schools. 
[] With the devastating cuts to teaching and 
CUPE positions, increased responsibilities and 
school closures morale is at an all-time low in 
the district; the district employees, including 
principals and board level 
administrators, need to know 
that their contribution and 
hard work is recognized and 
appreciated by the board. 
[] Accountability is the 
order of the day; teachers are 
expected to do more with 
less, contracts have been en- 
tered into to improve literacy 
and numeracy. The board 
must "realize that it is not 
their job to decide on how Hal Stedham 
these goals are to be 
achieved but to provide the 
best possible working environment for employees 
to attain these goals. 
These are despei'ate times and desperate 
times require desperate measures. We have ex- 
pressed our lack of confidence in the current 
government but the worst thing we can do is sit 
around and feel sorry for ourselves.We can make 
this one of the best districts in this province if we 
put aside our personal agendas and work for the 
common good. 
BOB ERB 
Age: 50 
Nominated by: Charlie Smoley and Brian 
Belina. 
Occupation: Construction worker 
Activities: Working actively for changes in 
marijuana laws with the B.C. Marijuana Party. 
Formerly active with Terrace Bluebacks organi- 
zation and minor baseball coach. 
Been here: 32 years 
Lives at: 3514 Dogwood Ave. 
Family: Two adult children 
Terrace property/business interest: Home 
Statement: 
I 'm running for mayor because of my love of 
Terrace/Thornhill and the scenic Skeena valley. 
And seeing nothing significant done to promote 
us as a scenic wonder of rugged coast mountains 
and fine fishing - a desirable location to hunt, 
camp, vacation and retire. 
Little has been done to encourage tourists and 
retirees to visit and revisit or to relocate here. 
Our tourist info centre and RV pullover area 
combined with the yellow painted hunk of steel 
is a disgrace. Compare us to smaller towns like 
Hazelton, Smithers and Houston-  which sport 
large RV pullovers as well as 40-foot figurines 
and large dec0rative tourtstinfo buildings weU 
advertised in advance. 
Ferry Island is a great potential revenue 
Two for mayor 
source passed by all too often by RV and other 
road travellers. The same goes for our tourist info 
centre because of poor visibility and advertising. 
I 'm saddened to see so many empty homes 
and vacant businesses here when other areas of 
B.C. experience housing and economic growth. 
Twenty years ago when we saw an Alberta-li- 
censed vehicle in Terrace some would mutter 
"darn Albertans taking our 
jobs." Now seeing AIber- 
tan plates usually means 
some former Terracite is 
t here visiting or checking 
their empty home. 
The mayor and most coun- 
! cillors seem to take little 
pride in Terrac'.'s role as a 
regional capital and pro- 
mote it as such. 
They'd like to keep Ter- 
Bob Erb race as the sleepy little 
logging town "of their 
youth. For these reasons 
and many more I 'm running, For more contact 
me at 635-1409, 
JACK TALSTRA 
Age: 56 
Nominated by: Lillian Garcia and John Van 
De Velde 
Occupation: Lawyer 
Activities: mayor of Terrace, director Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District 
Been here: Since 1953 
Lives at: 3801 Spring Creek Drive 
Family:. Five grown children 
Terrace property/business interest: Talstra 
& Co. law firm, Five Star Properties (housing 
development off Spring Creek Drive), share of 
Almarlin Building. 
Statement: 
Terrace has been hard hit by the Skeena Cel- 
lulose mill closure and resulting downturn in log- 
ging activity. 
• Because of this', I feel our first priority must 
involve the re-opening of SCI. While there are ii- 
• mits to what we as a community can do, it is vit- 
ally .important his issue remains on "the front 
burner until it is resolved. 
I believe City Hall will always have a role to 
play in making our community attractive to new 
investment. 
That said, however, it is the provision of reli- 
able, affordable municipal services that is the 
core business of any civic administration. 
I feel that simple "good government" is surely 
the most effective contribution we can make to- 
ward a robust local economy. 
Terrace is not over -burdened with 
debt. Current liabilities have been reduced to ap- 
proximately $3.36 million and include financing 
for older projects as well as for newer ones - 
street reconstruction and paving, and building of 
the Halliwell water reservoir. The city has over 
$21 million in unused bor- 
rowing power. 
Revenues have ]~allen 
but city council and my- 
self have actively sought '  
reductions in spending, As 
such, city finances are in 
good shape - and that, 
most certainly, cannot be 
said for every community 
in our region. 
I enjoy being your mayor 
Jack Talstra and, while there are sig- 
nificant challenges ahead 
of us, I know I have the experience, commitment 
and contacts necessary to do the job. 
I ask for your support on November 16. 
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the fly on the end of the line 
Dear Sir: 
"We Canucks 
have to stop giving 
away our resources." 
That's how Rob 
Brown ended his 
column a couple of 
weeks ago on non- 
resident anglers, and 
fishing with and 
without guides. 
This non-resident, 
an Ontarian, as opposed to a non-resident alien, just 
spent $42 for a fishing licence, $20 for a salmon stamp 
and 1'11 have to get a $40 steelhead stamp to fish the 
Copper this week. 
On top of that, !'II pay $10.72 - per day - to fish the 
Lakelse or other classified waters. Twice that to fish far- 
ther up the Copper before the end of October. 
Who's giving away what here? 
Come to Ontario. A catch-and-release angler from 
B.C. can get licensed for $18.50, of which $6 is  for a 
three-year Outdoors Card to hold the licence sticker. 
And fish all you like for our salmon and steelhead, 
without coughing up big bucks for extra stamps on your 
licence. 
l'm struggling with Mr. Brown's logic. He takes out 
two Americans up the Copper, and that's OK. But two 
Europeans meet up with a European buddy with a raft 
and that's all wrong. 
And the out-of-province guide he met. Surely a fisher- 
ies officer could look after that problem. There are en- 
ough of them out here. I saw more officers in Tim Hor- 
ton's the other day than we have in the entire province 
of Ontario. Perhaps that's why we don't pay for salmon 
For mo~ h,k. n~.~k.~, vl*# I _A__ I  
~r call ~e He~t ~ O~e Foundation 
=t 1.808.HgF-INFO 
Health gh~k'..,. 
tells you it's a healthy choice 
and steelhead 
stamps. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD B.C attracts a 
fraction of the 
U.S. and Eur- i ~ ' '===== ......... -='== The Mail Bag anglers i YOUtRE, that Ontario gets.  INVITED 
Don't you folks 
To  OUR 
there'srealize touristthat Husqvarna Viking Oscar & Sophia CHRISTMAS 
bucks to be These anniversay machines have everything 
made. Why not you need for successful sewing: ut i [ i ly ,  PARTY! 
decorative and stretch stiches, a buih-in [ ' - - - - -~ , . . . . . . . .~  
buttonholer - a total of 13 stitches wth 
W E'I E MOIIIEEI! 
COME CHECK OUT OUR GREAT NEW LOCATION 
FEATURED INSTORE SAVINGS!~ 
Nov. 15, 2002, 
7pm- 11pm ' 
Demos & Display sBy 
"~,, Pampered Chef, 
Victorian Epicure, 
~=~,~,, Party !ite & Flora 
~,~ i , ,Spa  Both & Beauty 
make a profit off them at the food stores, bed and break- 
fasts and motels. If they buy a meal, some gas or a beer, 
you're making money. 
Rob advocates an elitist approach to bring in a few 
fly-fishers with fat wallets attracted by the elitist ap- 
proach to managing access to these rivers. With guides 
costing US$300 to US$400 a day, you won't see too 
many average Joes, or the Canucks Rob is protecting the 
resource for. 
The number of fanatical anglers, who can drop family 
responsibilities in favour of a big-buck trip, is a failing 
resource as we North Americans change our concept of 
qual ity time. So don't invest in a disappearing market 
segment. 
One problem you share with Northern Ontario is the 
sheer cost of getting here, both in terms of dollars and 
time. We should make it easier to fish when they do get 
here, 
No, don't give away your resources. But remember 
that at least our European friends aren't going back 
home with a cooler full of dead fish. 
John Dadds, 
Kitchener, Ontario. 
adjustable length & width. 
./" 
Segregation isn't needed here 
Dear Sir: Do we want to see the same thing happen in our com- 
My daughter came home from school Wednesday No- 
vember 6 with a note for First Nation students only. It 
was addressed by First Nations Education Centre, 
School District No.82 (Coast Mountains). 
In it was a proposal for the establishment of a school 
specifically designed for K-7 First Nation students only. 
It outlines a distinctive or specialized curriculum em- 
phasizing First Nation culture. 
if this is only a program it is a very good idea. How- 
ever, it should also include all students. If this is a pro- 
posal for the establishment of a separate school in this 
community, then we are looking at segregation. The for- 
mative school years are the ones promoting tolerance 
and acceptance to new and different influences includ- 
ing cultural awareness. 
If you look back at the 50s when integration began in 
the United States between the Afro-Americans and the 
whites, violence and riots resulted due to fear of the un- 
known. 
munity, where, even though some tension exists (as it 
does with lack of knowledge) we do get along and thus 
have a richer community because of it. 
At this point I am not sure of the exact nature of the 
letter that I received yesterday, but it immediately 
struck fear in my heart for the future of my children and 
my community. Let's all watch out for further develop- 
ment regarding this matter. 
Rhonda Edgar, Terrace, B.C. 
Intersection appreciated 
Dear Sir: 
Congratulations to all of the people and organizations 
involved in making the entrance/exit from the highway 
to Kalum Lake Road much safer. It is indeed an impro- 
vement.. The three stop signs at McConnell and Bailey? 
l'm still scratching my head over that one. 
Anita Roach, Terrace, B.C. 
I= ,  
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 3, 2002 
Departure Arrival 
Terrace.Kitimat Vancouver Sun Man Tue Wed Thur Fri 
8:00a,m. 10:00a.m. V V V V V V 
3:00p.m. 5:00p.m. V V I/ V V V 
Vancouver . Terrace-Kitirnat 
12:00 noor~2:00 p.m. V' V' v' 
6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. I/ V V 
Please note, schedules are subject o change without notice. 
CALL YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT OR 
635-4295 
V I/ V 
V' v' ¢ 
Sat 
I /  
v' 
or Toll-free 1 -866-429-5247 
www.hawkair .ca 
Special I n t roductory  Pr ice,  Your Choice 
,4 .8°00  
 'n',Qu ItPatch In i 
10123239 KalumSt.,Terrace 638-1335  ont y Co ' i,ii  ] 
• ~ ; , • : ,  : : , : : : : : ;  i : :~ 
A Great City Cannot Be 
Achieved Simply On 
Hopes And Dreams. 
OnLy Through Good Planning and Definitive, 
Positive Action. Can The FulL Potential Of 
David D. Hull The City Of Terrace Be ReaLized. 
For The Next Three Years Some Of My Priorities Are: 
• The Economy" The Forest Industry, SCI Back to Work, Off Shore 
OiL 8: Gas, Resource Roads, Container Port and Rail Link, A[can 
Power Used In the Northwest. 
"What is Good for the Northwest is Good for Terrace!" 
• Proper ty  Taxes Are  Too High in Terrace! • . . . . . . . . . . .  
~.,~ Using new:opportuniUes becoming avaiLabLe in the CommuniW;~'- 
Charter, City Council CAN reduce property taxes in ALL classes. 
• 911 In Service By Sept. 01, 2003 
911 Emergency Phone Service Is An Essential PubLic Safety 
Necessity. The City Council must ensure 911 is instaLLed very 
soon, no excuses!] 
• Capital Recreat ion Projects Hot Total ly Funded By Taxpayers 
To build projects and then tax citizens for the ent ire cost for 
decades to come is unacceptable. Creative and Innovative 
SoLutions are avaiLabLe! 
"1 don ' t  make  dec is ions  because  they  are  easy, because  
they  are  cheap or  because  they  are  popu lar ,  
I Make Them Because TheyAre Right/" 
On Nov, 16,,,VOTE HULL, David D, 
maybe we can help youl 
Have your children checked. 90% of 
foot problems if found early at ages 
8 - L14 yrs, can be completely corrected. 
FREE FOOT CARE CLINIC 
will be held at the 
BEST WESTERN 
4553 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
November 14, 2002 Varadero Varadero - Cayo Coco 
A-10r thot i cs  
3208 Sunset PI. 
Westbank, BC 
For appointment please call 
1-888-313-1339 
Derek Armstrong, Pedorthic 
Technician 
7years experience in fool 
care & custom.made orlhotics. 
NOTE: Your medica/ may 
pay for your orthotics 
(check your plan) 
 fLUORLD 
OF VACATIONS 
i l l l lH I I I ! / I  r ; I r l  
Playa Naco Golf & Tennis Resort 
All IncluslvoI *** PLUS 
Kids stay & eat free ~ 
January 8, 15.22 7 Nights 
cwr $ • ~e, ,~  PRICE .1414 
wiil't;lllll[I 
Sierra Manzanillo 
All Incluslvel ****  
Kids stay & eat free t
December 21 7 Nights 
.,o, p~S2094 Price 
~ITT] F;][I~,liF 
Fiesta Palace Resort & Spa 
24 hour All Inclusivel **** 
Exclusivel 
January8 7Nights 
~. ,.~,~ p.~ s1619 
Brisas Del Cariba Sandals Royal Hicacos Resort & Spa Melta Cayo Coco 
24 hour All Incluslvel **** Ultra All Incluslvel ***** 24 hour All Incluslvel **** PLUS 
Kids stay & eat free ~ Couples only1 Garden view suite Adults only 
December 9 7 Nights December 9 7 Nights January 6 7 Nights 
.-, c~s1424 o,,o, = .=ee~ cw, mol, ,  cw~s1674 Prlc. ; . ~  PRICE ned $ PRICE ium=' i r  ~ .$ , , .1 ,~ PRICE 
"V,vtott*,~ ~zl~1,m Av~ m~ Pon~IS Ikt'Jvl~ds ardhcxUer~or¢Y M ~M ~eaduil ~ ~ ~ =c.~k'wi~oolu,11~ or/Y t=~traP~d ~ k~'~e~a PtIc~ ~ $I~ ~ ¢cuple~o~m~t Sa~ l'~zCalx~ ~sl4t'~IL'dpmPeOt't-Jt~ ~ ¢~ ~ 
CaH~odayt Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-2277 
OPEN SATURDAY 
R# 3504°4 
• I 
i 1 
i 
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Not everybody is in love 
with forest practice changes 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE LONG-awaited over- 
haul o'f the Forest Prac- 
tices Code puts the job of 
protecting the environment 
in industry hands, Green 
party leader Adriane Carr 
charged during a visit here 
last week. 
She predicted it will 
lead to new international 
market campaigns against 
B.C. producers - a new 
war in the woods to starve 
companies of customers. 
"I don't think anybody 
wants to go back to that," 
Carr said, adding environ- 
mental groups are already 
gearing up. 
The new results-based 
code unveiled last week 
slashes away much of the 
old rules, but detailed 
standards aren't yet de- 
fined. Instead the govern- 
ment has laid out enabling 
legislation called the For- 
est and Range Practices 
Act. 
"Right now we don't 
have a clue what those re- 
suits are we're supposed to 
get," Carr said. "It's a re- 
cipe for disaster." 
Rather than exhaustive- 
ly telling companies how 
to cut and manage forests, 
the government will speci- 
fy end results for various 
measures of forest health 
that companies must meet. 
The end goal is the 
same - environmentally 
sound logging - but with 
less paperwork and much 
less cost incurred along 
the way. 
"We're cutting through 
red tape so government 
and the forest sector can 
practise smart manage- 
ment," forests minister 
Mike de Jong said. 
Instead of shuffling 
paper, he said, forestry 
professionals will have 
more time to spend in the 
field. 
"We will eliminate 18 
approval steps that wasted 
effort without improving 
i " prqtect p.n~,,~; . . . . . . .  , ,~ ~,~ -....~:~ ..... 
q"he onus will be on 
companies to meet the 
standards or face fines of 
up to $1 million or even 
jail time. 
Comprehensive forest 
stewardship lans are to 
replace three other types 
of operational plans. Com- 
panies musl produce site- 
specific plans on request. 
Bul Carr charged the 
new rules will mean much 
less chance for the public 
to examine plans before 
cutting takes place. 
She also questioned the 
layoff of 700 forest mini- 
stry personnel, along with 
the closure of numerous 
forest service offices. 
The cutbacks mean 
fewer government watch- 
dogs preventing problems 
rather than fixing them 
later, she said. 
"They are the eyes and 
ears of the public in the 
forests," Cart said. 
Instead, she predicted, 
reporting of forest practice 
violations will fall to vo- 
lunteers with environ- 
mental groups. 
"Our public forests will 
have private masters," 
added BCGEU president 
George  Heyman,  
"Corporations will monitor 
themselves under laws 
they have written to max- 
imize their own profit." 
Industry reps, the IWA 
and the Northwest Loggers 
Association praised the 
document. They said the 
new flexibility should 
make the industry stronger 
and more competitive. 
It's too early to tell how 
much money the new code 
could save companies like 
Skeena Cellulose, 
But company CEO Dan 
Veniez likes what has 
been tabled so far. 
"It's a meaningful, con- 
structive, significant step 
along the way to meaning- 
ful reform of forest 
policy," Veniez said. 
He said slashing the pa- 
perwork burden will elimi- 
nate much wasted effort 
and money required under 
the current code. 
"I can't stress enough 
how cumbersome it has 
been, how costly it has 
been and how frustrating it
has been - for everybody." 
Veniez said he's hope- 
ful the new rules provide 
enough flexibility to re- 
cognize the umque chal- 
lenges of logging in this 
part of the province. 
The Association of B.C. 
Professional Foresters also 
welcomed the new rules. 
"We have long advoca- 
ted a move to results- 
based forestry," said presi- 
dent Bill Warner. "The 
prescriptive nature of the 
current Forest Practices 
Code seriously diminished 
the role of resource profes- 
sionals." 
Adriane Carr 
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IMAGES by KARLENE 
welcomes 
Michelle StrumeckL 
, .,:.:,~.:,::...:~..,,.~.,~:~:i: Michelle is trained in massage 
~ ::::~':::~i.:~i:ii:;i::::i: and  hydrotherapy  as wel l  as Reiki ,  
~:~" :~:::~:~:~: aromatherapy, trigger point :  - ::.~i i~IE ,~"~: 
~,::~::~::~:~:~:~ therapy and various forms of 
:.~ :~.~:i~'~ :: :J.'~i~ " 
.... ~'~'::~:'::~'~ ........ spiritual healing. Come in and 
enjoy a massage, body scrub or 
..44 wrap. Miche-Ile is looking 
forward to seeing past clients ana ,,,m Ofiljae meeting new ones. 
• :~,: 4718-B  LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE 
" 635-4997 
: J  1 - 8 O0 - 251-4997 
.>.: J.. 
FINANCE 
RODUCING THE REDESIGNED 
) I~  Vodec I~glne 
bl SternE) wlth CO • 
4 Wheel ABS Bralom ~:~ ,:,:~ .~ "::ii: ~, :'!~ 
PONTIAC 
BUICK 
'G'WI r,-- 
; "2  . 
L y "  
m 
~'~:.,i " 
• ,' :4 7LV8 
::,~ ~,,240hp: :~: i 
~ ii.;!i N,,^. : 
NOVEMBER 16'" - VOTE 
RICH MCDANIEL, COUHCILLOR 
' Sponsored by the Committee to re-elect Rich McDanlel 
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Bus  F ss R.EVlF w I l We would like to thank anyone who supported our fundraising 
efforts at the Gorilla Fireworks outlet this yearl B 
IkJ Special thanks to Coast Mountain Electric, Terrace & District Credit Union, g i  Out & Feds say security - RichMcDanieI, ShelleyLarkin, lhe Cily of Terrace Parks & Recreation [ ]  
Department, Ruins Board Shop, Fabricland and the Midgets Reps. 
b ~j  The p/ayers, coaches, andparen/s of~he A out charge under review ~ n "  TE, RACE/NLANDI(ENWOttTHBANTAMREPS A out charge under review R Terrace Minor Hockey Association H AWKAIR and several h ne owners the s ccur,ty ~ i ~ - - - ~ . -  "-" ..... 
other B.C, airlines de- fee is being reviewed by New store 
A BOOTLEGGER clothing 
store is to open in the 
Skeena Mall Nov. 20. 
It will take over a va- 
cancy next to the Ricki's 
store in the mall. The two 
chains are affiliated. 
Debbie Holland, the 
Ricki's manager who will 
manage both stores, is hir- 
ing up to 10 new employ- 
ees for the Bootlegger out- 
let. "I've got over 200 ap- 
plicants at the moment," 
she said last week. 
She said she persuaded 
parent firm Comark the 
market and time was right. 
Log summit 
SMALL business loggers 
get a chance to examine 
the new Forest and Range 
Practices Act this month. 
The Small Business 
Forest Summit, organized 
by the North Coast Log 
and Lumber Association, 
takes place Nov. 17 in 
Prince Rupert, covering 
various topics of interest o 
small business loggers. 
Participants will ques- 
tion senior forests ministry 
officials on the new code. 
"The focus will be on 
questions and concerns 
around the new act and 
how it will impact the 
Small Business Program," 
said organizer Paul Alton. 
nounced Ottawa's $24 air 
security charge before a 
federal finance committee 
last week in Vancouver. 
Company owner Dave 
Menzies said the fee 
means fewer people are 
flying. 
"A lot of people who 
use their discretionary in- 
come to go somewhere are 
just staying home," he 
said. 
He and others urged the 
committee to push the 
government to reduce or 
eliminate the charge, 
"They've got to recog- 
nize that flying isn't some- 
thing people do because 
it's a luxury," he said. 
The $24 round trip fee 
adds up to about $90,000 
per month - or more than 
$1 million per year -that 
Hawkair forwards to Otta- 
Dave Menzies 
wa, Hawkair builds the 
charge into ticket prices. 
The money is to gener- 
ate more than $1 billion a 
year to bankroll increased 
security and explosive de- 
tection equipment at air- 
ports across the country. 
F inance committee 
members assured the air- 
the federal government 
They pledged to raise the 
matter with finance mini- 
ster John Manley. 
Menzies said the MPs 
seemed swayed by his 
contention that a secure 
air industry benefits every- 
one - not just air travellers 
- therefore the costs 
shouldn't be entirely borne 
by passengers. 
He hopes a change to 
the fee may be possible. 
"They may cut it in 
half," he said. "The com- 
mittee said these are logi- 
cal arguments," 
Menzies argues there's 
little security threat posed 
by the potential hijacking 
of smaller planes, adding 
risk should be a factor in 
determining the level of 
security needed and how 
costs are recovered. 
WestJet eyes Terrace 
WESTJET is looking at starting service in 
Terrace and is sending its top executive 
here later this month. 
President Clive Beddoe will be here 
Nov. 28 to meet airport society directors 
to discuss issues related to a possible 
startup here, airport manager Rick Reed 
said. "They want to talk to us about 
providing service to Terrace," he said. 
The Nov, 28 date coincides with offi- 
cial start of an Instrument Landing Sys- 
tern (ILS) here. Reed said the new sys- 
tem, which will improve the ability of 
planes to land in poor weather, may have 
been a factor in Calgary-based WestJet's 
decision to take a detailed look at the 
area now. 
Reed said WestJet indicates its confi- 
dent about the Terrace market, but has 
other technical concerns about its ability 
to operate here that it wants to discuss 
with local airport officials. 
Burn Reference Numbers 
Burning restrictions have been in place for a long duration due to continuing 
dry conditions. Now that restrictions have been lifted the demand for burn 
reference numbers is great. The Open Burn Reference Centre asks for your 
patience m getting through this peak demand. 
What you can do to help: 
If you are located with n a municipality that has a local burning bylaw you must 
comply with, you will not require a Ministry of Forests burn reference number. 
Please check with your municipality or local fire department first. 
You do not require a burn reference number if you are burning two piles or 
less with dimensions less than six feet high by 10 feet wide. Information 
pamphlets on burning are available at all local Ministry of Forests offices 
Because of the anticipated increased demand for burn reference numbers, 
please be patient when calling the burn reference centre. When you reach the 
answering service, please leave a message with your name and phone 
number. Leaving a client number and/or a previous reference number will 
assist staff in renewing your burn reference number. 
If you are a new client, please ensure you have the legal property description, 
from your tax notice, available when an operator eturns your call. 
You will require this information to obtain a reference number. 
Please reduce the amount you bum 
by recycling and composting wherever possible. 
To obtain a burn reference number please call 1-888-797-1717. 
This is also a reminder that all burning must comply with 
conditions pecified within the Ministry of Water, Land 
and Air Protection, open burning smoke control 
regulations and the waste management act, 
L . * 
yon again. - 
Toyota dominates the JD Power Awards. 
~s 
2003 Highlander 
Each yearp JD Power and Associates recognize those 
vehicles that demonstrate the best intial quality and owner 
satisfaction as reported by consumers, And each year, Toyota 
walks away with more than its share of this coveted prize. 
So we're celebrating as part of Toyota's Record-Breaking Days. 
"The Tayoti Hi~an~r was ~ IdgSnt anl~d Midslze Sport Uti/ity Val~de in tSe J,O, Pow~ and/b.dat. 2002 LLS. IniSal Otal~ 
Stu~SM. 11a T~ta RAV-4 was ~ ~h~ ranked Enl~ Sped USlity lk~ck in d~e J,D. Pow~ and A, mdatu 2002 LLS, Initial OL~lity 
StudySM. 111o Toyota Sienna was the flohnt ranked Comp~ Van in the J,O. Pewsr and kmdatn (200 0.) 2002 LLS. IniSal OuGty Study 
SM. (2002) Study ba~ In a tad of 64,905 U.S. consumer n~po~ in~,',Sng awn~ Ispmtnd problems during the find 90 days of 
ow~nlip, wm~]~,w.tm 
 TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
f 
Trustees divided over how to break the news 
More school closures seen 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SCHOOL CLOSURES are 
back on the table when it 
comes to budget cuts at 
School District 82, trustees 
revealed last week. 
But parents won't be 
notified until February at 
the  earliest. 
That's when the dis- 
race, there's an anxiety 
that we may be looking at 
closing schools." 
Hazelton trustee Peter 
Weeber said it would be 
premature to notify parents 
nOW. 
,,This is the first time 
this subject  has been 
broached," he said, adding 
Terrace trustee Hal Sted- 
ham said. "It's definitely 
premature." 
Stedham said last 
spring's school closures 
were devastating and trau- 
matic for the district. 
"I think every other 
possibility has to be ex- 
plored before we consider 
trict's standing and ad hoc each school in the district closing schools," he said. cussed at a special board 
committeeswill4abie th ir would, have to  be 
findings after exploring 
more than 50 different sug- 
gestions for cuts, including 
school closures, 
Thars not soon enough 
for Marj Brown: The Ter- 
race trustee, who is not 
standing for re-election, 
tried unsuccessfully last 
week to  convince the 
board to notify parents as 
soon as possible. 
more schools that could' 
close," he said. 
The board has decided 
to delay notifying parents 
of possible school closures 
until after the district's re- 
configuration budget com- 
mittee,s review of a list of 
possible cuts is complete. 
Budget cuts will be dis- 
"There's still, 
even in Terrace, 
there's an anxiety 
that we may be 
looking at closing 
schools." 
Brown wanted to avoid 
what turned out to be an 
agonizing decision-making 
process over school clo- 
sUres last spring. 
"1 think irs the fairest 
way," Brown said, point- 
ing to rumours that the 
district may consider clos- 
ing both South Hazelton 
Elementary School and 
Kitwanga elementary-sec- 
ondary school to save 
money, 
"That  would do some- 
thing about the rumours. It 
would give the impression 
of being fairer," she said. 
"There's till, even in Ter- 
I 
ex, Acting board 
amined individually before Peter King had urged fel, 
the  district can come up low trustees to ensure 
with*a list of possibilities, school closures announced 
"I think this [motion] is last spring wouldn't be fol- 
totally off the wall," he lowed by additional clo- 
added. sures this year. 
"I agree with Peter," "Now I find there's two 
chair meetingin February. 
Rob Greenwood, chair 
of the district's reconfi- 
guration committee on 
budget cuts, said that 
would leave the public 
about six months to re- 
spond. 
Extravaganza at NEID ENTERPRISES. Buy any new 
2003 model before Nov. 30 and you'll get up to 
E 
in genu ine  Arc t i cwear  e and  accessor ies .  
Marj Brown 
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ELECT CAROL LECLERC 
• Working with regional, 
provincial and federal 
agencies to diversify business 
and employment 
opportunities 
• Promoting and developing 
tourism 
• Multiplex- conventions and 
recreational opportunities 
• More seniors housing 
• Making recycling easier 
• More opportunities for youth ............................................ 
• More green space and trails 
• More road repairs 
Let me be your voice 
!CAROL LECLERC Xl, 
iT, ONLY AT... I 
 RPR 
i~;i i i~ ~ i~ 
/ 
D 
HO PAYMEHTS FOR 1YEAR! 
Advanced 
suspension system 
for smoother  r ide 
No security deposit OAC 
LEASE FOR 
'369 
PER MO. 
/48  MONTH LEASE 
$6,234 DOWN 
PAYMENT OR 
EOUIVALENT TRADE 
FINANCIHO FROM 
ORPURCHASE FOR 
*37,658 
2003 Highlander 
3.0 I, 6 cylinder, DOHC, 
24 valve VVT-i engine, 
low emissions Vehicle (LEV) 
power door locks/windows/ 
air conditioning, AM/FM CO, 
6 speakers, overhead console 
keyless entry, engine 
immobilizer, roof rack. 
Versatile and 
athlet ic ,  with 
f lu id  new l ines 
No security deposit OAC 
~, H ,41 
LEASE FOR 
*269 
PER MO. 
/48 MONTH LEASE 
$4,232 DOWN 
PAYMENT OR 
EQUIVALENT TRADE 
FINANCING FROM 
3.9" 
OR PURCHAnE FOR 
,25,648 
2003 RA V4 4WD 
2.0 I, 4 cylinder, DOHC 
16 valve VVT-i engine, Low Emissions 
Vehicle (LEV), power windows/remote 
mirrors, keyless entry, cruise control, 
AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, colour 
bumpers/body side mouldings, 
soft tire cover. 
Now sleeker, 
with dual  
s l id ing doors 
.No security deposit OAC 
Hurry in for record-breaking value on all new 2003 models. 
[EASE FOR 
*269 
PeR MO. 
/48 MONTH LEASE 
$6,272 DOWN 
.PAYMENT OR 
EOUIVAtENT TRADE 
FINANClNO FROM 
OR PURCHASE ton 
=30,549 
IT PAYS TO READ THE FINE PRINT: Lease and finance olkre for qualified mail customers only on new 2003 models sold and delivered before November 30, 2002, Loose payments el 2369 for Ihe 2003 Highlander 
based on 48.menth walkaway l ine with 26,234 down. hi l l  Ileal obligations ere S23,946. LIIII payments of 2269 for the 2003 RAV4 bleed on 48.month welkawe,t lease with 24,232 down. Told lelsl oblJoelieno Ire 217,144. 
Lease payments of 2269 for the 2003 Sienna CE ZFt9CS(B) based on 48.month wlliawoy lil le with S6,272 dawn. Total least obligations Ire S 19,184, LIIII payments build in i maximum el 96,000 be. Additional charges 
are 10¢/km. License, insurance, end applicable taxes am extra. Polchm price Includes a maximum for freight end pre-dalivezy inspection of SI.300 for 2003 Hiohlende[, 2003 Silnne, end 2003 RAY4, 0tht) payment plaflo 
available, Dealer may lease sill for lies, Some conditions apply, nnd offers may chino t without notice. Sen your participating Tiyeto BC Dealers for more defile, 
Go to www.toyota.ca for more info 
2003 Sienna CE 
3.0 L, I/6, V VT-i engine, automatic 
transmission, driver and front passenger air 
bags, 50/50 split rear seat, AM/FM CD, 
4 speakers, removable middle'and rearseat, 
air conditioning, full wheel covers. 
EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Power 
windows/doorlocks/mirrors, cruise control, 
keyless illuminated entry, retained accessory 
power, bodyside cladding graphics, engine 
immobilizer. 
ACCESS TOYOTA 
1-888-TOYOTA-8  • access . toyota .ca  
A nicer way to buy a car. 
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 6354558 
i "L i "  
m 
i 
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to save 
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Utility 
Turkey 
Lilydale- Frozen, 
9 kg & up ~ 
cardholders 
offer 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, November 13 to 16, 2002. 
q 
r 
School candidates tussle 
Another Clark over corporate sponsorsh ips  .on,,d 
Clark, of Mountainvista 
By JENNIFER LANG 
CHALLENGERS vying for 
a seat o'n the school board 
squared off over the issue 
of corporate sponsorship in 
schools at last week's 
election forum, where just 
four of the seven local 
candidates running showed 
up. 
Newcomer  Nicole 
Bingham earned one of the 
eVening'S only round of 
applause when she spoke 
against the idea. " I 'm not 
interested in sending my 
children to school for them 
to be better consumers," 
said Bingham, a 30-year- 
old who's vying for one of 
three Terrace trustee seats. 
" I 'm more interested in 
sending.them to school so 
they can learn." 
Terrace candidate Paul 
Sametz, who's lived here 
since the beginning of 
September, making him 
the newest newcomer to 
- local politics, didn't come 
down srrongly for or 
against corporate sponsor- 
ship in schools. 
Although he said he 
avoids watching television 
because he finds commer- 
cials i r r i tat ing and 
• wouldn't want his own 
children held captive to 
corporate sponsorship, he 
pointed out soft drink ma- 
chines are a fixture in 
local schools. "Coke ma- 
chines have ads," Sametz 
said. "l really don't think 
you should complain about 
it." 
Terrace trustee candi- 
date Mike Maxim offered 
a warning. "I can't help 
but note our entire region 
is learning a lesson in de- 
pendency. We've had one 
major employer," Maxim 
said, referring to Skeena 
Cellulose. "And when that 
employer isn't doing well, 
we all suffer the conse- 
quences." 
Corporate sponsorship is
just one of the ideas the 
Drive, is not the Ronald 
Clark charged with aggra- 
vated assault and assault 
with a weapon in connec- 
tion with a stabbing inci- 
dent Oct. 28. 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE candidates (left to right) Paul Sametz, Mike Maxim, Nicole 
Bingham and Diana Penner took part at a public forum here Nov. 5. 
heavily on the minds of 
many parents in this finan- 
cial ly-strapped district: 
"Obvious, we're still look- 
ing at school closures, 
among other things," she 
said, adding more than 40 
other ideas are being con- 
sidered. 
Penner also advocates 
stepping up local lobbying 
efforts to get more money 
from the province. The 
current school board re- 
cently issued a non confi- 
dence motion in the pro- 
vincial government. 
It 's a s tep  Bingham, 
who rose to prominence in 
the fight to save E.T. Ken- 
ney Primary from school 
closures this spring, said 
may hurt  the district's ne- 
gotiating position when it 
comes to lobbying for 
more money. 
Another money-saving 
suggestion the district may 
consider is selling, off the 
district's two theatres, in- 
But he didn't dismiss 
the notion of selling the 
theatre to the city. "If the 
positive benefits of this 
theatre, to our community, 
could be better serviced 
under the administration of 
the city of Terrace, I 
would support it." 
Sametz, too, thought 
the idea has some merit. "I 
think if the city, or even if 
some corporation, or vo- 
lunteer entity were able to 
run it at a profit.. I'd think, 
'More power to them.'" 
Ne i ther  Thornh i l l  
trustee c'andidate was able 
to attend the election 
forum. 
Incumbent Gary Turner, 
who's seeking a fourth 
term, had an unexpected 
family emergency. Chal- 
lenger Lorrie Gowen, a 
parent who fought the 
Copper Mountain Elemen- 
tary school closure, was 
accompanying her husband 
to the Lower Mainland for 
school dis)ricl:is consider-, cluding :3he R.E.M. Lee long-awaited back surgery. 
ing as ia,~,,w, ay>to:~sa~¢~QTh~atre;.:!~;:>~:>e, ii:,,c: .........:~ , i  ..... ,,Terr~ice.~in~umbent.~Hal 
money ani:l generate reve.-:::: , Maxim, who Is forming ,,tedham, a scli~0l':i~i:itlCi, 
nue to solve a budget a non-profit society torun 
shortfall, said Terrace a district-wide academic 
trustee Diana Penner, the contest and letter-writing 
lone incumbent at the program for five and six- 
trustee forum, year olds, said he was un- 
She was able to confirm aware the R.E.M. Lee was 
a suspicion that weighs school district-owned. 
pal in-Lower Post, B.C,  
could not attend the fo rum 
due to work commitments 
in the remote northern 
community. 
Candidates also sparred 
over what students are 
learning in school. "One 
thing I've noticed is kids 
are coming out of school 
and they don't know how 
to read a tape measure," 
Maxim said. 
Penner  d i sagreed ,  
pointing to a range of vo- 
cational and academic 
programs offered in the 
district. "! believe that we 
are providing our students 
with the appropr iate 
tools," Penner Said. 
"1 employ these kids 
when they come out of 
school," Maxim respon-" 
ded. "They don't have the 
skill, the don't have the 
drive, the ambition to ex- 
cellence they need." 
Bingham said changes 
to school curriculum , 
among other things, are 
necessary in order to im- 
prove graduation rates for 
First Nations students. 
"I don't think separating 
things out is the answer," 
she said. "I would like to 
see a more unified, team- 
work approach where First 
NafionS':studentS are o f '  
fered the same opportuni- 
ties rather than being mar- 
ginalized by the system. 
It 's so blatantly obvious 
when you take a look at 
the statistics." 
INTERCONNECT & YOUTH 
OPPORTUNITIES 
We would like to express our thanks 
to the following businesses for their 
donations of door prizes for Career Week: 
Safeway Cookie Jar Bakery 
SpeeDee Printers Canadian Tire 
Northern Hearing Volunteer Bureau 
Northwest Community College 
Canada. a r,,,,,. ~ ~,,,~-, c~,,,,o,i s.~,, ~ 
i i  i 
i CLOTHING : :FOR EVERYONE i 
WE' E 
MOVED.'  
104-3302 Kalum St. 
(beside Trigo's) 
Terrace Nlsga'a Soc iety  
• #25-4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VBG 4V5 
Tel., (250) 635-4422 Fax.. (250) 635-3090 
Publ ic Not ice 
This notice goes out to all Nisga'a Citizens living 
in the Terrace and Thornhill area. There will be an 
Annual General Membership Meeting on 
November 17, 2002 at 1:30 p,m, to 3:00 p,m. 
Which Will take place at the So~:ieW's board room, 
Some ttems fo r  the agenda: 
• Project updates , 
• Government report 
• Other important issues 
All members are urged to attend this very Important meetlngll. 
• , you a l l  there!  , 
• II 
Looking Forward 
Your Children 
Our Community 
II 
Strong Communities an~s~port ive families are II 
a major contributor to the well;be!ng of children. 
~/hat do Communities need to do to ensure the safety and 
, well-being o(children and youth? 
How can we create a more supportive and caring 
community? 
The North Region Child and Family Community 
Planning Committee (non-aboriginal services) Invites 
you to a forum to discuss planning and delivery of 
services currently provided through the.BC Hlnlstry of 
Children and Family Development. . 
TERRACE 
Date: Wednesd~,. November 13 
Time: 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm 
Location: Skeena I Meeting Room, BestWestern 
Terrace Inn, 4553 GrelgAvenue 
KITIMAT 
Date: Thursda~ November 14 
Time: I:00 pm to 3:30 pm : . 
Location: Kitimat Community Services Society, 
310-370 City Centre 
For more infd)matlon: , 
Terrace - Bruce Blandford, phone: 250.638-2311 
Kifimat - Loft Hansen, phone 250-632-7256 
Web site:http:llwww.m~gov.bccalchangelreglons_ n, htm i 
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*RE.ELECT ffNNE CHRISTIAHSEN' 
i 
on NOV. 1 6 " 
It's been a pleasure to serve the 
community that's been home to my 
family for 4 generations. 
I wlll continue to work for: 
-Better healthcare 
-Econon~ic improvement 
-Tourism opportunltles 
-Recreational development 
-Hlstorlcal & cultural development 
J 
  K-START ABCDE 
The first Directors of the newly formed non-profit society, KICKST,~ 
Association of Business Concerned for the Development oF Education, are 
pleased to announce that they are now entering the fundroising phase for the 
First Annual KICKSTART ABCDE Contest 
for 5 and 6 year old children in our District. 
Registration for entry will be held in 
September 2003, Spring runoffs in January 2004, Semi-Finals in 
May 2004 and Finals in June 2004. 
The Contest will be a Spelling Bee style with .~ubjects uch as alphabe't 
familiarity, counting and number recognition, color and shape recognition, 
tell ng t me and other basic building b ocks of ear y education_ 
For more information, contact kickstartabcde@monarch.net or send donation 
to Kickstart ABCDE 3933 Old Lakelse Lake Drive, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3T9 
Mike Maxim Paul Saran Lloyd Wittkowski Lynda Martin 
I have had a good education but.., 
Diplomas and Degrees don't tell the whole story about a per- 
sons qualification. Without a vision for the future they are 
useless. 
I have a plan to motivate early learners. I will put on a spell- 
ing bee style contest and I will give away a childsize ATV to 
the 6 or 7 year old winner. 
I have a plan to prepare our older children for the work 
force. Most business owners don't have University degrees 
but they are successful and they are the ones who decide 
who they will hire and who they will not. Their opinions of 
what skills need to be taught in our schools are critical. For 
example: The ability to make change in a retail store. The 
ability to read and calculate measurementss in any trade, 
Basic first aid for the healthindustry. Preparation for learning how to drive. 
I have a plan to prepare our children to take their place in the community. Parents want 
their children to learn responsibility. For example: An increased focus on financial budg- 
eting, family planning. 
A Trustees job isn't merely to administer the funds supplied by the Provincial 
Gvoernment. Your local School Board is our community's only voice in how our children 
are educated. 
If elected as Trustee to School District 82 
I will not forget that my responsibility to this community comes first. 
I will take the concerns of parents seriously. 
I will listen to the concerns and suggestions of local business people. 
I will communicate & cooperate with teachers to find ways to clarify, sim- 
plify and reduce the conflicting demands on their time. 
I will attempt to bargain with the Ministry of Education for solutions that will 
meet our mutual needs. 
I WILL BE A VOCAL AND ACTIVE TRUSTEE. 
iMAXIM, Mike,o,,,,, [x i 
NORTHERN HEALTH 
a u t h o r i ty  
In Recognition o f  ' 
OPERATING ROOM 
NURSES WEEK 
To All O.R. Nurses in the 
Northern Health Authority 
THANK YOU 
for your hard work, 
long hours and dedication 
to our patients. 
 our.,.,,s;nOc.re I[ 
are recogn,zed and II 
greatly appreciated, 
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City hopefuls charged up 
by idea of Alcan power sales 
By JEFF NAGEL 
MOST city council candi- 
dates want to allow the 
sale of Alcan power out- 
side Kitimat - but not be- 
yond the northwest. 
Several candidates at 
last week's election forum 
said the lure of inexpen- 
sive' electricity from 
Alcan's Kemano gener- 
ators should be used to at- 
tract new industry to Ter- 
race and other parts of the 
region. 
The idea is fiercely op- 
posed by Kitimat council, 
which fears it opens the 
door to energy exports by 
Alcan and the loss of up to 
1,000 jobs in Kitimat when 
the aluminum smelter 
there is modernized. 
Some audience questio- 
ners pushed candidates 
here to back Kitimat and 
lobby the province to en- 
force the 1950 agreement 
that restricts power sales 
to the "vicinity of the 
works." 
"These are contracts 
that are 50 years ago," 
councillor Ran Vanderlee 
said. "Why should Kitimat 
alone be allowed to get 
the benefits from the 
power that is there? This is 
something that should be 
done' regionally." 
Most candidates agreed 
the northwest has to be vi- 
gilant power doesn't go 
beyond this region. 
"Alcan appears to have 
additional power they 
seem to want to sell all 
over the countryside," 
David Hull said. "My posi- 
tion is that power should 
be used in the northwest- 
and the northwest being 
Kitimat, Terrace Smithers 
and Rupert. That should be 
the extent of it." 
He noted vast parts of 
the Nechako watershed 
were flooded and remain 
underwater so electricity 
could develop the region. 
"We:should be creating 
jobs in~ the northwest for 
northwest people - stabi- 
lize our economy not 
somewhere in the United 
States," he said to a round 
of applause. 
Challenger Allan Mcln- 
tyre sounded a more cau- 
tionary note, saying the 
idea could lead to wide 
open power sales by 
Alcan. 
"I liken it to a 
floodgate," Mclntyre said. 
v 
• i~.~ .~:~ 
Allan Mclntyre 
"If you open it a little bit 
it might burst open." 
He also warned thai Ki- 
timat council, which op- 
poses Alcan power sales 
outside of its community, 
should "be mindful of the 
relationship it wants with 
its largest corporate bene- 
factor." 
"We really have to be 
conscious of the jobs in 
Kitimat," added Stew 
Christensen "There's a 
huge amount of shopping 
done by Kitimat people in 
our community that will 
disappear if we squander 
the power." 
Marylin Davies predic- 
ted it will be possible to 
reach a new deal with 
Alcan that allows power 
sales benefiting the region. 
"Agreements that are 50 
years old do need revisit- 
ing," she said. 
Kitimat officials have 
raised an alarm recently 
about what they see as a 
trend by Alcan to use var- 
ious excuses to initiate 
and increase highly'lucra- 
tive power exports. 
They say the province 
must be firm to block the 
practise. Government offi- 
cials say a legal opinion 
-which they won't release 
- indicates power sales 
don't break existing agree- 
ments. 
The idea of allowing 
Alcan wider but still re- 
stricted power sales has 
been raised by Skeena 
MLA Roger Harris. He 
says a transmission fee 
could be used to compel 
Alcan to sell the power in 
the northwest area, rather 
than export energy to 
southern B.C. or the U.S. 
Pot party 
affiliation 
to be on 
the ballot 
BOB ERB will appear on 
the ballot as a mayoral 
candidate with the Terrace 
Marijuana Party. 
Whether his requested 
party affiliation would ap- 
pear was in doubt initially 
as election off icials 
weren't sure it complied 
with the rules. 
To appear on a ballot, a 
party must have been in 
existence 60 days and 
have at least 50 signed 
members who are eligible 
voters. 
"We contacted the 
British Columbia Marijua- 
na Party and they con- 
firmed it," said returning 
officer Elaine Johnson. 
Erb is the only challen- 
ger squaring off against 
veteran Terrace mayor 
Jack Talstra in the Nov. 16 
election. 
Meanwhile, Johnson 
said early voting was slow 
at an advance poll last 
Wednesday. 
"We had 52 voters," 
she said. "That's low." 
For Thornhill and 
District E 
School Trustee 
Gary Turner 
Past Record: 
• 9 years on School Board 
• Active involvement in schools 
• Worked to attract staff and students to Thornhill Schools 
• Voted NO to Copper Mountain closure 
Platform: 
• Accountability for all shareholders 
• No more cuts or closures 
• Greater achievement for all students 
IX ore TURNER, Gary, 
| 
INTRODUCING THE NEWDODGE SX 2.0 
Introductory cash purchase price or lease for 
s 14, 995" s255 
a month for 48 months 
DOWNPAYMENT 
NO SECI[Jll, ITY 
I ) L !  OS I  1 
EXTENDED FOR 
'A LIMITED TIME 
ON ALL LEASES 
2003 Dodge SX 2.0 
132 hp * CD player * Fog lamps * Tilt steering * Sentry-Key® Theft Deterrent System 
All standard 
THE BEST PROTECTION 
WE'VE EVER OFFERED ON ALL 
2003 DODGE VEHICLES. 
. 
7 YEARS OR 115,000 KM 
ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION 
WARRANTY. PLUS 24 HOUR 
ROADSIBE ASSISTANCE.' 
DODGE SX 2 .0  ~ BORN TO BE ALIVE 
ONLY AT YOUR DODGE STORE 
Dodge SX 2,0customers read thefine print:', ? Thesears limited time offers which maynot be used in combination with any other offer f~.RADUI8 ] 
except Graduate Rebate. and apply to retail deliveries on most new in-stock 2003 vehicles, Dealer may sell/lease for less Dealer order/trade may be 
necessary. See dealer for complete details and conditions. 1" Based on 48-month lease for the 2003 Dodge SX 2.0 21D (shown with optional wheels), L:. .~:. . .~. 
Total lease obligation/lease finance interest rate Is'. $12.240/6.8% Lease includes freight and excludes license, insurance, taxes, and registration, I~etoo~¢ 
Kilometres limited to 81,600; charge 'of $0.15/km for excess kilometres, ' Cash purchase price Is applicable to cash purchases ony of the ~,  - ~"~¢.,,'tA 
.Dod,ge, .SX 2.0 21D and includes factory to dealer incentives, *, 1" Leases/Financing subject to approval by Chrysler Financial'Canada. & See dealer v r  " "  '" ' "~' 
xor oetails. 1: Warranty valid fo~ all new 2003 model year vehicles, to 7 years or 115 O00km, whichever comes first, Some conditions apply, See dealer for details. ® Jeep 
is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DalmlerChrysler Canada Inc.; a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. 
- -  - -  l l i  i i i ii 11  i I . . . .  I TEII E 491o Hwy 6.35_718716 West, Terrace, E ". 
1-800-313-718,7 
ww.terraceautomall.com Dill. 5958 
/ , ) 
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....,...~,-,_ Safeway 
~ " ~ ~  ~ ~  Large s 
:.;:: ,.~",,,-T~- ~....~,~,:~,~ . . . . . . .  . ,~~ One Dozen. 
..... :;.~;~"'~7 7"Z~ ~ FIRST THREE. 
Lean 
Ground Beef 
:Sold in a 5 lb. Chub only for 
$7.45 ea. LIMIT ONE. 
H 
I I 
Bake Shop 
. . . .  Raisin Bread ~" '~ 
- ~ ! ;?::~£; 
~ ' - ,  Sliced. 450 ~ . . . .  ' . . . . . .  • . : ' , ! L !4  
Made from cratch, ::': 
i ", , ' ";.:?. . . . . . . . . . .  ' : :' ::" .° ~, ,~ ~,,.: , 
/ i  ~ ~il/!: i i( ¸ ¸ ~ 
_ ..... ; th  T !  
i I I I , l ~ I  ~ I  I I I ~ p m I _ _  __  __  
v~;g~]oT~-YI~;~`~:~;]~:V~[~[v~h~]~;~ig~mm~[~v~:~d~;~i~.~`~[~ I I 
BONUS "' 200 rewardmtles! . . . . .  ~l , rewazdmiles!. 
WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM $100.00 PURCHASE" i I WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM $250.00 PURCHASE* 
, Limit of one bonus offer per visit, * Coupon must be presented at time of purchase,, AIR MILES' coupcns cannot be 
combined with any other discountofferorAIRMILES'couponoffer, I I I ! I ! I ! I ! I ! I IL I ! I j l J J I I ]  including Customer Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. Not valid at Safeway 
liquor Stores. Coupon effective at your pa~icipating Safsway Stores, 
Coupon expires Nov. 16, 2002, Other exclusions apply. Please see 0 
in-store for complete list of Exclusions, 
o ,. T r~(~ of AIR MEr.$ Immdoral 1 '~ 8V, U~ un~ liere, bY Lo~ Nttna(Je~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
, 0 I :: I , Limit of one bonus offer per visit. * Coupon must be presented at time of purchase., AIR MILES coupons cannot be 
combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES* coupon Notva~id at Safoway U I I ! l ! l ! l ! l ! l  L I ! I ] I ] ! I I I I  =!i: = including CustomarAppreciation Day& Day. 
I li!ii)l Liquor Stores. Coupon effective at your participating sefeway Stores, 
Coupon expires Nov. 16, 2002. Other exclusions apply, Please see I 0  o , ~ : ,  in-store for complete list of Exclusions, " 
I ~~_~~ 'HLL THE WA]~" TO THE U.K." 
Order your "All the way to the UK--hampers by December 12 
for guaranteed elivery before Christmas. 
CALL 1-800-SAFEWAY 1-800-7234929 FAX 1-800-839-5474 
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Hospital closes five beds 
because of nursing shortage 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hos- '~ Liberal government and 
pital has closed five of its 
25 general medical-surgi- 
cal beds because it doesn't 
have enough nurses. 
Put it is still able to 
meet the demands placed 
on it, says the Northern 
Health Authority official in 
charge of health services 
in this area. 
"We have excellent co- 
operation on the part of 
nurses and doctors," says 
Cholly Boland in adding 
that beds are opened when 
required. 
The authority has put 
the hospital on its priority 
list whenever nurses in- 
quire about working in the 
north, he said. 
"We're among the first 
when nurses are asking [for 
work]," said Boland. 
His comments follow a 
meeting between Boland 
and the city's health care 
monitoring committee, a 
group which established a 
to-do list for health care 
services in Terrace and 
area. 
Boland told the com- 
mittee that contrary to 
popular opinion, the hospi- 
tal has nursing vacancies 
that are full time and are 
permanent. 
The oft-repeated criti- 
cism of health care facili- 
ties is that they maintain 
casual positions instead of 
permanent full time ones 
as benefits don't have to 
be paid with the former. 
"I can tell you we have 
full time permanent post- 
ings for nurses but we can 
not fill them," said Bo- 
land. 
He said Mills needs two 
full time nurses in its in- 
tensive care ward, a half- 
time nurse in its labour-de- 
livery area, five general 
duty nurses and several 
more operat ing room 
nurses. 
A nursing shortage 
means increased overtime 
Cholly Boland 
demands which then puts 
an additional strain on 
nurses that are there, Bo- 
land continued. 
" I 'm sure that some 
over time would be wel- 
comed in terms of extra 
compensation, but not a 
whole lot," he said. 
The simple reality, said 
Botand, is that the number 
Ida Mohler 
', , ,'~ i1 . 
being spent as overtime 
payments would be se- 
verely reduced. 
The abi l i ty to hire 
more nurses also has the 
potential to reduce turn- 
over and the costs associa- 
ted with training and work- 
ing in new people, he 
. added. 
A program to find 
nurses no longer working 
of beds the hospital pro- 
vides at any one time de- 
pends upon the number of 
nurses it has. 
" I t ' s  in relation to 
everything we do," said 
Boland of nursing numbers. 
Mills has an authorized 
bed count of 39 - 10 of 
which are part of the re- 
gional psychiatric unit and 
four which are in the in- 
tensive care unit. 
The leaves 25 for gen- 
eral purposes, a number 
that is now down to 20 be- 
cause of the closure 
caused by the nursing 
shortage. 
Although Mills is slated 
to increase the number of 
its general medical ser- 
vices ward beds from 25 to 
35 over the next three 
years, Boland admits it' l l 
be hard pressed to do that. 
Boland said hiring more 
nurses wouldn't necessari- 
ly result in more money 
. . and to encourage them to 
return hasn't worked ei- 
ther, at least in the north. 
It was started by the 
previous NDP government 
and expanded by the new 
TER RACE 
James W. Radelet 
• RADELET ~ COMPANY Barristers &Solicitors 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
/ ,  ,,e,.r,a0e,,..,a',0nline  
.... • ~ i::.:i i p:i!ii:: ~i~ J 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advedlalng Information 
r DAVIES 
cou atto  
W~ ~i i~ on Nov. 16 
i Your representative onSenior Advisory Committee I 
Terrace and District Beautification Satiety 
Terrace and District Community Services 
911 Emergency Steering Committee 
Chair 75th Anniversary Committee 
• Riverboat Days 
A compassionata voice wilh a common sense understanding 
,Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
,,l tarry Potter 
',l'hxon 
,Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
I -  
g '  :':..,: '~ ~.. , F,,. ' .~.".%~ 
' ~'~:::'~:' ~ 4 , : ~ "  
~'~ GLASSES and  CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
offers to pay for courses o 
that former nurses can re- 
turn to the profession. 
"I 'm aware of the pro- 
gram and nape, I 'm not 
aware of a nurse that has 
returned here," Boland 
said. 
Ida Mohler, member of 
the monitoring roup who 
met with Boland, said the 
creation of full time per- 
.anent  nursing positions is 
welcome. 
But she acknowledged 
it will be difficult to find 
nurscs .  
"The working condi- 
tions are not conducive to 
keeping nurses," said 
Mohler who has asked for- 
mer nurses in the area for 
the reasons why they left 
the profession. 
She said the shortage of 
nurses translates into a 
shortage of beds. 
"I also agree with the 
former government on this 
- and that is we need to 
see more money from the 
feds." said Mohler. 
She hopes there is not 
too much of a problem to 
find nurses to work in the 
renal dialysis unit when it 
opens next spring. 
--- -~- ' -  '-'~ 
Terrace Timbermon Oldfimers Hockey Club 
I 
Friday. December 61h or 
December 7th ] SaturS-ay, 
Arena Banquet Room I 
Cocktails / Dinner / Dance [ 
$35.00 each 
"Treat Your Staff To A Great Parly" 
Call John Taylor 635-6786 
Brian Kennedy 635-4984 (w) I 
635-2538 (11) 
, } 1 1 8 1 ) ,  , 
where all of your printing and copying 
s needs are completed with 
,~ fast service at reasonable prices. 
; WE SPI~IALIZE ' 
' i Business Cards- Office Stationary 
,~ Advertising Layout & Design- Brochures ~ 
Flyers- Posters- Newsletters- Venus 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper- 
Give us a call today at 635-1872 
or Fax us at 635-1868 
.~ :::::::::::::::::::: .~,. Itloi ° 
. !  
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Public Notice 
Winter Burning 
..BRITISH 
Conditions 
Effective midnight November 8, 2002 and until further notice, 
Winter Burning Conditions, as described in Section 24.1 of the 
Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression Regulation (B,C. Reg. 
169/95) are in effect for Categories 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 Open Fires 
within the Prince Rupert Forest Region and Queen Charlotte 
Islands (Northwest Fire Centre area). 
The Prince Rupert Forest Region extends from Endako in the 
east to Prince Rupert in the west and from Tweedsmuir Park in 
the south to the Yukon border in the north. The Northwest Fire 
Centre area includes the Queen Charlotte Islands, which is part 
of the Vancouver Forest Region. 
Any questions, or requests for copies of this notice or maps of 
the affected areas, please call the Northwest Fire Centre at (250) 
847-6600. 
/;::T .:: . ,~  ~; .:..:/:.,:.~. .................... 
..2.£ 
! ~ '  l l~ l !  'A  I : :T~ SCl probe 
;~i4an, ! : unde.,.~aY Did you see a photo ,n the paper that ,:; ~ ~ o ~  ~: '~ I~ i : / : . )  ....... :,~.:= 
you want a copy ot'.~.The Terrace :~i:.2;iii::.!.:::!:.~nDt~. ' " :~°"~-  ![ i-.; ::i::i::~e4~:,:.-~ 
~:2'., :7:: ';~ ~{{~}:~ :,::.:-¢?.:a: ~"" 
Northern Photo Ltd. ~ ~ ~  ~;~:i"L" x,,,"~l 
now provkles this service I ~ ~ " ' - - ~ ~  i ,~ ' ,~t  • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~. ',,., .~w,:~'~= 
Come into a t  r off ice located ~ , ..: ...:. :, Cltu to a r~ - .,,.,.'.*°~% ,,,,'.'~." .. ... :
• . • : . . :~ . ,~! .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  '~,'" ,,aw',~,,',~\~ ~ ehlslffe+ at 3210 Chnton Street and mdtcate :-.-.,: :.~:~ ,....:~'~:" .;<a~':,~:~£~i~'..:.=-, 
the photo of your choice and s~ze ....... " /~,, ~ ~: , '~~{:g~-"  
: g~-\V,~'~ ~.~.~f) ~: :~...'~..x~...::~_;.. ovo,o ,o. , I " ~neforpr !c ing .  I --'.,,, E~~>:~: . .  
Ta" ~.= .,; .~...:_~,.;~-,~ :,;; 
(Nob: 9Wo at photos token ore digital photos ~ ~ u r e ~ ~ l  
oF gh quohty ipeg. Black and wh,ee prints ~ ,  ~ . ~ ~ [  
a]: avadable from black and whte negohves.) 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4.4736 Lakelse Avenue 
STANDARD 
Ph: 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
%~L! 
"We don't have winter weekends 
like this on the prairies." 
From $69 to $79, double occupancy, including 
continental breakfast. Welcome to our winter 
weekend specials• Tour Victoria - Shop Vancouver - 
Ski and Wine Tour the interior- then 
relax in a clean comfortable room with 
great beds. Perfect. 
* Valid Friday, Saturday, Sunday to March 
31103. Subject o taxes and availability. 
Accent 
Inns. 
qu~h,/where ~ o~nu 
1-800-663-0298 
www.accentinns.com 
Canadian owned and operated• 
UNDS TO HELP  
. . . . .  SENIORS L IVE 
INDEPENDENTLY  
~ ~ : ~  ! ~  seniors as tenants, you may qualify 
~ ~ #  ~ / i ~  for financial help from Canada 
~ ~  ~'~ [ ,.,~' ~! i  / Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
"2 ""~J, :~'~;~'~ ~~. .y~. :~,~, ,y~, [  ~ • ~;./~e. m - Canada's housing agency - to 
~ ~ ~ , ; : , i , ] l B n ~ l  help make your home or units 
~ ~ i ~ d  safer and more accessible, 
Up to $2,500 Is available for minor ~ m ~ 5 ~ ; ~  
adaptations uch as installation of a ramp, ~ l , ~ ' ~  
security bars on windows and lever faucet ~ I ~ : ~ ' : ' ~  
handles through CHHC's HomeAdaptat lons I ~ . % " ~  
fo r  Seniors' Independence (HASI} ~ ~ : ~ ~  
program, And, if you're eligible, you can obtain ~ 2 ~ ~  
addiUonal funds for disability modifications 
through CHHC's RRAP for Persons with ~'~=~='~,mlBIBIIIIBIlBII 
Disabilities program. 
Call CMHC at. 604-731-5733 or 
1-800-639-3938 
PLEASE APPLY EARLYt 
AS FUNDING IS LIMITED 
TO BE ELIGIBLE: You must be 65% 
have a low total faml~/ income and 
some dtt~.ulty wi~ daily living a~vitle.s. 
Landlords w/th tenants who meet hese 
cond/ffans may also be eligible. 
HOME TO CANADIANS 
Canada. 
News In Brief 
MORE STUDENTS are registered at Northwest 
Community College this fall than in fall of October 
2001, indicate its records. 
There were 1,051 full time students at the col- 
lege's campuses across the north compared to 982 
last year. The number of part time students remains 
about the same - 641 last fall compared to 640 this 
fall. 
College official Debra Wall said the figures 
don't include those students who took college 
courses this past summer or those courses which 
have now finished. 
All of those numbers will become !mportant as 
the college is expected to increase the amount of 
students it takes in to meet provincial government 
budget argets, 
Wall noted that the increase comes at a time of 
a declining economy and with people leaving the 
area. 
"Despite all of that, our numbers are up," she 
said. 
She also pointed out that the number of people 
applying to attend the college increased by 13 per 
cent this fall over last fall. 
But that increase in applications did not fully 
translate into a large increase in enrolments. 
And those who did apply but did not enrol were 
contacted and asked why. "Over 36 per cent of 
those who responded id not register because of 
sponsorship difficulties," said Wall. 
She noted that changes in provincial social ser- 
vices regulations and a tapped-out northwestern 
federal job retraining program may have affected 
those who wanted to return to school. 
Bowering returns 
A FORMER chief medical officer here is returning 
to the north. 
Dr. David Bowering left Terrace two years ago 
for the North Okanagan as that area's enior medi- 
cal health officer. 
But he's now to become the Northern Health Au- 
thority's chief medical health officer foi" north- 
eastern B.C. and its chief official for communic- 
able disease for the entire north. 
Bowering will be based in Prince George. 
"Most of my career has been up north so it's 
what I know best. It feels a bit like going home," 
Bowering told The Vernon'Morning Star before 
leaving that city. 
Highway deal endorsed 
THE PROVINCIAL government has approved new 
deals between highway maintenance .contractors 
and their unions to cut costs. Uni6ns are taking 
wage deferrals and are accepting other measures. 
In return, the province will" negotiate 10-year 
contracts as the current ones come due to provide 
companies with "more financial' stability. 
l~The local mainteiaance~ company, ~Nechako 
orthcoast, has a ~'Bdg~et or]ust over $~'f'~illi0n a
year and its current contract is up in April 2004. 
BOB ERB 
for MAYOR 
Terrace Marijuana Party 
635-1  409  • 8am-8pm Daily 
, www.bcmarijuanaparty.ca o 604.684-7076 j 
In these smaller centres, there were still be forest ser- 
vice employees but they'll be working out of what's 
called field offices which won't be open to the public, 
said forest service official Mike Hogan. 
Each of the field offices could have anywhere from 
two to six people employed, he added. 
The closure of many district offices was announced 
earlier this year in the first round of cuts, but plans to 
maintain field offices were only released last week. 
That's because the province was unsure earlier this 
year of what kind of presence in wanted to maintain in 
smaller communities, Hogan said. 
A field office in Stewart is being eliminated altoge- 
ther with its three positions being transferred to Terrace. 
Environmental groups and others criticized the job 
losses, saying it reduces the provincial government's 
ability to ensure forest companies do what they are sup- 
posed to do. 
But the forest service says the cuts are all part of re- 
ducing red tape and making forest companies more ac- 
countable for environmental protection. 
In the meantime, a plan to base a conservation officer 
in Atlin for only half the year has been put on hold. 
The idea was that a conservation officer would work 
in Atlin during the spring, summer and early fall, then 
transfer to Terrace for the winter months. It would also fit 
in'with the water, land and air protection ministry's goal 
of reducing its workforce. 
But because of staffing situations within the water, 
land and air protection ministry, the plan has not yet 
been implemented. 
"We are going to leave the [Atlin] office staffed this 
winter and we will re-examine if we need to implement 
that strategy next spring," said chief conservation officer 
Mark Hayden. 
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Smaller towns WEIGHT LOSS YOU . . . .  
affected by cuts / CAN LIVE WITH. 
/ (VERY HAPPILY. In Haze]ton, the Kispiox forest district office is dos- 
ing'and 17 jobs are being eliminated. 
In Smithers, 15 jobs are being cut in addition to the / With Winning Polnts, you never have to miss out / W  )~1~ 
closure of the Prince Rupert forest region office that was / on life's little treats. So you can stay satisfied, i ~ ~  ~, t~ l~, ) , l  
announced earlier this year. 
Houston is to lose its Morice district office and 19 / stick with the plan and lose weight. J , ~ i ~ ~ ~ l  
jobs while 16 jobs are being cut in Burns Lake. ~ i  ~; ~ ". 
In total, the forest service announced it was elimina- 
ring 700 jobs as part of a three-year effort to trim its 
payroll. 
i:; ~::!i~:: . . . . .  ~  :~i~.: "i 
JOIN NOW FOR 1/2 PRICE AND 
SAVE $22 CALL 1 -800-682-8011 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 5:30 pm & 7:00 pm 
real food.real life,real results. 
NISGA'A ELECTIONS OFFICE 
An Independent Office of Nisga'a L/sims Government 
PO Box 231 
New Alyansh, BC 
VOJ 1AO . -  
Notice of By-Election 
Advance Poll: Wednesday, November 20, 2002 
General Voting: Wednesday, November 27, 2002 
Polls will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. The polls are Iocaled in each voting 
area as follows: 
Votin~ Area Votin 9 Location District Electoral Officer 
Gingolx ' Village Government Tom Sheehan 
Community Centre 
New Aiyansh 100 Gitzyon Ave. Claudine Eli 
(old Ntc building) 
New Aiyansh 
Gitwinksihlkw Gitwinksihlkw Village Teresa Azak 
Government Board Room ". 
Laxgalts'ap Laxgalts'ap Recreation Centre Samson Stevens 
Band Room 
Gitmaxak'ay Coast Prince Rupert Hotel Valerie Stewart 
Prince RuFert/Port Edward Boardroom 
!Vancouver Chateau Granville Rosalee Vickers 
Chateau Room 
Terrace Bear Country Inn Christine Manson 
' Meeting Room 
Eligible Voters: 
• Any enrolled Niscla'a Citizen who will be at least 18 years old on November 27, 2002 
*. Eligible voters reszdmg outside the commund,es listed above wdl receive a mad-in l~llot 
, Elderly or.disabled voters whoa re unable to leave home may arrange a vote at home by 
contacting the Nisga'a Elections Office 
For more information call: 
Nisga'a Elections Toll free !-866-633-2715 
Fax - (250) 633-2719 .... 
Emil- e!ections@nisgaa.net • • " ~,:i ~ i: 
Rhonda Bright, Chief Electoral Officer Claudine Eli, Deputy Chief Electoral Officer 
4 
• :' i ~!IIL :~II!;~ • (i: L"';' ~(/'~ 
QUALIFIED CANDIDATES: 
1 National seat - 1 position for the Council of Elders 
Oscar Mercer Shirley Morven . 
Jacob Nyce James Stewart 
1 position Gitwinksihlkw Village Government 
Councillor 
Julia Adams Clifford Azak 
Steven Azak Clifford Gillis 
Deanna Nyce Peter Squires• 
"it'S a tough job, but somebody's gotta do it" 
Now some people just are good at certain things, me, well I am pretty good at sleeping if I do say so myself. It's something I have refined 
• ' • ' ' i '  over the years, and wdh all the amazing new mattress systems that the S,mmons mattress company have engineered this past year, ts 
been making it pretty hard not to spend all of my time at work doing some serious mattress testing. Oh yeah, I know what your thinking, 
what could be better than lyingaround all day testing the luxurious comfort levels of the entire range of Simmons beds? Sounds easy 
enough, but there are a lot of, great beds we have in the store, some days I just don't know where to start. 
Should I concentrate my mattress testing "research" on the ~ew Generation Backcare Non-Flip beds featuring five distinct zones for 
optimal lumbar support and a five-zoned comfort layer? They never need flipping, talk about a back saver all in itselfl AII I can tell you is 
that my countless hours (actually some staff membors in the store do watch my mattress testing hours for some strange reason) of quality 
contro/has found better suppo~,like n0,,other beds I've tested, resulting in better sleep, isn't that what a bed is all about if you think about it? 
Some days I find myself' testing lhe famous Simmons DoNot Disturb Pocket Coil Beds. These too are a non-flip mattress system, 
your body just seems to melt into these beds like nobocly's business. Talk about comfort, actually we don't have to just talk about it, once you 
try them you'll find out first hand why they truly are a revolutionary bed. This entire bed line up has been redesigned from the foundation 
up to offer up to 40% less motion transfer~than the "original" Simmons pocket coil beds many people have known and loved for years. So 
when your partner tosses and turns through the night, you won't feel itl Belter than sleeping on the couch don't you think? This gets better, 
during the Simmons Factory Announcemenh. Save Money Sleep Better Event! , we have Backcare beds sale priced from only $849- and 
Pocket coil beds sale priced from only $898 for a Queen sized set, And, you II also get Free Delivery, Free Set-up and Removal, A Free 
Bed frame, and you don't have to pay for Six Mon~sl , ,, 
So once again will be more than happy to share all my sleep knowledge I have accumulated through my many hours of qualily 
control testing to help you find the bed that is truly 
best for you. I've done all the hard work, now i can 
make it easy for you to answer any of your 
questions & concerns, because buying a new bed 
isn't easy, but it is one of the most important 
purchases you'll ever make that will affect your life 
and well being each and every day. . 
See you soon, /~/~.~ . .~  
~,~..~.. "':'~'~;~r~'~;!~;~';~i-,~'?~ '," i" ,'il;i ;;~,-,',i" ' ?: '-' ~,~t~r "  i , ~ ~ '" ...... ~"~,~:';ir~ ~"rrv '-'- ~!:~ !L"-~;! 
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Thornhill fire dept. welcomes 
used ladder truck to its fleet 
IT MAY NOT be brand- 
new, biit a second-hand 
ladder truck is a welcome 
addition to the fleet of fire 
trucks at the Thornhill Vo- 
lunteer Fire Department. 
The 1994 Telesquirt re- 
places Ladder No. 3, a 21- 
year-old truck starting to 
develop metal fatigue. 
It would have cost be- 
tween $65,000 and 
$85,000 to repair the aging 
truck, an option that would 
have extended the vehi- 
cle's life by just one to 
five years, said fire chief 
Art Hill. 
Replacing the truck 
with a brand-new vehicle 
with the same fire fighting 
capabilities would have 
cost nearly $500,000, Hill 
said. 
Then the department 
learned an eight-year-old 
truck used until recently 
by a fire department in 
Kamloops was up for grabs 
at $248,000 - a price that 
wouldn't result in a hike 
for taxpayers in the regio- 
nal district. 
"It's a '94," Hill said. 
"It will last us another 14 
to 17 years." The replace- 
ment arrived at the end of 
October. 
The new truck can per- 
form all the same func- 
tions as the one it"s repla- 
c ing -  and more. Its ladder 
is about 10 feet longer, 
giving it a longer reach. 
It also has a newer style 
of cab, so firefighters will 
be protected from the 
NICE PRICE: Fire Chief Art Hill and deputy Wes Patterson with the new truck. 
weather as they ride to the 
.scene. 
The truck is also equip- 
ped with two ground lad- 
ders and another oof lad- 
der - three extras Ladder 
No. 3 didn't have. 
The fire department 
also recently welcomed 
NO REFERRAL NECESSARY 
;~: :~i Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
4635 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
iiiii!: iiii:;ii saS-E *S 
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
a proud sponsor of 
i lq~ ms =1~ ,= roPPI-II. =  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for help 
to solve a theft from a business on Lakelse 
Avenue in Terrace, B.C. 
• During the day of October 23rd, 2002, PJ's 
Pizza at 4342 Lakelse Avenue had their float 
and some rolled coin stolen. There were no 
signs of forced entry. The money had been 
kept in a hidden location inside the business. 
Nothing else was damaged or stolen. 
The business no longer keeps money on 
site. 
Terrace Crimestoppers wants your 
information, not your name, Any information 
is valuable and may lead to the arrest and 
conviction of the offenders. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Coil 635-TIPS 
other additions, through 
donations: two automatic 
external defibrillators for 
emergency medical calls 
worth a combined $12,000, 
and a $21,000 thermal 
imaging camera. 
This device uses heat -  
and not light - to create a 
I 
picture firefighters can 
view in its monitor. It can 
help locate victims who 
have succumbed, even in 
conditions of poor to no 
visibility. 
It's main use will be in 
locating hot spots, saving 
potential property damage. 
m ,. 
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Around Town 
Shoebox deadline 
HOSE WANTING to participate i n Operation' 
hristmas Child have until this Saturday to 
• op off their gift-filled shoe boxes. 
Operation Christmas Child is an annual ef- 
brt of Samaritan's Purse, a non-denomination- 
Calgary-based relief organization. 
All people have to do is pick up an official 
~oe box, or use one of their own, and fill it 
ith a variety of items for either a boy or a girl 
:cording to a specified age category. 
Boxes are available from Canada Safeway. 
r the Alliance church which also distributes 
tern to other churches. 
They can also be returned to Canada Safe- 
ay or to the Alliance church. 
Also available are guidelines as to what 
ems are suitable and what are not suitable. 
Alliance pastor Andreas Tabert last week 
rid the church received about 500 boxes for 
kdividuals to fill this year. 
Last year more than 260 boxes were re- 
Drned to the church for shipment o Samari- 
kn's Purse in Calgary. 
Canada Safeway doesn't keep track of local 
:turns, but an official from its Calgary office: 
rid that more than 350,000 full shoe boxes 
ave been returned to its stores in Canada over 
Le six years the company has participated. 
Take this quiz 
: YOU'D like to find out more about drug, al- 
3hol and problem gambling, head over to the 
keena Mall Nov. 15. 
Northwest Addictions Services has planned 
display timed to coincide with Drug Aware- 
ess Week, which starts Nov. 15 and runs to 
[ov. 22. 
The  agency will also be doing school pre- 
.'ntations all next week to help increase pub- 
C awareness. 
Meanwhile, Northwest Addictions Services 
wites you to challenge your child by taking 
le following quiz. 
See which one of you knows more about 
fis topic. 
1, .l~eer=pressure .is Jhe .number.one reason 
,hy kids experiment with drugs. 
A. True B. False 
2. ~ Which of these substances i  not con- 
[dered mood.altering? 
A. Alcohol B. Heroin C. Aspirin D. Penicil- 
n E.'Caffeine F. Tobacco 
3.Which drug causes the most harm and 
reatest costs to Canadians? 
A. Alcohol B. Heroin C. Methamphetamine 
L Marijuana E. Tobacco F. Cocaine G. LSD 
4. When is the best time to start talking to 
ids about drugs? 
A. 4 years B. 8 years C. 10 years D. 12 
~ars E 15 years 
5. You should talk with your children 
~out your own use or non-use of drags. 
A. True B. False 
Answers: 
1. False. Kids experiment for a number of 
:asons, but generally it has to do with curios- 
y, "it looks like fun" and "a way to fi.t in'L 
lost kids say it has less to do with peer pres- 
ire and more to do with peer influence. 
2. Penicillin. This medication is considered 
drug but is not mood-alterlng. 
3. Tobacco. Smoking kills 40,000 Cana- 
ians each year, impacting health care system. 
)sts. 
4. All of the above. It's never too early or 
~o late to communicate with your children 
~out alcohol and other drugs. 
5. True. In general, it's best to be honest 
'ith your children. 
Women audition for 
a special play tonight 
["S MORE THAN a smash hit play about that 
test intimate and misunderstood of female 
3dy parts. 
lt's.a cultural phenomenon. And you could 
: part of it when it comes to the stage in Ter- . 
tee early in the new year. 
Auditions for the upcoming K'San House 
ociety and Terrace Little Theatre presenta-" 
on of The Vagina Monologues take place at 7 
m. tonight at Northwest Community College 
~room 206. 
The Vagina Monologues began as New 
orker Eve Ensler's one-woman Broadway 
low, written after she'd interviewed more 
lan 200 women. 
From there it evolved into a series of mono- . 
~gues featuring different women and their 
ories. 
Oprah Winfrey, Susan Sarandon and Glenn 
lose are among the dozens of famous women 
'he have starred in versions of the show, ' 
hich is often presented as a "V-Day" benefit 
~ent to raise awareness and money for pro-. 
rams that help prevent violence against 
'omen. 
The Feb. 1, 2003 performance atthe R.E.M. 
ee Theatre will be a benefit for the transition. 
~use. K'San House Society is raising mbne~! 
build a wheelchair-accessible transition ' 
~use faci l ity..  
For details call Marianne at 635.2942' or 
,risti at 635-2373. 
I 
an oteS  
Terrace Community Band president Wayne Jones looks back at two decades 
of music- and much more - as the band gets set to mark its 20th anniversary 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE PHOTO album is filled with 
pictures, newspaper clippings and 
old concert programmes - each 
lovingly set asid~ and carefully 
placed in the album's plastic cov- 
ered pages for safe keeping. 
Astonishingly, the thick, detail- 
filled volume is just one of seven 
or eight the Terrace Community 
Band's historians, Theresa Ross 
and Marilyn Nenninger, have 
compiled over the past 20 years, 
says society president and band 
member Wayne Jones. 
The band originated as a sum- 
• mer pops band that would give re- 
turning students and adults an out- 
let for displaying their talents. Its 
success gave rise to a community 
band that is now celebrating its 
• 20th anniversary as the 2002-03 
concert' season glides into full 
swing. 
Original director Jim Ryan, 
who stepped down in 1998, took 
the band to a national standard of 
performance. He was at the helm 
when the band brought home 
bronze, silver and gold medals 
from the nationals. 
"Jim had the vision to create 
the band - our job is to make it 
move forward." 
Now led by Bob Butchart, the 
band launched itself into cyber- 
space earlier this year in the form 
of a web page, giving• fans.a way 
to stay informed and giving band 
members past and present a place 
to reminisce - and stay in touch. 
The band is organizing a 20th 
reunion. Former band members 
are invited to regis.ter for the re- 
union on the site. 
The band has lived up to its 
YOU'LL PROBABLY recognize these faces, but the fashions may look a little dated. Some of 
these musicians, who gathered for this photo in 1990, are still with the Terrace Community Band. 
mission statement - In Concert That 'includes:. ¢ffering scholar- 
with Community and With Life - ships to s~defffs and even provi- 
in more ways-than one.: . . . . . . .  ....... ding, dnstru'mefits b. adults who 
"We also believe community 
bands build better communities," 
Jones says. Not only does the 
bafid perform at charitable and 
community events around town 
and at local schools, the society 
also works to help foster support 
for the performing arts in Terrace. 
MEDAL MOMENT: Yvonne Moen watches as Andy Burton gives Aileen Frank 
her Jubilee' Medal, as the third local recipient, Mary Anne Dilley talks to NTV. 
MP calls medal earners 
'outstanding citizens' 
THREE LOCAL people were congratula- 
ted for their community involvement as 
they received recognition at a Nov. 4 cer- 
emony here. 
Mary Anne Dilley, Eileen Frank and 
Yvonne Moen each received the Queen 
Elizabeth golden jubilee medal marking 
her 50 years on the throne. 
"We're here to honour three outstand- 
ing citizens and that's what it boils down 
to - outstanding citizens," said Skeena 
MP Andy Burton who made the presenta- 
tions on behalf of the federal government. 
"They've made contributions for the 
betterment of their community over the 
long term," he said. "Terrace is a much 
better place for the contributions these 
three ladies, have made." 
Dilley is a former nurse and, for the 
past eight years, has been president of the 
Happy Gang seniors centre. 
Frank is a former teacher long in- 
otherwise wouldn.'t.be~able to par- 
ticipate. The band has also tra- 
velled over the years, performing 
in other northwest communities 
and even the steps of the Parlia- 
ment Buildings in Ottawain 1996. 
Three original members who 
are still with the band (Bey Epp, 
volved in local affairs including being a 
founding member of the Heritage Park 
Museum and most lately, being part of a 
group which published a collection of 
20th century stories about he area. 
Moen has been a long time community 
affairs columnist for The Terrace Stan- 
dard, is a member of the regional histori- 
cal society, a member of the Terrace 
Beautification Society and most recently, 
the co-author of two local history books. 
MC Marylin Davies and acting mayor 
Lynn Christiansen [a student of Frank's] 
also spoke about the contributions of the. 
three medal recipients, z 
Twenty northwesterners in all received "
the golden jubilee medals and Burton has 
been travelling the riding to make the 
Kathie Simpson and Rachel 
Reay) Will present Ryan with a 
founder's award Saturday night, 
when the band performs a special, 
20th-anniversary concert at the 
R.E.M. Lee. 
"We just want people to share 
our music," Jones says. The foyer 
will be filled with memorabilia, 
ensuring a trip down' memory lane 
for fans and members alike. 
Challengers 
claim longest 
married title 
Two more couples say they've 
been wed for 60-plus years 
By JEFF NAGEL Eva, it seems, figured 
WHEN WE marked the out Tom was working at 
recent 60th anniversary the sawmill and told the 
of Joe and Olga Hipp we mill owner to send Tom to 
recklessly speculated visit her. 
they might be Terrace's The rest was history and 
longest-married couple, they exchanged vows on 
How foolish of us. Sept. 28, 1940. 
The Hovlands moved to 
I t ' s  s ince  been B.C., eventually coming to 
brought to our attention Terrace, where they've 
that Lorraine and Lloyd lived for 33 years. 
Johnstone of Lakelse ' Tom is now 86 and Eva 
Lake are well ahead of ~ is 84. 
the Hipps'. They say their secret is 
The Johnstones celebra- staying active and they've 
ted their 61 years of marri- followed a mainly vegetar- 
age on Nov. 11. Jan diet for years. 
;I had no idea that the beautiful girl I 
had gotten acquainted with lived only 
half a mile from where I was working.' 
Then we heard from 
Tom and Eva Hovland. 
They were married 62 
years ago in Fairview, Al- 
berta in the Peace River 
country. 
They met briefly on a 
farm located south and 
east of Fairview they were 
working on together at 
harvest time in 1939. 
Then Tom found work 
at a local sawmill. 
"I had no idea that the 
beautiful girl I had gotten 
presentations, acquainted with lived only 
The Terrace ceremony took place at 7. a half mile from v~here I 
the Happy Gang Centre where coffee and was working," Tom re- 
cake followed !he pres.e.ntations. .calls. 
Torn'does a lot of golf- 
ing. 
He says he golfed the 
Skeena Valley golf course 
115 times in a season a 
couple of years ago. 
He shuns motorized golf 
carts, and almost always 
walks the course. 
He took up the sport 
when he was 65. 
Are the Hovlands the 
city's longest married cou- 
ple? 
Or do others have them 
beat? 
We expect we'll find 
out soon. 
ef  ¸  
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CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Crush returns after an international 
tour. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Watch your favourite sports 
programs on a large screen TV, 
GEORGES PUB: What's His Name and the Other 
uys Nov, 15.16, 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club, 
No cover, Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Members and bona 
fide guests, New members welcome. 
MUSIC 
Skeena Junior Secondary presents Its Fall Con- 
cert. Featuring the new Skeena Grade 8 Concert 
Band, the Grade 9/10 concert band and the senior 
jazz band. All groups will perform a wide variety of 
music for the community, Come out and hear these 
hardworking, young musicians! Admission by donation. 
At the R,E,M. Lee Theatre Thursday, Nov, 14 at 7:30 
p.m. 
Carrel Baker and Val LeRoy appear Friday, Nov. 15 
at the R.E.M Lee Theatre at 8 p,m, 
The Thornhill Junior Secondary School bands 
perform a Dessert Concert Nov, 15 at the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country Club, starting at 7:30 p,m. 
Tickets at the door, Musical selections range from 
music from the movies to concert pieces, The school's 
two concert bands, the jazz band and the brass quin- 
tet will all perform, 
Terrace Community Band presents its anniver- 
sary concert celebrating 20 years. Saturday, Nov. 
16 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, Be our guest and share 
our music, No admission charge. Starting at 7:30 plm, 
Sound River Coffeehouse 8 p,m, Sat, Nov, 16 at 
the Kiva (the coffee shop at NWCC) featuring Tel- 
kwa Ted Turner with Sean Luken and Masla, Admission 
at the door, Call 635-1319, Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Musicians' Association, 
Terrace Anti Poverty Group Society presents its 
Children's Christmas Campaign Dance Nov, 23 at 
the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13. Admission by 
donation of a gift and a non-perishable food item. Each 
Christmas, the staff at TAPGS, Zellers, the Bargain 
Shop, and other groups work together to bring 
Christmas to less fortunate children in your commun- 
ity. Music provided by local country rock band, Moon- 
Light N' Rosie. Dance starts at9 p.m, No minors. 
THEATRE 
Audi t ions  for the upcoming Ksan House 
Society/Terrace Little Theatre presentation, The 
Vagina Monologues, Nov. 13 at 7 pro. at Northwest 
Community College room 206. No experience neces- 
sary, For info call Marianne at 635-2942, 
Terrace Little Theatre presents RavenscrofL a 
murder mystery directed by Chris Stone, At the Mc- 
Coil Playhouse Nov, 14-16, and Nov. 22 and 23, Tick- 
ets are $14 at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel, 
Director Daniel Barnswell will once again team up with 
Kico Gonzalez-Risso (Art Attack, Undressing the Na- 
tion) for the TLT's spring show. Auditions at the. 
McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St,, Nov. 18 and 19. 
At 7:30 p,m. For info, call Mavis or Daniel: 635.5170, 
CINEMA 
The Travelling Picture Show presents /n Praise 
of Love (Eloge de L'Amour). Directed by French 
filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard. It's been called his great- 
est film, The story revolves around a film director and 
an actress, moving through time and mixing movie 
mediums, including a shift from black and white film to 
colour video. At the Tillicum Twin Theatre at 7:15 
p.m, Monday, Nov, 18. Sponsored by the Terrace Mul- 
ticultural Association. For info call Neelam: 635-3583. 
VISUAL ARTS 
The Terrace Art Gallery presents "Hands in 
Clay", Featuring the pottery and clay works of art- 
ists Laura Gosnell, Pat Irving, patsy O'Connell, Bar- 
bara Sheridan, Gayle Schmidt and Kae Williams. A 
Silent Auction in support of the food bank takes 
place alongside the exhibit all month long, 
Make the SCENE: Fax to 638- 8432 to add your 
event to the entertainment//stings, pace per. 
mining. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday. 
"e"'ra°o'a°'s"° nline" 0 
",\ 
www, terracestandard.com 
Check out our site or call 636-7283 for adv.erUslng Information 
UPCOMING BAND ' NOVEMBER 20111, 
THE A¢ E£1ERJ&lrORS 
YP OOL :: . . . . . . .    (WEEK[ 
i N N .  :. ~ ~,~'~,Y)' I I TOURHAMEHT I 
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WEDNESDAY, NOV, 13 
Evening Drop-in Flu and Pneumococoal 
vaccine clinic at the Northern Health Author- 
. , . . . . .  . .  ity, 3412 Kalum St. from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Nov, 
HOUSE OF COMMONS. i" 13. 
Andy Burton Ii ,or,,, - - - - - - - - -  Cancer Support Group for family and friends 
Member ofporfioment | meets every second and fourth Thursday of the 
for 5keena i month at the Stepping Stones Clubhouse at 
ConsfiluencyOffice I 4450 Greig Ave, at 7 p.m, The next meeting is 
4654 LozelleAve. |; NOV, 14. Call Craig at 635-0049 for more infer- 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 I marion. 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 I 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 |' Terrace's 75 Birthday Committee is holding 
Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 I 
E-mail:andy@and~urton.ca I a 75th birthday party for Alec Houlden at 10 
Website: www.and~burton.ca ' I a,m, Nov, 14 at the Happy Gang Centre, 
,.... . . . . . . . . . .  ...,.., 
• lnterfor's business originated in the 1930's with a 
sawmill in Whonnock, about 48km east of Vancouver. 
In the ear ly  1970's, Interfor made significant 
investments to expand and upgrade its production 
facilities and timber base. 
• Inteffor's expansion has since increased its annual 
lumber production capacity from approximately 65 
million board feet to approximately 775 million board 
feet, and increased its average annual timber harvest 
from approximately 300,000 m3 to over 3.4 million 
m3. 
• Interfor's coastal timber supply consists of a species 
mix of approximately 58% hemlock-balsam, 26% 
western red cedar, 9% Douglas fir, 3% spruce, and 4% 
cypress. 
• Interfor and its logging contractors employ 
approximately 1,700 people in 37 logging operations. 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
November 
Nov 15-Carol Baker in Concert 8:00 p.m. -Tickets 
$25.00 in advance or $30.00 at the door 
Nov 16 • Terrace Community Band Invites you 
to be their guest and share their music at the 
opening concert of their 2Oth S~aSonl 7:30 p,m. 
Dec 6:, 7-See this:years musical exiravaganzatll 
: : "State FaiC :- presented by the students of 
Caledonia SerdorSecondary School. Evening 
shows- 8!OO p,m,- $13,00 / Matinee t p.m.- 
$7.00 Call 635-6531 for more information. 
Dec 14- Join CBC announcers and local celebrities 
for a special reading of "A Christmas Carol" 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Public meeting of Charter for Public Educa. 
tlon Thursday, Nov, 14 at the Caledonia Senior 
Secohdary School lecture theatre, 3605 Munro 
St., from 6:30.9 p,m. 
FRIDAY. NOV. 15 
Diabetes education at the Skeena Mall Nov. 15 
from 12-4 p.m. as part of National Diabetes 
Week. Presented by Mills Memorial Hospitals 
diabetes clinic. Have your blood pressure and 
blood sugar levels checked by a nurse, Prizes. In- 
formation. You may have diabetes and not even 
know it, Risk factors include inactivity, being 
age 45 and older and being overweight, 
The Good Food Box distribution takes place 
Wednesday, Nov. 15 from 6-8 p.m, Families who 
have signed up please pick up your box at the 
nearest location to you: Skeena Kalum Housing at 
4616 Haugland St, or the Northern Health Au- 
thority auditorium at 3412 Kalum St, For info 
call the Family Place at 638-1863, 
SATURDAY. NOV. 16 
Kitl K'Shan hosts its Christmas Craft Fair 
and Bazaar from 10 a,m. to 2 p,m. Fun for all 
children. Have your picture taken with Santa. If 
you want to buy a table ($20 for one, $30 for 
two), call Brigitte at 635-3895. 
NOVEMBER 15 AND 16 
Christmas Craft Sale Friday, Nov. 15 from 
12.4 p.m, at Saturda.y, Nov, 16 from 10 a,m. to 
4 p.m. at the hospital. The Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal Auxiliary will have the usual good selection of 
Christmas gifts, assorted crafts and other 
goodies. Call Cathy at 635-2230 for info, 
SUNDAY. NOV, 17 
Sunday Night Hymn Sing, 7 p.m. Nov. 17 at 
the Zion Baptist Church at 2911 S6uth Sparks 
St, in Terrace, 
FRIDAY. NOV, 15 
Simon Fraser University professor Dr, Sue 
Wilkinson gives a presentation entitled 
'Representations of the Breast: In Sickness and 
in Health" at 7 p,m, in Room 2002 of the North- 
west Community College cafeteria building, 
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 16 
Prize draw for the Terrace Hospice Society's 
raffle at 4 p,m. in the Skeena Mall, Prizes include 
a round-trip ticket to Vancouver, a painting by 
Maureen Worobey and more, Call 635-4811, 
MONDAY, NOV, 16 
The Northern Health Authority board meets 
at the authority's office complex (formerly the 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
In the Skeena Mall 
Skeena Health Unit) on Kalum. The public ses- 
sion starts at 3 p,m. and runs until 5 p.m. 
TUESDAY. NOV, 19 
The Terrace Shamrock 4-H Club for youth 
welcomes new members to its next monthly 
meeting, 7 p,m. at Cassie Hall Elementary School, 
library. Our motto is Is,at n to do by doing, pro- 
jects include livestock (poultry, rabbits, guinea 
pigs, sheep, goats, beef and horses), sewing, 
cooking, public speaking and judging. Annual re- 
gistration fee is $65, Call Laurie at 635-9401. 
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 20 
Canadian Women in Timber's 12th Annual 
Christmas Bazaar from 5-9:30 p.m. At the 
Coast Inn of the West banquet room. 
.EBIP.. L_K0  
Open House at the new Terrace Regional 
branch of the Legal Services Society (Legal 
Aid) on Nov, 22 from noon to 2 p.m, at 3212 
Emerson St, Everyone is welcome, 
NOVEMBER 21-23 
Volunteer training for anyone interested in 
becoming a visiting volunteer or who would like 
more information personally or professionally 
about end-of-life care, loss, and grief. Call the 
Terrace Hospice Society at 635-4811, 
SATURDAY. NOV. 23 
Annual Tea and Bazaar at St. Matthew's An- 
glican Church from 2-4 p,m, Sat, Nov, 23 at 
4506 Lakelse Ave. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Lutheran Church - Canada will be provi- 
ding a weekly bible study in Terrace, starting 
Nov, 18 at 5116 Mills Ave,, 7:30 p,m, Everyone is 
welcome. For more information call Vicar Kuhn at 
632-6962 or Ellen at 635-2533, 
Request for Kermode Christmas Parade 
Floatsl Contact the Terrace Tourism Society 
for parade entry forms or for information on 
how you can help make this year's Kermode 
Christmas Parade on Dec. 7 another big suc- 
cess, Call 635-0832 or 635-4546, 
The Terrace Public Library's giant used book 
sale continues to 5 pro, Sunday, Nov, 17, 
Volunteers needed for the Salvation Army's 
Christmas Kettle campaign, launching Nov, 23. 
For more information call Isobel at 635-1829. 
Volunteers also needed for Christmas hampers, 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank opens its 
doors for Its November distribution Nov, 18- 
21. Located at 4647 Lazelle, rear entrance. 
Look for the Food Bank of'the Churches sign. 
Bring ID for you and your dependents, Opera- 
ting hours from 1-3 p.m. Last names A-H Mon- 
day, Nov, 18; I-R on Tuesday, Nov. 19; S-Z 
Wednesday, Nov. 20; anybody missed Nov, 21. 
The Canadian Ski Patrol is looking for new 
members for the upcoming ski season, .Training 
sessions Monday and Wednesday evenings, First- 
aid training an asset, Call Richard at 635.1712. 
The Skeena Junior Secondary School Li- 
brary hosts a book swap for students In late 
November, To donate, call Wendy at 635-9136, 
NOVEMBER SPECIALS 
For The Month Of November, Enjoy. 
Lunch 11.4 p.m. 
Foccacia Club Melt 
Bacon, tomato, turkey and Swiss cheese on 
grilled Foccacia Bread. Served with soup or fries. 
$ 
Dinner After 4 p. m. 
cajtm.Crumbed ,l 
Halibut 
With your choice of potato, 
rice or pasta, fresh vegetables 
and garlic pita bread. 
Kid's Menu 
~ avai lable all day! . .~  
Served with Surprise ' ~  
CoDdle Bag 
) not include g.s.t.) 
C 0 B T ~  I .~ I~K Wheregood foodbrings 
the family together! 
4702 Lake lse  Avenue,  Ter race  635-6302 
Baby's Name: 
Owes Jacob 
Date & 'time of Birth: 
Oct. 31, 2002 at 7:30 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Tim & Cheryl Block 
Baby's Name: 
Brant Julian 
Date & Time of Bitllu 
Oct. 27, 2002 at 7:15 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Chia-Wen llsu 
& Simon Dadds 
Baby's Name: 
Wyatt Cameron 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 29, 2002 at 6:09 p.m. 
Weighk 7 lbs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Todd & Trena We;dherby 
Little brolber for Holly 
Ilahy's S~le: 
M~son Wade 
D:Ue & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 3, 2002 at 1:14 a.m. 
Wel~lt: 5 lbs. 3 oz. ,Sex: Male 
ParenLs: Corey & Nlta Funk 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Na~ha Lelgh. 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Noy. 4, 2002 at 2:2.] p.m, 
Weight: 7 lbs. I I oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: John & Diane Lukasser 
¢ 
Buby's Name: 
Amanda NIcole 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 31, 2002 at 2:07 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. I/2 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Rob & Linda Thorsen 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B.C, ; 
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MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
~.rving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques sea, ice in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 19-16 
4626 Davis Street 
A Terrace, B,C, V8G lX7  
fam6m Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
SOME OF Thornhi l l  Jun ior 's  Grade 8-10 band students at a recent  rehearsal .  
Concert helps band 
meet travel cos ts  
IT SOUNDS like a great 
way to spend a fall even- 
ing. 
You'll get to listen to 
live music performed in a 
beautiful se t t ing -  the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club - and you'll 
be able to indulge your 
sweet ooth. 
But most of all, you'll 
be helping out a bunch of 
young musicians who are 
all hoping to head to Vic- 
toria in April as part of a 
high school band ex- 
change. 
: Thornhil l  Jun ior ' s  
• award-winning high school 
bands perform a dessert 
concert Nov. 15. 
Musical selections 
range from music from the 
movies to concert pieces. 
The school's two concert 
bands, the jazz band a.nd 
the brass quintet will all 
perform. 
It's a fundraising event, 
instructor Mike Wen says. 
Between 40 and 50 stu- 
dents hope to make the 
bus trip to Victoria. That 
works out to combined tra- 
vel expenses of $25,000. 
In February, a group of 
band students from Rey- 
nolds Secondary School 
are coming to Terrace. 
While they're here, they'll 
perform joint concerts with 
Thornhill Junior for the 
public and at elementary 
schools. 
"And they really want 
to go skiing," Wen adds. 
In April, Thornhill Ju- 
nior's band students return 
the favour. Students will 
also attend include music 
workshops at the Univers- 
ity of Victoria. 
"We're also looking at 
getting into the provincial 
legislature and performing 
there," Wen says. The stu- 
dents are also planning a 
side trip to Vancouver, 
where they may take in an 
evening a t the symphony. 
TERRACE 
Leg ion  News 
Charity donations among 
the awards night highlights 
By CMDE PETER CROMPTON veterans dinners, birthday parties, New 
ON SATURDAY, Oct. 26, there was Years dances and funeral receptions. 
plenty to celebrate at the Terrace branch Cmde. Peter Crompton was taken by 
of the Royal Canadian Legion. complete surprise when he was called 
The Bob Bennett family gathered in forward to receive the Meritorious Ser- 
the lounge to celebrate Cmde. Bob's 80th vice Medal, the highest award given to a . 
birthday, legion member. 
They joined in.with .the branch, which DOn't forget: We have"oUr meat raffles 
was having its annual honours and awards every Saturday. The first draw is at 4i30 1 
night. Two of Bob's sons, Terry and p.m. Our steak nights are still the first Fri- , 
Bruce, were presented with their 25 and day of the month. The next one takes 
20 year pins. place Dec. 6 
There were a number of other high- It's been a struggle for the branch 
lights throughout the evening, none more these past few months, but it is beginning " 
than the awarding of $21,600 to some 25 to look a lot brighter. We are not ready to 
charitable organizations around Terrace. shut the doors just yet - but we need the 
Each organization had a representative members' input, new ideas and atten- 
there to receive the donations - which dance at meetings and functions. 
varied from $500 to as high as $1,500. As members, your participation is nee- 
Standing ovations were given to Ann ded to keep us operating and supporting 
Kohl as she received her 50-year pin from our community. Our organization has 
Ladies' Auxiliary president Marg Cooper been part of this community since 1919. 
and to Goldie Hill for her 52-years ervice Let's make sure it's still around come 
to the Ladies Auxiliary and Branch 113. 2019. 
Linda Fisher received the highest On Oct. 15, Cmde Bill Bennett cele- 
award that can be given to someone who brated his 95th birthday. Ninety-five se- 
is not a member of the Legion: the Meri- nior veterans, widows, and widowers of 
torious Service Award. veterans joined Bill at the monthly dinner 
Linda has worked hard for both the La- held in October. Best wishes, Bill. 
dies' Auxiliary and the Branch. The kit- The next dinner will be held Nov. 27. 
then would appear to be Linda's second There will not be one in December. 
home, as she has headed up the kitchen All surviving spouses are invited to at- 
crew for many years, serving steak nights, tend. 
'ARE SOLUTIONS 
ID WE CAN HELP 
Sc Business Bankruptcy 
Counselling 
ppointments 
lonthly Terms 
'roposals 
Revitalization 
)RMATION PACKAGE 
: ~OfJSUL TA TION 
)na l i zed  Serv ice  Cal l  
50)614-4055 
100-665-5595 
info@terraceautomall.com 
I I 
STANDARD 
adver t i s ing  @ter racestandard .com 
newsroom@ter racestandard .com 
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be here!  
Contact  us  at 638-7283 
i:: 
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14t~ ~HNl~EttS~flY 
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lILY FUN IN SUPPOR1 
klTIIMAT & TERRACE 
::i: : LIONS CLUB: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ili! s bows Laser ............... 
..... Don Jackson W0.rlff:iiii 
impion Figure Skating 
~Cal Celebrity: ' ~ :ia !~ii~T ( 
~Fan Fun & Priz~i 
~tograph Se~!~ 
Much 
:i!i:: i"i~) Kitimat 
Bl i zzards  
V'S';:III I Hockey 
. ,~..~,+.:~ •  ~ Team 
i :: Gary  Nyland ~: 
Doug Bodger 
. . . . . . .  iPaul Reinhart 
"FAMIT IK~ARENA 
: :  :': ":, ::.~,t'i~: r, November :  16 ,  2002 @ 7 :00pm 
Pack  o f  4 T Ickets$60 (A l l  Taxes Included. Service Charge May Apply) 
I • v~,tos at w w w.  o ,  ~ , ,  m. ,  • ~ o o ~ ° , .  o o , .  ~orm0r~ into I I  
G Meet, the 
Saturday, Noveml 
i DURING OUR 
*Enter to win game tic 
• . . . . .  , , • : . ,  . . ,  
imam ml ia l  m a m i m  m iam m m m i m l  mlm i mim m m m  i m i m  m m m  m m  m m  m m m  m m m m ~ m m i m m  m m m  m m  m m m m m  ~ m | 
I " g|  ' 
' Kid's Meal  Brin n th is  . 1 , 
', S lB9 ,  coupon: .: 
' Offer expires Nov. 17th, 2002 ~ ,, o 
. .No  cash value Children must be accompanied by an adult Valid for kids 12 years and younger , . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =;,, ..... , 
Open Dally." " 6.30" a.m. to 9 p 4620 Lakelse Ave. Te~aee B.C:: i6SS :8 i41Z I ,,
4 
I 
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ROB BROWN 
Bear Scares 
wanted to return to the Totems' Run 
I in the worst way. Two days earlier l'd 
found myself alone on the middle' 
reaches except for two young fellows 
fishing spoons over crimson echo in a~ 
deep pool I hadn't planned to fish anyway. 
I waded below them and fished Bannister's 
without touching a fish. I made the wade to the 
run I 've called Ramsey's Favourite since the 
time I ran into non Ramsey there some 20 years 
ago. He was casting at bright echo lying in dark 
water with a rifle slung over his shoulder. 
"Fishin' or huntin'?" I asked. 
"The last time I was here," said a very ser- 
ious non, "a big grizzly put the run on me. I 'm 
not going through that again." 
At Ron's run a large cutthroat smashed my 
fly on its second pass through the riffle. Shortly 
after that I beached one almost as big. 
Things are looking up, I thought; and indeed 
they were, for at Spruce Grove Dolly Varden 
and cutthroat rout - some of impressive size - 
beat on my fly so badly its wire rib snapped and 
the palmered grizzly hackle came unwound. 
The fish were still biting when I looked at my 
watch and realized there was no time to fish on 
if I was to make an afternoon appointment. 
Now, two days later, I was back, eager to 
fish the Totems' Pool, one of the most produc- 
tive runs on the entire river. As before, two an- 
glers were working the pools upstream of where 
I wanted to fish. 
Unable to resist, I stopped at Bannisters for a 
few casts to  conf i rm that the fish Were still 
there. As I was playing my third fish, Grog Buck 
and his friend, Frank, appeared on the trail op-. 
posite me. They were packing gear and fly rods. 
I noticed that Frank had a canister of bear re- 
pellent stuffed into the tops of his neoprene wa- 
ders. 
Seeing Greg on the river is a mixed blessing. 
Having worked with him at Nicholas Dean, I 
knew he was a good fisherman which meant we 
would be pool hopping from here on in unless I
put some distance between us. 
"You fishing the next one down?" I asked, 
then told him I'd hop down to the Totems' when 
he said that he planned to. 
I beared down and fished the Totems' care- 
fully, but caught only one small Dolly Varden. I 
left it and the adjacent pool and strode down- 
stream until I reached Gledhill's where there 
were fish aplenty, including a ferocious looking 
summer steelhead. 
Sated, I had lunch and made my way back 
upstream, wondering how far Greg and Frank 
had fished. I found them in the Bluff Pool. Frank 
was playing a ripe echo he'd hooked on a pink 
jig. Greg was looking upstream. 
'% grizzly came out of the side channel up 
there," said Grog. "We came down here to get 
out of his way." 
I looked around the bend. No bear there. 
"Maybe we should head upstream together," 
I suggested. 
Grog who had been charged by a black bear 
this summer when out fishing with his three year 
old son, Josh, needed no convincing. He called 
Frank and the three of us made our way up- 
stream behind my dog. 
"He's right there," said Frank. 
"I don't see him," I was looking upstream. 
"In the grass," said Grog. 
I looked across the Totems' Run to where 
the bear had hunkered down in a meadow of 
yellow grass at streamside, a mere 40 feet 
across the shallow run from us. His giant brown 
head moved as he followed our passage. I
looked to Paws. She hadn't noticed, her nose 
obviously filled with the scent of decaying sal- 
mon. 
"Look at him just sitting there," said Frank 
• contemptuously, incorrectly ascribing some de- 
vious, malevolence to the bruin. 
We waded the fast channel sloshing through 
a knee-high pile of ghostly humpbacks before 
reaching Spruce Grove. 
Greg said, "I think we'll stop and fish here 
again." 
"It's all yours," I said generously. 
I stopped and pulled some more trout from 
Mink Creek. The long grass on the island behind 
me now seemed mysterious and troubling. I re- 
called telling Fred Seiler, the CEO of Siivertip 
Eco Tours, of  the fresh bear tracks with long 
claws I'd seen last season. 
Fred grabbed his camera, his shooting tool of 
xeference these days, and hunted the area, re- 
turning with some nice close ups and reported 
that there were five different brown bears in the 
area. 
Not wanting to bump into another bruin, I 
made my way back to the truck with haste. 
V'isualizing success 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
WHEN IT comes to swimming, 
the Terrace Bluebacks are all 
about technique. 
While competitive swimmers 
train to post faster times., the 
Bluebacks follow the philosophy 
that top times also come through 
visualization. 
With the ~ help of Prince Geor- 
ge-based sports psychologist, Dr. 
Peter Usher, c lub members have 
been working on goal-setting and 
• mental imaging for the past three 
years. 
"The swimmers have a number 
of cue words," expla ins head 
coach Mike Carlyle. "This cues 
them into the technique that 
we're looking .for tO have those 
great strokes." 
"Cyclops eye," for example, is 
a cue to help freestyle swimmers 
with their breathing technique. 
"One eye is just out of the 
water and the other eye is in," 
explains Alastair Beddie, 12, 
about rembering to keep only one 
eye, like a cyclops, above the 
water. 
By doing this and using an- 
other cue - "the broomstick" - to 
keep the body in line, swimmers 
avoid wasting energy and creating 
resistance. Limiting resistance 
translates into better technique 
and faster times, says Carlyle. 
Athletes say using cue words is 
making them better swimmers. 
Chris Morris, 17, has been 
swimming competitively for 10 
years. 
He spent the first six years 
training with the Kitimat Marlins 
and hooked up with the Blue- 
backs four years ago when his fa- 
mily moved to Terrace. Morris 
says the two programs are very 
different - the emphasis on visua- 
CHRIS MORRIS. 17, demonstrates the "cyclops eye" - a cue to remind him that just one eye 
should rise above the water while taking a breath. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
lization is Something he didn't 
learn with the Marlins, but it's 
central to the Terrace program. 
Cue words help Morris improve 
on his form particularly during his 
specialty - long distance races. 
Races such as the 1,500 freestyle 
test his focus and endurance. 
"Sometimes your shoulders 
start to really hurt," Morris says. 
"That's what happens in a race - 
you get tired and more sloppy 
which makes you even more 
tired." 
lt,s times like these where cue 
words help him focus. Poorly ex- 
ecuted turns can add unwanted 
seconds to a time. Thinking of cue 
words such as "rocket off the 
when they are getting tired," 
agrees Carlyle. "It will help them 
understand better what techniques 
they have to use to do the great 
job." 
Each athlete keeps a swim- 
mer's stroke checklist which re- 
cords how well they're translating 
cue words into proper form. 
Bluebacks are evaluated on 
every aspect of each stroke - from 
the timing of breathing, to arm 
and leg positions to how turns and 
kicks are being executed, The 
team took advantage of a recent 
all-level regional swim meet in 
Kitimat to concentrate on the tim- 
ing of turns using the checklist. 
"We were the only ones who 
Beddie says focussing on cue 
words is helping him work toward 
achieving goals. 
He posted a major success at 
the Kitimat meet earlier this 
month by meeting the age group 
provincials qualifying time in the 
boys 11-12 200m breaststroke. It
was the first time he's achieved a 
provincial evel qualifying time. 
Now he's working on the 100m 
butterfly. At the beginning of the 
season his time in that event was 
1:42 - with his goal being 1:22. 
That's a whopping 20 seconds 
to take off. In Kitimat, Beddie 
proved he's on the right track - he 
took six seconds off his time and 
posted a 1:36 in that race. 
wall" or "spin dryer" help Morris took the initiative to time the "Bang and pow," he says stall- 
concentrate on harnessing his on- turns," says Carlyle. "By doing ing. "With your legs you do :two 
orgy off the wall and gettingi!i'nto, thatfocus now,. at,the beginning ~ kicks. Bang is the small one.and i
his turn quickly, of the season, it will pay divi- 'pow' is the finishing kick." 
"It makes a big difference dends at the end of the year." Now visualize that. 
TYLER SHEASBY, above, and the rest of the Ker- 
modes are off to Burnaby to battle it out in the pro- 
vincial AA high school boys soccer championships. 
Kermode y's 
win soccer zones 
THEY'VE done it again. 
The Caledonia Kermodes boys soccer team has 
earned a spot at the provincial AA high school cham- 
pionships for the second year running. 
Bantams nail second 
spot at AAA tourney 
THE TERRACE Inland manocy, Calen Findlay 
Kenworth Bantam reps are and Adam Gillis. 
adding some wins to their Next up was the Daw- 
record after going on the son Creek AA Bantam Ca- 
road recently for a AAA nucks - host team of the 
tournament in Quesnel. 2003 AA provincial cham- 
• The Terrace crew pionships. 
proved they've got what it Terrace won 7-1 on two 
takes to play in a level up goals courtesy of Bryan 
from them - the local ban- Hull and singles by Kenny 
tams plays at the AA McColl, Ryland MacDo- 
level, making the Nov. 1-3 nald, Tristan Murray, Tay- 
tournament a good chal- Ior Quinn and Brad Toma- 
lenge for the team. nocy. 
The first game of the "In the championship 
tournament saw the boys game we faced Fort St 
face the Fort St. John AAA John again," says coach 
Bantam reps but the team John Amos. 
lost that one 8-4. It was an uphill battle 
Tristan Murray scored with Terrace starting out 
• two goals while Ryland slowly, going down 2-0 in 
Findlay and Bryan Hull the first two minutes. The 
The zone finals were held in Prince Rupert Nov. 2 added singles, boys came back and tied it 
and saw Smithers, Kitimat, Terrace and Prince Ruper t '  The next day Terrace up 6-6 going into the third. 
battle for a spot at the provincials, was in better shape and But Fort St. John out- 
Kitimat's Mount Elizabeth Senior Secondary defeated came out on top in a game scored the Terrace team in 
Smithers 3-1 in round robin play earning a spot in the fi- against the Quesnel AAA the last frame and ended 
nals against Terrace. Thunder 8-3. Bryan Hull up on top 9-7. The final 
Terrace defeated Prince Rupert 7-1 en route to the fi- chalked up a hat trick with game saw loads of scoring 
nals. singles coming from Ry- opportunities for Terrace 
Continued Pg. B10 land MacDonald, Brad To- but the pipes just seemed 
to be too close together. 
"We hit five goal posts 
in that final game," says 
Amos. "Bryan Hull hit four 
of them and he ali'eady 
had three goals." 
Terrace netminder Eric 
Bevan played very well 
given he was in net for all 
of the tournament's games 
because the bantam's  
other goalie, Travis Gor- 
iak, was ill, Amos says. 
Despite the loss the ban- 
tams still came home with 
a second place finish. 
"They were down a lit- 
tle but we told them any 
time you can get to the 
final in a AAA tournament 
is a good thing," he says. 
The team is also work- 
ing on some off-ice train- 
ing to help the players de- 
velop more endurance. 
They're hoping to have 
another go at the Fort. St. 
John team Nov. 15-17 
when they hit the ice in a 
Williams Lake AAA tour- 
nament. 
Medal haul marks martial arts tourney 
petitors of all ages and weight levels partici- 
pating. 
West-Johnson didn't earn a medal - but she 
did manage to log an impressive win against 
her first opponent - a 32-year-old blue belt. 
"The first guy she fought was built like a 
truck - like someone you'd see in wreslting," 
says Burk. "She creamed him." 
In subsequent fights she met talented, ath- 
letic competitors which accounted for her 
standing outside of the top three. 
In the yellow belt boys aged five to eight 
category, Reid Genaille, 6, picked up a gold 
medal for sparring and a silver in patterns. 
Oscar Farkvam earned a gold in patterns and a 
silver in sparring in the same category. 
Boys fighting at the same age level but 
wearing the green belt also did well. 
Robby Wallington picked up two gold me- 
dals - one in sparring and one in patterns, Tory 
Taphouse earned a silver in both events and 
Andrew Martel earned a bronze in each cate- 
gory: 
The yellow and green belt boys' aged nine- 
12 division saw Evan Farkvam and Stephan 
Martel tie for silver medals in patterns. 
Christina Farkvam, fighting in the girls 13- 
17 yellow belt category, picked up silver me- 
dals in sparring and patterns. 
Andrew Coates earned a gold for sparring in 
the green and blue belt men's 17-34 division. 
David Farkvam picked up two gold medals 
for his patterns and sparring in the 35 plus 
white and yellow belt men's division. 
Teammate Mike Turner, a red belt, ended 
up fighting at the black belt level because 
only two red belts were in attendance, says 
Burk. With 12 competitors in the ages 17-34 
men's open weight category Turner was able 
to hold his own picking up a bronze medal for 
his patterns. 
Instructor David Burk earned a gold for pat- , 
terns, He picked up a silver medal in sparring. 
against fellow Team Canada teammate Jordan 
Boudrea who w . . . . .  on the deetslon three judges to 
one. 
t 
YOU COULD call it a gold medal weekend. 
Thirteen martial artists from the Northern 
TaeKwon-Do Academy in Terrace took part in 
the Burns Lake regional tournament and man- 
aged to come home loaded up with 21 medals 
among the group. 
The Terrace group's performance at the end 
of October was exceptional and earned kudos 
from tournament organizer AI Ford whoe com- 
mended the Terrace athletes for their conduct 
and attitude at the tournament. 
One of the tournament highlights came in 
an outstanding performance by Trina West- 
Johnson. The local teen was taking part in the 
girls 13-16 blue belt division and earned a gold 
medal for her patterns, but when it came to 
sparring she faced some tough competition. 
"The two girls in her eategory were just 
way smaller than her," explains instructor 
David Burk. 
Because there wasn't another women's 
sparring category for her to fight in, she ended 
up in an open men's category which saw com- 
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175 Building Materials 364 ]'t ~nav~ 670 togging/Tin~er 
180 Compumrs 366 Trucking . 680 Mochinery 
185 Consignment.. 368 Yard & Garden 690 Mining 
| 90 F,r~rmt 
195 F ffew=:x:l RENTAL 400-499 RECREATIONAL 700-749 
200 Free Give Away 404 Al~rtmenB 705 Air,luSt 
2as Furn~tun= 408 Bachelor Suite 710 AW't 
210 Garq~ So~s 412 Basenmnl Suit* 715 Boots/Marine 
215 C,a eden Equipmenl 416 Cobins/Cotloges 720 Houseboats 
220 Mi~celloneeus 420 Commercial 725 Mo~o~¢ycle~ 
225 Music 424 Condos 730 RV's 
230 Sporting Goods 428 DupMx/Foumlex 735 Renlols 
235 Tools 432 Foe Rent Or~le 740 Snowmobiles 
240 T,ode (~" Swap 436 Holls/Auditoeiurns 74S T~od~/Swap 
440 Houses 
EMPLOYMENT 250-299 444 Miscellan~t AUTOMOTIVE 750"799 
254 Business Opportunilies 448 Mobile Homes 756 Canooies 
258 Coreer~ 4S2 Modutor Home~ 762 Cars 
262 Doycan= 4~ Roo~11 f, 768 C ~ &tic.~ 
266 Edocatic~ 460 Room & Board 774 Parts 
270 Help Wonled ,464 Su~iors/Relireme~t 780 SUV't & 4x4's 
274 Pro|as,lanai Accommoclatia~t 786 Irucks 
27B Skitbd Trade= 468 Shared Accommodouom 792 Vain/Buses 
282 Tutoring 472 Storage 
286 Vo lunt~ 476 Suite= NOUCBS/'rENDERS 800-849 
290 Work Wanted 4 S0 Tourist Accommodations e15 te~ql No, i,m 
484 Townhouses e3o Te/~Jert 
SERVICES 300-399 488 Wank~:l To Rent 
302 Accounting 492 Warehouses 
CongratUlat ions:  
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, N.ovember 13, 2002 - B5 
The Terrace Standard eserves the nghl to classify ads under appropriate h adings and Io set rates therefore and to delermine page location. 
The Terrace Standard eminds a~edisem that ilis against the provincial Human Rights Acl to discriminate onthe basis of children, mantel stalus and 
employment when piecing "For Rent:' ads. ~ndlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard eserves the righl to revise, edit. classify or reject any advertis~menl andto retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Servlca. nd to repay the customer the sum paid for the advedisement a d box renlal. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions ot picked up within t0 days el expiry of an advertisement willbe destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not o send anginal documents toavoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesling space that he liabil P/of the Terrace Standard inthe event el failure 10 punish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid hy the advertiser for only one Incorrect inser~on for the porlion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitled item only, and that here shall be no lia~hty Inany evenl greater Ihan the amount Dald for such advertising. 
Name Address. 
Phone Stad Date___# of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. .Credit Card No. Expiry Date 
El VISA El MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINT YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
' 11 12 
16 17 
14.71 14,96 
27.02 27.29 
16:05 
2~36 
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
16.32 
28.62 
55 Business : 
i~: i Personals i: :i .... 
/ .  ':. ~ , : . 
B 
13 
18 
15.25 
27.55 
16.59 
26.89 
1£ 
10 
15 
14.45 
28.75 
15.52 15.78 
27.8,~ 28.09 
16.8.. = 17.12 
29.1E 29.43 
For longer ad, please use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
m 
STANDARD 
siness ~ :: .... 55Bu '.:i 
:-Personalsl/ ; i : , : :  : 
.:il 70 PersonalS :i !! 
: . .~ . . 
160 Appliances ~ 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or small to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
THANKS DON DIEGOS for dis- 
playing my paintings. 
"Waterco/ord' by Joyce are now 
for sale at the Country Empori- 
um, 4663 Park. New Christmas 
cards and bookmarks, www.wa- 
temolorsbvioyce.com 
~ !601App!iancesll 
We,have an empty 
1 ton 16'~.van going to 
Calgary an d Vancouver. 
You pay $985 total. 
1 way. Phone 638-0555. 
3 Announcements i 
~)  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
II::::::::::::ii~OYOffR:WK~IBE::.::::::: "  ................................. " i~ *~6~I :i:: :! . .  
Spiritual Healing, Polarity Therapy, 
Reiki, Healing Touch, Therapeutic 
Touch, Crystal, Shamanic, Soul 
Retrieval, Pranic/Color, 
Reflexology, Aromatherapy 
Massage, Qualified Practioners 
IK;t | l~  i (,]tiv[olr q'F.~ll I~T;TT~ mla  ~,~' l l i , ]  
22oMJscellaneoUs 
EVAHLY'RAYS' 
LIVE PSYCHICS 
Voted most accurate 
by customers. Police 
use us! Relationships? 
Spouse cheat ing? 
Gett ing lover back? 
1-900-451-4055 
1 8+ $2 .99 /min  
|! - B ache'lorof 
gi Entrepreneurial 
I~ Management. 
I We are very proud! 
II Love Morn, Dad, 
Ii' Carl & Sieve 
• - - "  .~ ' ) .  __1.~. 
~ !75:Bui lding i:;i 
i I~ iMater ia is  
Fully Licensed 200 Seat Facility 
in the Heart of Downtown 
Full Catering Service 
Check out the Newly Refurbished 
TERRACE CURLING CLUB 
Your Christmas Party will rock/ 
Call Shaunce at  638-8853 
in Terrace on  amraay, Irl 
% Nov. 16102 from 3-7 p.m. 
Betty Warm xgz6,zooz 
Andrew Warm 1918.1995 
Pictures of years now past 
Fading some with time 
Memories that linger still, 
Are what they lelt behind. 
Like a precious package, 
Kept in a secret room 
Each memory a treasure, 
A family heirloom, 
And on ram and quiet occasion, 
The package opens wide; 
Revealing then, the memories 
That nestle them inside, 
Faces etched in memories 
Like photos from the past; 
Each snapshot printed in the 
heart, 
Are the memories that last. 
Pictures of d8ys now past, 
Fading some with dine; 
Yet lasdng love deep in our 
hearts, 
Is what hey left behind. 
Nora and Dad 3o1= 
are forever 
In our hearts. 
, Cedar & Birch Wood 
Caskets & Cremation Urns. 
, Excellenl auali~ 
workmanship ~, materials. 
• Afford0bly Priced. 
* Locally monufadured. 
• Direct sales to public. 
Call (250) 638-8411 
Web,lie 
http:/hw~v.anderson.w0od-caskets.c0m 
WELCOME~ 
• "I4 , ,9,Oo N
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace; B.C. is: 
Cathy  
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free ' 
~.gifls and i.nformaticn.~ 
@ 
James Nilson MacFarlane III 
June 21, 1937 - October  23, 2002 
James Nilson MacFarlane passed away suddenly at home 
October 23. He was bern in Montreal; June 21, 1937 and moved to 
Kelowna in 1939 with his Mother Freda, and Father Nilson. Their 
life was idyllic living on a 3 acre apple orchard, Dad's fondost 
memories were of pruning apple trees, boy scouts and =Farlane" 
the family cabin. He became an accomplished pianist and gradu- 
ated from Kelowna High school. He attended UBC Faculty of 
Forestry graduating in 1960. He married Shirley and had three 
children Lynn t'Wayne), Douglas (Andrea) and Anne (Adam). They 
spent most of their married llfe living on Vancouver Island in vari- 
ous logging communities. Their time spent in Ucluelet on the west 
coast built the foundation of life long friendships with a young and 
hardy bunch of families. Starting as an assistant engineer he 
worked his way up to Chief Forester, Vice President of MacMillan 
Bloedel. Dad retired aRer 34 years and true to form out of Dad's 
desire to work, started his own consulting company. His lead- 
ership qualities extended to all facets of his life. He was a member 
or executive of the following: 
Cowichan Consort Orchestra (2nd Violin) 
Director of the Forest Museum 
Director and Past Commodore of the Maple Bay Yncht Club 
President of the David Doug]ss Society 
Chairman of the Forest Management Institute of BC 
Registered Professional Forester 
Robert Burns Club of Vancouver 
Past President of Cowichan Pipe Band 
Past Chairman of Tofmo Hospital Board 
Chairman of the Cowichan Symphony Board 
Union Club or Victorla 
Past Member of the Winston Churchill Society 
In his spare time Dad liked to sail sail, & 8ail, play the piano 
and his vinlin, loved to read historical novels and walk ]da dog 
(Sydney). Dad was famnus for his toast to the haggis at many 
Robbie Burns celebrations. He hsd a keen knowledge of forestry, 
specifically the Douglas Fir 1~e, An only child himself, his grand- 
children held a special place in Iris heart and continue his musical 
legacy: Andrea, Jamie, David, Conner, Nilson, Alex, Charlie, 
Noah, and wee Clifford. 
A Celebration of Life was held in Duncan, BC, October 29, 2002. 
In memory of Dad donations may be made to the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival, P.O. Box 456, Terrace, BC* V8G 4B5 
i ii 
I 4 L ~ ( I ~ O O ~ G %  Your Personal & Family-Coun elling Cenlre 
EXPERIENCED 
~IL  COUNSELLOR 
COUNSELLING PnOVIDING 
One-On-One Counml l ina  
WATKINS PRODUCTS/ For all 
your Christmas gifts and baking 
needs. Please call Venessa (id 
#327028) 250-635-0553. 
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN - non 
smoker, would like to meet an 
attractive lady to share my 
home for a possible permanent 
relationship. Reply to file 152 
c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 
Clinton street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G-5R2. 
ADD ON a wood furnace to 
your existing oil, gas or electric 
furnace. Save dollars this iwnt- 
er. For earest dealer 250.493- 
7444 email:vcsales@vip.net or 
www.valleycom fort.cam 
ATTENTION HUNTERSII Ten 
by ten wak-in cooler, band saw, 
grinder, meat block, sausge 
stuffer, electronic scale, beam 
scale, assorted meat totes. 
$6000. Call 604-985-7915 
WANT TO buy some clothing 
store racks and fixtures. Call 
250-635-1543. 
WANTED: GREEN Bay Pack- 
ers tickets. Willing to pay big 
$$$. Please call 1-604-824- 
8163 
Wanted to purchase: 
M ~l] l  =I[I]11!I I irliH =I I!I }II 
P/ease contact: 
Denys at Decker Lake 
Forest  Products 
Phone: (250) 692-4557 
Cell:  (250) 692-6963 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
laminate..$.49sqft. Cork..$1.99. 
6"or 8" Rustic Fir..$.80. 2 1/4" 
birch prefinished..$2.60. 3 1/4" 
Exotic Kempas prefin- 
ished..$5.00/ Select Amer red 
cherry pretinished,,$4.75sqft. 
2 1/4 Oak or Maple prefinished 
$2.99sqft. Oak, maple, bimh, 
beach, cherry floating from 
$2.50sqft. TONS MOREl 1-800- 
631-3342 
BIG VALLEY Auction 1-604- 
857-0800 Accepting consign- 
ments until Sept. 19th for our 
Sept 22nd Antique Auction, Unit 
#65, 3347 - 262nd Street, AI- 
dergrove. 
AUCTION SALE 
al,~ 
Table Saw 
Bench Gdnder 
Paint Sprayer 
Compressor &Nailer 
Electric Doer Cudain 
Consffudion Ughts 
Uneman Tools 
Hot StJ@a 
Gas Space Heater 
10'X 10' Metal Shed (New) 
Gas Hot Water Tank (New) 
Ele¢ Hot Water Tank (New) 
Truck Storage Box 
Ceiling Lights 
Extension Cords 
Garden Trailer 
Steel Studs 
,Nberta Camper 
Industrial Space Heater 
Bedrodc Work Bench 
Kitchen Cublx~ards 
WAREHOUSEAUCTIONI 
NOVEMBER 16 @,10:00 AM 
421 ENTERPRISE AVE. KITIMAT 
PREVlEW NOVEMBERfS, fOAM.SPM 
16' Fiberglass Boat/Trailer 
40 HP. Boat Motor 
Portable Closets 
Fire Hose/N0zzel 
500 Board Ft. Of Red Cedar 
Stainless Steal Sinks 
Commercial Toasters 
Milkshake Machi~ 
Combination Prep/Fddge Counter 
Commercial Meat Slicer (Omas) 
Restaurant Misc. 
Office Desks 
CoffeeT~es 
Varnish/Paint Rollers El,, 
Furniture Odly 
8ram projector 
Shelves 
Large Assortment Of New Tools 
• , DOOR PRIZE. NEW 
AMBASSADOR 70001 ROD 
Natural gas Veh. Tanks 
MUCH MUCH MORE 
FOR COMPLETE LISTING GO TO: ww.ma~o~,~uctons.cem 
~ 1 , 0 1 ~  Subjectt0 Additions and Deletions 
TERMS: Cash, Visa, Mastercard or Interac 
GST, PST and 10% Bwer's Fee Will Be 
Applied On NI Purchases 
Ph, 1250) 635.9452 "
ii 
BLAZE KING wood stoves. Ef- 
ficient to 82.5%. Thermostati- 
cally controlled, long burn times 
up to 40 hours, for nearest deal- 
er 250-493-7444 email vcsales 
@vip.net or www.blazekin.q.com 
HEAVY DUTY Kenmore wash- 
er/dryer. Like new condition. 
Asking $500/palr. Leave mes- 
sa.qe at 250-635-3789 
SMITH&WESSON revolver 
44Magnum; 4" barrel. Grandfa- 
ther clause is needed, c/w belt 
and holster. $500. 250-635- 
4989 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlockx AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
OFFICE DESKS and chairs. 
Good condition. To view call 
250-635-1543 
1995 30KW IngersoI-Rand 
generator, 75hp cummings die- 
sel, low hours (2800), excellent 
condition, $14,800. 1976 XJS12 
Jaguar, beautiful condition, 454 
cu.in. Chew and trans. $12,500 
250-838-6900 or 250-865-5978 
3 SHOT Guns, one 7 mm meg 
and one is a 22. Polaris, ATV 
and snowmobile parts also atv 
tires. 350, large concrete retain- 
ing wall/blocks, 70 Ib each , $3 
each. Call 250-635-8266. 
ARE YOU tired of fad diets? 
Lose weight naturallyl All natu. 
ral productsl Money back guar- 
anteell Call: 604-515-0760 
emall: jeanne.angel @shaw.ca 
FOR SALE trapline Northern' 
B.C, 230 sq miles with 3 cabins, 
traps and one snowmobile. Call 
250-638-1822. 
MOVING AND must sell. 11hp 
30" dual stage snow blower. 
Purchased Nov/01 used only 
3X. No gst/pst, asking $1250 
abe. Call 250-638-6202 
TOWS FLOORS FLOORING 
' SALE! WE INSTALL Laminate 
starling at $.75sqft. Hardwood 
specials. Free delivery, some 
conditions apply. Variety of fin- 
, Ishes and colors. Phone/fax 
250-635-0749 Cell 250-638. 
7074.www.torsfloors.com 
225Mus ic /~ 
CELLO FOR sale, Excellenl 
and powerful tone. $1500. Call 
250-635-7536. 
ONE ONLY SONY video editing 
controller/titler Model RME700 
c/w manual Pgm edit/Scene-by. 
Scene edit/create/display Titles: 
Camp and S.Vldeo Input/output. 
Control L remote, Lanc, cables 
New pdcs $1400 asking $500, 
Brand newl Never been used. 
One only - Sony video multi-col- 
or correcter Model Xv.cg00 c/w. 
manuals Hue/color edj/Gamma 
compensatlonNIdeo/audio fad- 
er/ split screen/auto wlp/fader 
Noise reduction/video art/ etc. 
Camp and S.vldeo Input/output. 
Like newl Paid $1600 asking 
: $400.Contact Dave 250-845- 
2677 
SEMO-PRO VIDEO editing 
equipment; One only - Panaso- 
n]c digital AV Mixer model WJ- 
";. Ayes c/w manual and Panaso-. 
nic title producer Model WJ- 
TTL5 Camp, and S.Video In- 
put/output, fades/wipes/special 
effects/digital sync. New Pdce 
$1800 asking $500.one only - 
Sony Tdnlcon Beta vidwo 
camera c/w manuel and 
recorder/tuner unit Model HVC 
2200 Asking $250. Will sell 
everything together for $1600, 
Contact Dave 250-84S-2677 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 1 3, 2002 
270 Help Wanted  270 Help Wanted 
KRAMER GUITAR, acoustic- 
electric. Black with white pearl 
edging. Comes with Kramer 
hard case and black leather 
strap totally mint shape. $900 
value asking $700. Call 250- 
635-8266. 
AIR HOCKEY table 60X30". 
Excellent condition. 250-635- 
3383 
WANTED SNOWBOARD AND 
boots + bindings for a 
13 year aid boy. Shoe 
size 5 or 6. Reasonable price. 
Please call 250-635-7115. 
BUSINESS FINANCING: Call 
toll free 1-866-545-8131. Finan- 
cial Services Group of B.C.Inc. 
An alternative to Bank Financ- 
inq. 
DRIVING SCHOOL for sale in 
the Bulkley Valley. Presently 
teaching air brakes and all 
classes of license except Class 
6. Call 250-845-3288 or 1-888- 
644-3555 
FITNESS FAClTLITY, 18 years 
in business. 5600sqft. Serious 
Inquiries only. Days 250-635- 
6146 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
HOME WORKERS neededl 
Assembling products, mailing, 
processing our circulars, copy/ 
mailing PC disk program. No 
experience needed. Free info. 
Send SASE to Crafts, 8-7777 
Keele St. Ref #7-702, Concord, 
Ontario L4K 1Y7, 905-866-6095 
for more into 
I I "  " ' 
i KISPIOX FOREsTPRODUCTS LTD. 
LOTTERY AND keno facilities 
+ coffee shop for sale. Located 
in the Gobind Mall. For more in- 
formation call 250-635-5981 or 
250-635-3409. 
RECIPE FOR success, Panago 
Pizza has a successful well es- 
tablished franchise for sale lo- 
cated in Smithers, B.C. Turnkey 
operation, training included. II 
you desire success and inde- 
pendence with a high return on 
investment, don't miss out on a 
great opportunity. Call clays 
250-847-5392 
YOU CAN inherit a fortune. In- 
vest any amount 5 to %20 as 
an agent. Call MacMillan 10899 
Wilcox rd, ladysmith, B.C. V9G- 
126, 250-245-4462. 
~ m  
Smithers. B.C. 
Business/ 
Investment 
Opportun|  
Owner wishes to retire. 
Opportunity ta take over an 
existing well-established turn- 
key operation with top lines, 
solid client base, excellent 
staff and repulation. Includes 
6,000 sq. ft., recently updated 
building. Contact Paul Parry 
by mail at Box 2709, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0, or 
email smithers@avu.ca 
270 Help Wanted  • , . " • , ~ . 
NEW CLASS 1 &3 driver train- 
ing. Single axle easy shift trans- 
mission, combined with fullsize 
highway equipment. Cut's train- 
ing timel Call todayl Taylor pro- 
fessional Driving Services. 1- 
877-860-7627. 
REGISTERED NURSES and 
grads explore opportunities in 
Oregon and throughout he U.S. 
with HEALTHSTAFF. Excellent 
salary/benefits. Great hospital 
settings. Paid immigration tees. 
If you would like to explore this 
opportunity further, please fax 
your resume to 604-421-3088 
A'I-rENTION KIM 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer/ analyst, Office 
Administrator, For Program or 
Student Loan information from 
our CDI College Abbotsford 
Campus. Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
i:. :262 DayCare 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE 
seeks immediate part time day- 
care for two boys ages 3 and 5 
years old in your home or ours. 
Preferably in Horseshoe or 
bench area. Price negotiable. 
References required. Phone 
250-638-0636 or 250-615-8638 
leave messa.qe. 
• / 
270 Help Wanted 
DISHWASHER WANTED at 
Polly's Care. Drop resume off at 
4913 Keith, Terrace, B.C. 
DO YOU need a change of 
pace? Looking for something to 
do with your time? Regional 
Couder Company has an open- 
ing for an Owner Operator to do 
deliveries in the Terrace area. 
This run requires that you have 
a 3/4 ton white van, A vehicle 
purchase plan may be available 
for the successful applicant, 
Please send resume and driv- 
er's abstract to 604-207-2801. 
Please quote reference 
number: Terrace 0/0. Only 
those applicants selected for In. 
terview will be contacted. 
EXPERIENCED BUNCHER- 
MAN and LOG TRUCK DRIV- 
ER required for Houston area, 
Salary negotiable, benefit pack- 
age available. Fax resume to: 
'1-250-845-3667 
CONTRACT MARKERS REQUIRED 
for the 
I l+mli,'1[.~.[,:~l .l,[.c-..~l~.t,[<,,+m,m.'~,m.], 
in 
Spanish, English (Communications), & Home Economics 
IF you are a member of the BC College of teachers, 
posses a degree in the requisite subject area and 
are interested in contract marking in the 
disciplines listed above, please contact: 
Warren Wilson, Principal, NCDES 
Bag 5000 
Terrace, B.C V8G 5K2 
(250) 635-7944 i 
CERTIFIED 
ELECTRICIAN 
We have an openin~ for a Certified 
Electrician position in the Prince George 
area. Preference will be given to 
applicants with sawmill knowledge. The 
successful applicant must be computer 
literate and have PLC 5 experience. 
I.W.A. rates and full benefits. 
Please send resume to: 
THE PAS LUMBER COMPANY LTD. 
P.O. Box 879 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 4T8 
Attention: Karl Eberle 
Confidential Secretary 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine is seeking 
applications from qualified candidates for the position of 
confidential secretary. 
The ideal candidate will posses the following qualifications: 
• Completion of Grade 12 with a relevant certificate or 
diploma from a post-secondary institution, 
• Good organizational, interpersonal and communication 
skills. 
• Minimum 5 years relevant experience. 
• Excellent skills in office procedures and proficient in 
Microsoft Word. 
• Ability to be the recording secretary atmeetings. 
• Ability to act as research assistant invarious projects. 
Salary will be commensurate with education and 
experience. Interested persons hould reply with resume 
and references by Thursday, November 21, 2002. 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine 
300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G4EI 
Phone: (250) 615-6100 
Fax: (250) 635-9222 
emaih info(~rdks.bc,qa 
Full Time Hair Stylist 
NEEDED 
Must be liscenced, experience is 
an asset. If you're ready to work 
in a friendly team ori ented 
atmosphere, apply with resume 
to Images by Karlene 
4718-B Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Consider who we are: 
The new British Columbia Northern Health Authority offers exciting opportunities to further your career as 
a Healthcare Professional. We serve a regional population of approximately 320.000 people in a wide 
range of wonderful communities in the northern 213's of the province. 
Consider the opportunity: 
We are currently seeking a candidate for... 
CLIENT SUPPORT ANALYST 
KITIMAT HOSPITAL 
• Full-Time Competition No: X02-9071 
As part of the ITS Client Support eam you will be responsible for 
"~ ~ systems management support and service for all NHA facilitites 
in the Terrace / Kitimat area, You will also participate in the 
organization and implementation of various ITS related 
projects. Regular travel to facilities located in different 
~ i~ communities in the area s easential, 
Graduation from a recognized egree or diploma program 
in Computer Science plus three years recent related 
experience or an equivalent combination of education, 
training and experience is required. 
This is a regualr, full.time unionized position with a starting 
salary of $23.38 per hour, 
Please submit a resume by November 22, 2002, to: 
NORTHERN HEALTH 
AUTHORITY 
Brenda Lemal, HR Recruitment Assistant 
Ste 300-299 Victoria St, Prince George, BC V2L 5B8 
Toll-Free: 1-877-905-11SS 
Fax (250) 565-2251 - E-math hr@northernhealth.ca 
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT 
Needed in team oriented practice. 
If you are people oriented, highly motivated, 
caring, have a positive attitude and an 
orthomodule, apply to: 
Norlhwest Smile Design Center, 
Attention: Jessica, 
200-4619 Park Avenue, Terrace• 
Call 635-7611 or fax resume to: 635-7630. 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE is supporting the 
development of a "Community Tutor Service" for students to 
arrange private one-on-one or small group tutoring services to 
access extra help with their studies. If you live in the our 
geographic area (Prince Rupert, Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers, 
Houston, Stewart, the Nass Valley, the Hazehons or Haida Gwaii) 
and you are interested in having your name made available on our 
tutor list, forward your application to ~e address listed below• 
It is important o note that the nature of this service is for the 
College to supply information only. The tutor list is for students to 
access tutor services. Costs for this service would be strictly 
between the individual accessing the service and the tutor. 
Subject area already identified for tutor services include: Biology, 
Chemistry, Computer Programming (Q Basic), Financial Math, 
Economics, Statistics, Mat~, English, Social Science & Business 
Administration courses• For a full list of subject areas visit our 
website at www.nwcc.bc.ca. 
Respond by submitting a letter outlining your subject areas, level of 
studies you can help with i.e. Universily, Grade 12 or lower, etc. 
your resume and the College communities you are available at. 
Send attention: Tutor Service, Northwest Cammunity College, Box 
3606, Smithers, BC, V0J 2NO, FAX: (250) 847-4568, Email: 
palm@nwcc.bc.ca. 
Northwest Community College is ~,~ 
committed to helping students achieve ~:~ NORTI'itMF_CT . . . . . . . . .  ;,'=~'m;,-- " 
success In their educahonal goals. 7~-~ co,mum . .~ . ,  
• 2nd to 4th Year Electrical Apprentice 
. Journeyman Electrician 
REQUIRED FOR 
the installation of the electrical and control systems 
for the Three Nations Water Treatment Plant located 
at Burns Lake, B.C. 
Experience with municipal water plants and controls 
would be an asset, but not necessary. 
This is a project assignment, but may become full 
time position for the right candidate. 
Please fax resume in confidence to: 
Nason Consulting Group Ltd. 
Attention: Taylor Green 
Fax No. 780-459-1208 
WE'RE EXPANDING! 
"Just Kiddin" Playground i l  
is looking for a full-time ~ 
ASSISTANT MANAGER 
The successful applicant should be 1~ 
imaginative and enjoy working in a child I~ 
riendly environment. Duties include planning H~ 
of daily/weekly activities and acting H i 
as the program director. ~t 
Please apply in person with resume to: ~ 
4818 Highway 16, Terrace H 
,~ .~ N Z PHON 2 C2LL~ PLE~S~+~.. ~
Kispiox Forest Products is an independent forest products company in 
northwest B.C. with forestry, harvesting, sawmill, planer and dry kiln 
operations. Our Woodlands division invites applications for the position 
of: 
LOGGING SUPERVISOR 
As an experienced supervisor, you will be responsible for the 
supervision of logging operations for an annual allowable cut of 
150,000m 3.Reporting to the Chief Forester, your primary responsibilities 
will be: 
• logging contract negotiations, 
• implementation f logging contracts, 
• hiring prospective logging contractors, 
• assist in the preparation of the Company's annual ogging program, 
• assist in the Company's road deactivation program. 
As the successful candidate, you will ensure that all logging operations 
meet Company Standard Operating Procedures for consistency and 
Ministry of Forests and Ministry ot Water, Land and Air Protection 
legislated requirements. 
You will have a minimum of 5 year's experience supervising logging 
operations. You will be knowledgeable in, and have an understanding of, 
forest management practices, the Forest Practices Code of B.C. Act, the 
Timber Harvesting Regulation and other related legislation. You will 
have good written and oral presentation skills and have a working 
knowledge of computers. 
Those interested in the position of Logging Supervisor are invited to 
forward their resume by November 22, 2002; . . . . . . . . . . .  
Attention Chief Forester by mail: 
Kisplox Forest Products Ltd., 
Box 215, New Haze,on, B.C• VOJ 2JO 
by fax: (250) 842-6970 or by e-maih dallen@klsoioxfo.ca 
0nly those applicants elected to be interviewed will be notified. 
Service Manager 
Hoskins Ford Sales Ltd., 
Smithers, requires a full time 
service manager with good 
managerial, organizational 
and communication skills. 
The successful applicant 
must be a team player, enjoy 
dealing with the public. We 
offer a positive work 
environment and excellent 
benefit package. 
Please contact Gordon 
Williams Jr. at 847-2237 or 
send resume to Box 400, 
Smithers, B.C., VOJ2N0 or E- 
mail: oordon@hoski!sford.com 
. . . . . . .  Hoskins:!+F+rd,. 
• + ++:++B2+~.  
Agr"u~'ent with'~e'B~G-E'U'inst%~;io-~-ai'Kcaie': . . . . . . . . . .  +-  
Tile following positions need to be filled: 
1. COORDINATOR (25%) - commencing as soon as 
possible, terminating approximately March 21/03: 
Responsible for the coordination of this program and 
supervision of clinical placements. This position may be 
combined with instructional duties to create a full-time 
workload for qualified candidates. 
2. INSTRUCTORS - Theory/Lab & Clinical (2 positions 
required - 1 full-time, 1 parHime): - commencing as soon 
as possible, terminating March 21/03: 
Instruction of theory/la~ portions of Home Support/Resident 
Care Attendant program utilizing a variety of teaching 
techniques. Also, cfinical supervision of students during 
clinical placements'in'institutions a well as home support, 
settings. Resident Care placements will require some shift 
work. Hours per week will be flexible to accommodate 
clinical schedules. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants will have a Baccalaureate 
degree and be currently licensed as a Registered Nurse, 
have a minimum of two years work experience and a sound 
knowledge of long-term/intermediate care and home 
support services. Preferences will be given to individuals 
withappropr iate clinical and instructional skills and 
experience• As a condition of employment, a criminal 
records check must be conducted for persons participating in 
the training and/or supervision of individuals in clinical 
placements associated with this program. 
Respond in confidence, quoting competition #02•116B to: 
Director, Human Resources, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2, FAX: (250) 
638-5475, Emaih creynolds@ nwcc.bc.ca. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only 
Ihose selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Closing Date: November 15, 2002. 
AIthaugh we have a closing date of November 14 for the positions 
listed, ihe College is continually fookin~l for persons working in the 
health field that would be interested in teaching in our Home 
Support/Resident Care and Practical Nursing programs• Please 
forward your application/resume 
to the address listed indicating ~ NORTHWEST 
your areas af expertise. ~ ,~,co , ,um,~ cu,L,,. 
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
HEALTHCARE IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Consider who we are: 
The new British Columbia Northern Health Authority offers exciting opportunities to further your career as 
a Healthcare Professional. We serve a regional population of approximately 320,000 people in a wide 
range of wonderful communities in the northern 2/3's of the province. 
Consider the opportunity: 
We are currently seeking experienced Home Support Staff for both Terrace & Kitmat. 
HOME SUPPORT COORDINATOR 
1 Full-Time Position - X02-906t 
. ~  HOME SUPPORT FIELD SUPERVISOR 
I Full-Time Position - X02-9062 
FAMILY SKILLS WORKER 
I Part-Time Position - X02-9063 
FAMILY RESOURCE WORKER 
1 Part-Time Position - X02-9064 
COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER 
8 Full time positions- X02-9065 
i 5 Casual positions- X02-9066 
2 Part time positions - X02-9067 
For more details on the duties of these positions, the qualifications required, and the 
salaries, please see the Job Pasting Board at the Northern Health Authority office, 
34t2 Kalum Street in Terrace, BC and at the Northern Health Authority website: 
www.northernhealth.ra, 
Please submit a resume by November 22, 2002, to: 
NORTHERN HEALTH AUTHORITY 
Doreen Cyr, HR Assistan - 4720 Haugland Ave, Terrace BC V8G 2W7 
Phone: (250) 638-4076 - Fax (250) 638-4016 
. E-mail: doreen.cyr@nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
278 Skilled Trades 
COOK FOR busy pub. We are 
Iooklng for the right person to 
join our kitchen team. At least 
3.5 years experience In cook- 
ing, making sauces, salads, 
Please forward resumes to Mul- 
vaney's Pub, Box 604, Burns 
Lake, B.C,, V0J 1E0 or fax to 
Bob 250-692-3098 
CLASS ONE DRIVER required 
for interior based company. 2 
years Super B flat deck experi. 
ence required on general 
freight. Excellent renumeratlon 
package. Company operates 
primarily BC/AB/BC Fax re- 
sum. and abstract 250-828, 
1420 
FARM, RECREATION, Com. 
reunify manager. Enloy out. 
doors, ocean, people? 45 min 
from Vancouver, boat access 
only, not on hydro. Mechanical, 
carpentry, animal, people skills 
req'd, Live on site, Busy wee- 
kends, quiet weekdays. Fax 1- 
604-925-3045. email: council 
@ .qisr.on:l 
FULL TIME automotive me- 
chanic required for a service 
station in central Vancouver Is- 
land. Wages negotiable, based 
on experience. Please fax 
resumes to 1-250-752-3057. 
FULL TIME TECHNICAL SUP- 
PORT ASSOCIATES to handle 
inbound calls. Qualifications: 
grade 12/Ged, technical prob- 
lem solving skills. Apply to Cov- 
ergys - 2121 E.T.C.H., Kern- 
loops, B.C. V2C-4A6 or fax 
250-571-5870. Email kam- 
loops •lobs @ converqys.com 
322 Education/ 
Tutoring . ,  
I - Corp Security Ltd., is looking 
for another store detective to 
cover Northwest Region. Ap- 
plicants must have Bst 1 and 2 
and A. Reliable vehicle. Call for 
interview at 250-638-8888. 
INLAND KENWORTH/PARK- 
ER pacific is currently taking 
resumes for a heavy duty 
truck/equipment mechanic. Ap- 
plicants should have a good en- 
gine and electrical background 
plus mvi certified. Hydraulic ex- 
perience a bonus. Competitive 
wage and benefit package. 
Send resume in confidence to: 
Inland Kenworth, 3510 Highway 
97 North, Quesnel, B.C., V2J. 
5Y9, attn.: Gord Vamplew. 
P&H SUPPLIES Ltd requires a 
ticketed HEAVY DUTY ME- 
CHANIC with engine experi- 
ence. Class one with air. Com- 
petitive wage and benefit pack- 
age available. Fax resume Attn: 
Lawrence 260-567-9258 Van- 
derhoof. 
: 404 Apartments 
P&H SUPPLIES requires a full 
time heavy duty automotive 
PARTS PERSON. Sales ex- 
penance preferred. Competitve 
wage and benefit package 
available, Fax resume Attn: La- 
wrance 250-567-2790 Vander- 
hoof. 
REPORTER PHOTO-GRA. 
PHER:~ ~The, caledonia Courier- 
In Fort St..James has an imme. 
dlate opening for an adven- 
turous reporter/photographer, 
This is a position for a journal- 
ism graduate willing to learn, in 
a hands-on environment. All 
there is to learn about commun- 
ity newspapers. Duties will in- 
clude covering police reports, 
community and school events, 
politics, entertainment, forestry 
and sports. Successful applic- 
ants will have their own car and 
camera, and knowledge of 
working in a Macintosh environ- 
ment. Above all, the successful 
applicant must have strong writ- 
ing skills and the ability to find 
news even when there Isn't any. 
If you think you are the right 
person to deliver a= the news to 
the historical community of Fed 
St. James, please send your re- 
sume, writing, photography 
samples and a cover letter to: 
Darcy Wiebe, Publisher, Omi- 
neca Express, Caledonia Courl- 
er, Box 1007, Vanderhoof, BC 
V0J 3A0. Email: nawsroom 
@omJnecaexpress.com. Fax 
250-567-2070. Closing date: 
November 22/02 
.. - . c - . 
350:Painting/~' 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY Ll- 
CENSED MECHANIC, experi- 
enced in front end, tune ups 
and diagnostics scanning. 
Phone 250-962-1502 ask for 
Clay. 
RESIDENT APARTMENT 
MANAGER required for 20 unit 
building In Stewart. Fax letter 
and resume to 1-250-635-6099 
STONES BAY Holdings Ltd. a 
logging Contractor in Fort St. 
James is accepting applications 
immediately for EXPERIENCED 
OPERATORS of the following 
equipment: Log trucks, grapple 
skldders/skid cats, processor- 
danglers, bunchers, Applica- 
tions (abstracts as well for driv- 
ers) can be mailed tothe follow- 
Ing address. Stones Bay Hold- 
Ings Ltd. Box 1599, Fort St 
James, B.C, V0J 1P0 Fax 250. 
996-8912 .mall: kimlodge @sto- 
nesbav.ca 
THE CHOICES program (Ter- 
race & district Community Serv. 
Ices) Is looking for casual/on 
call employees, Applicants 
must be 19 years. If you have 
grade 12 and are interested In 
working with people who are 
developmentally delayed, and 
you are willing to obtain a level 
1 adult care first aid ticket, class 
4 drivers license, tb & tetanus, 
cdmlnal record checks, Must be 
available to work weekends. 
Please pick- up an application 
at the Choices office at 4916 
Lazelle avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
For more Information please 
call Choices at 250-635-7863, 
Thanks to all who apply, how.v- 
er, only those considered for an 
Interview will be contracted, 
 MedicAlert 
1-E]Dr l .66E] -15E37 
www,medica le r t . ca  
ASSEMBLY PERSONS, strong 
mechanical ability, some experi- 
ence in assembly of hydraulic 
equipment. Resume with hand 
written cover letter, references: 
Madill Equipment Canada, Box 
4300, Nanaimo, B,C. V9R 5M6 
msmothers@madillequip- 
mant.com 
EXPERIENCED MOULDER- 
MAI~ required. Send resume to 
Williams Lake Cedar prouducts, 
5525 Frizzi Rd, pc box 4814, 
Williams lake, B.C. V8g-2v8 or 
fax 250-398-2281, 
HEAVY DUTY mechanics, jour- 
neyman status, assembly ex- 
perience, rebuild/diagnostic, re- 
pair, hydraulic equipment. Re- 
sume, handwritten cover, refer- 
ences: Madill Equipment Cana- 
da, Box 4300, Nanaimo, B.C. 
V9R 5M6; msmothers@madille- 
quipment.com 
JOURNEYMAN GASFITTER 
with "B" ticket required for resi- 
dential an~ commercial work. 
Service and sheetmetal experi- 
ence required. Attractive wages 
and benefits to qualified applic- 
ant. Position available imme- 
diately. Fax resume to Fireside 
Heating 250-747-3771. Only 
considered applicants will be 
contacted. 
PLUMBING & HEATING com- 
pany in Fort St. John is looking 
to fill the following positions: 
PLUMBERS, GAS Frl-rERS, 
SHEETMETAL WORKERS and 
labourers. Excellent wages and 
benefits. Call 250-787-1361 or 
fax 250-787-2350 
PROGRESSIVE AQUACUL- 
TURE Supply Company has im- 
mediate opening for industrial 
or COMMERCIAL iNSTALLA- 
TION ELECTRICIAN must be 
self starter and reliable. Some 
travel and camp work may be 
involved. Opportunities for train- 
ing in other technical fields 
available. Please reply by .mail 
to admin @ feeding-systems.ca 
or fax 250-723-7531 
WANTED: TUTOR for Chemis- 
try 12. Call 250-635-4278 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher. 
• $15/hr. Call Sid 250-635-2695. 
A-1 SIDING and gutters. We 
supply and install 5" continuous 
gutters. Best rate in town. Also 
install soffit, fascia, and vinyl 
sidinq. 250-635-9714 
GOOD LABOUR, good rates 
for hire. Reliable. Painting, fenc- 
ing, construction, tree removal, 
firewood, gardens, lawns, 
eavestrough cleaning, moving. 
References. 250-635-6429 
HOUSE OR office cleaning 
$12.00 per hour or contract. 
250-635-4358 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
.small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
LITTLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your child! 
Our licensed facilities is located 
on Halliwell Ave. We are close 
to uplands school and play- 
ground For information and 
registration call Robin 250-635- 
4947. 
~ Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information On 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program ofthe 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
t%0,evelopment a d Ec0nomlc Securt~ 
MATTHEWS CONSTRUC- 
TION: Home maintenance & re- 
pairs, renovations & additions, 
New custom homes. Fully certi- 
fied, Contact Doug at 250-635- 
0646. 
FREE CREDIT counselling. 
Consolidate debts, one low pay- 
ment. Eliminate or reduce inter- 
est, Rebuild your credit rating. 
Credit counselling Society of 
B.C. NON PROFIT SERVICE. 
1-888-527-8999 
GET BACK on trackl Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home you qualify 1- 
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.corn Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
ARCHIBALD ATHLETIC RE- 
CRUITING SERVICES. Recruit- 
ing assistance for athletes and 
families. Appropriate for ath- 
letes n all sports. Please call 
Pat Amhibald: 1-250-675-3099 
emall: pamh @shuswap.net 
PRIME TRUCK RENTALS Tar, 
race 250-635-2749 
I We have an empty I 
• I 1 ton |6 '  vang0Jng to I 
I Calgary an d Vancouver. I 
I You pay $985 total. I 
I 1 wa~'. Phone 638-0555.  I 
J PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
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' V t~ ' J~--~-~cISELY RI(~I'II' M 0 SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD / +' I PG(/ VlNG 
......... .. ~ .~ hl~:k ,~ Nt v/ 32,~; 28 fl h~#O~'; ot )h~r S'r~c~; I 
NEW ILOCAII ' ION '~v ,=~. • across re+, or fh~ co,nto, 
+, * Will assist or load for you 
• Massage .Reflexology ~ • Reasonable Rates 
• Ear Candling .Life Energy Assessment ~ ~-866-6~0002 
FRANCES BIRDSELL 635,2194 I - -  1 ~°w~c~a°°"~'°~sc°u~ 
Natural Therapist" H01IsIi¢ Healer- Clinical Ecologist 615-0002 ml: 638-6969 
Dry  ~ 
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
+AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
=BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
°FIREPLACES =REST. GREASE TRAPS 
oATrlC INSULATION REMOVAL =ELECTRIC SNAKE 
=AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
=PAINT BOOTHS •VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635- 1132 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
sWat.C, BNO.F~O LeM:ln.] Dec. 16 ....................................... S,O 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Tues., Dec. 17 ............................................................ $90 
WCB OFA Level  3 CAREYBOGART, rnstructor 
NOV. 18-29 Dec. 2-13 (Kitimat) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $675 
Jan. 6-17 
WHMIS  - -  Anytime via computer .............................. $55  
TDG C lear  Lanquaqe 
Anytime via Computer ................................................. S75 
]E: ZJB C']L" ]R01., UX= 
INTEGRITY IN PRODUCT AND 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
LINDA V. LAMBERT 
E-mail Ivlambert@telus.net 
(250) 635-4767 i-877-600-9589 
MK 
8dCl(HOE & 80~¢~T SERVICES 
Ex~w~r~ Home 250-635-5566 
~,~ sy~ Cell 250-015-7294 
4813 Pohle Ave. 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1J4 Email:mkbackhoo@monarch,net 
PRUNING • 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Terrace, B.C. 
Quinton Freeman 
Rob Freeman (2501 635"2652 
+___.. 
]P.I~E)VL~TIE)ITS ~ I ~ I I  Terrace, B.C. 
Available 7 Day= A Week 
FREE ESTIMATES - LOW LOW . .  RATES! 
RENOVATIONS INCLUDE: 
• 51DING: tmtollaI= • Washing- G~el [~ni~ 
LAN DSEAPING: Hew Femes.Repir r~e~.Patim & ~lcs, elc..Y=d Mainlemnce 
I ~R00r  files.l(Jkhen 11ks Plumbing Rel~h.Ot~¢ Home Rep~i~s! 
CALL FOR FALL CLEAN-UP 
Not just House@eping 
Tailored service to best meet your needs 
Lea Mclntyre I .~  
615-6312 
House Sitting, House Cleaning, Errand Running, 
Pet Sitting/Walking, House Painting, and much more 
WANT HE BRIGHTEST HOUSE IN TOWN? 
. R easenable Rates b glsmunf 
P Sere Iostallaflo~. ............ ~  ....~.,~edal6roup or 
LET US RISK THE E ~ K E  THE LEG WORK OUT OF 
HAVING THE ~ HOUSE ON 11tE SLOCK 
I 
1 
W 
Internet/E-mail $89 
Nov 16 • Sot • 9:0gam-4:O0pm 
OFA Level III $649" 
Nov 18-29 * Mon-Fri * 8:30am-4:30pm 
('prlcelncludes text. materials, exam fee and no GST) 
MS PowerPoint 2000 Express $99 
Nov 18-20 • Men/Wed • 7:00pm-10:00pm 
Red Cross CPR Level "C" $69 
Nov 23 ° Sat * 9:00am-4:O0pm 
Cashier Training '+. ; , ~ ' . $99 
NOV 25-27 * Mon/We~J !i'~ 6,~O~Jhl-'lO:00pm' "", '"P' m+, 
Foodsafe Level I , $99 : 
Nov29-30" Fri/Sat * 6pm-i0pm/gam-4pm 
Forklift Certificate Training $250 
Nov 29-Dec I • Frl-Sun, 6pm-10pmlSam-4pm* 
(*stuclenls will be scheduled for the pracflcum portlon on either 
Saturday or Sundayl 
Start Herel , $69 
Nov 30 * Sat • 9:00am-4:O0pm 
MS Word Level 3 - $169 
Dec 2-I I * MonlWed * 7:00pm-10:00pm 
Alrbrakes $220 
Dec 3-7 • Tue-Sat . 6:30-10:30pm/8am-4pm 
Building Service Worker Level 1 $265 
Dec6-8 • Fri-Sun • 6pm-10pm/9am-5pm 
NORTHWEST 
~ ~=~=Jc~A~= c o NIM u~rrt coulee 
Take a c loser  look, 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter interior 
residiential and commercial 
painting• 10% paint discount 
from supplier, Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates, 
Free estimates. References 
available, Call Karl 250-615- 
0199 
2 BEDROOM unit in Thornhill, 
utilities included. $600/month, 
no pets. Available immediately 
Damage deposit required. Call 
250-635-5992. 
1,2,3 BEDROOM apartments in 
vadous locations in town. Some 
available Immediately. Please 
phone 250-635-6611 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apartments. 
Available immediately. On-site 
management. References requ- 
ired. 250.635-6428 or 250-638- 
0015 or 250-615-0345 
i 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Couds 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately• Call 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
2 BEDROOM apartment. Avail- 
able Immediately. No smoking, 
no pets, secured entrance and 
recreation facilities on site. Ref- 
erences required. $500/mo plus 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
6824 
2 BEDROOM apartment, new 
carpets, very clean and quiet, 
Laundry facilities. $450/month. 
Call 250-638-7608 or 250-615- , 
9772. 
2 BEDROOM clean, quiet, new- 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required• $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
TWO 1&2 BEDROOM APART- 
MENTS. 4623 Haugland, full 
kitchen and IMngmom. Recent- 
ly renovated, electric heat. 
$600/month plus $300 deposit. 
Available now and November 
1/2002. Call 250-638-1348 Mar- 
ia Or 250-635-5800 Tony. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from ~imming pool. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.0Omonth, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
fridge/stove washer/dryer, large 
yard, no pets, $620/mo. In- 
cludes all utilities plus cable. 
Available immediately 250-635- 
2556. 
DOWN STAIRS SUITE for an 
n/s individual with seperate en- 
trance, bedroom, bathroom and 
rac room - shared laundry facili- 
ties available, Call 250-638- 
1160 after 6 pro. 
LARGE ONE bedroom base- 
ment suite for quiet working 
person, very clean, no pets, no 
parties, $450/mo. Fddge/stove, 
washer/dryer included, 250- 
635-5293 
NICE BRIGHT one bedroom 
suite, at 4633 Scott. Good refer- 
ences required. Utilities includ- 
ed. $450/mo. Available Decem- 
ber 1st. Call 250-638-8639 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in town. $375/mo heat in- 
cluded. Available Dec 1st. 250- 
635-6350 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite on Straume. F/s, w/d, non 
smoker, quiet working person 
please, $550/month includes 
utilities. Available November 
15/2002. Call 250-635-4672. 
One SMALL bedroom house, 
Also one bedroom for gentle- 
man with kitchen facilities, no 
ly renovated. Storage and laun- . 
dry facilities. $450/month, Call I 
250-615-9772. " . . . . . . . .  
pets please. Call 250-635-5893. 
.HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
, Ample parking 
• Laundr~'factlities 
° Close to schools & downtown 
• On bUS route 
; Qr~ si!e management 
• Nb pets 
• References required ~ 
To view call 
638"'1748- :
RESPECTABLE 2BEDROOM 
basement suite, Southside. 
Fddge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookups. Clean, No pets/smok- 
ing. $500/mo. Call 250-635- 
5081 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM 
basement suite. Near college, 
suitable for 2 students. F/s, w/d. 
Reasonable rent. Call 250-638- 
1164.Available November 1/02. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thornhill, Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
painted and with new applianc- 
es. $475/mo. Phone Rob. 250- 
638-7290 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 2 
bedroom apartment. Close to 
town security entrance on site 
management. No pets. 
$500/mo + damage deposit. 
Call 250-638-0404 
FURNISHED 1 bedroom apart- 
ment in Thomhill. $360/month 
plus damage deposit $180. UUl. 
ities not included, no pets. Call 
250-635-6851. 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 and 3 
bedroom, security entrance, 4 
appliances. No pets/smoking, 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250.638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
ONE BEDROOM apartment, 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite, No pets please. 260- 
615-5441 
COACHMAN JJ APARTMENTS 
4204 N. Sparks 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with J| 
Undercover Parking III 
& Elevator. Laundry I| 
facilities on each floor I| 
On Bus Route I| 
No Pets I| 
To View a Clean & Quiet III 
Building on IRe Bench J |  
638-8554 II 
REFERENCES REQUIRED I~ 
NEWLY RENO 3 bedroom 
condo, 4700 Walsh for working 
person only. No pets, damage 
deposit and references 
required. Call 250-635-1251 
I APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedr(xxn ~ots I 
$475 per month I 
• Free hot water/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
• Security entrance • Starchoice I
Call collect (2501877.6773 I 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite, Fddge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup, close to school and 
downtown. No pets. 250-635- 
6415 
2 112 BEDROOM apartment in 
4-plex. Electric heat• 4634 Sou- 
cie Ave. No pets please. Good 
refences required• $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-1648 
2 BEDROOM & 3 bedroom du- 
plex. Available November 1/02. 
Fddge/stove, washer/dryer 
hook-up. Call 250-638-1822. 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4ptex. Clean, quiet. Fddge, 
stove, Waeher/dr~er.. No"pbts. ; 
References required. 250:635- 
3796 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT. in 
5-piex. Electric heat. At 3145 
River Ddve, Thornhill. No pets 
please. References required. 
$400/mo. Phone 250-638-1648 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX in 
Thornhill, electric heat $450/mo. 
Also small 2 bedroom house In 
Thomhlll, n/g heat. Asking 
$400/mo plus damage deposit. 
250-635-9530 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX, fenced 
yard. clean. Fireplace, 
fddge/stove, washer/dryer, car- 
port, storage room. No pets, 
2716 Clarke St. To view call 
250-635-3546. Available Dec 
let. 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX, up- 
stairs, New $500/month, refer- 
ences required, No pets, fridge 
and stove. Park Ave, close to 
pool Call 250-638-0370. 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 baths. N/g 
heat, near Thornhtil pub. Refer- 
ences required, Call 250-635- 
6905 or 250-615-9128. 
.3 BEDROOM, 1 bathroom du- 
plex, Natural gas heat comes 
with w/d, Located in Upper 
Thornhill. Damage deposit and 
references required. 
$600/month. Available imme- 
diately. Call 250.635-1355. 
3 BEDROOM, 3 STORY half 
duplex in Thomhill. Fenced 
yard, hardwood floors through- 
out. 2274 Hemlock. F/s, Avail- 
able immediately, $600/month. 
Call 25%615-6312. 
3BEDROOM TOP floor of 
house, fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, close to schools, walking 
distance to downtown, large 
yard, includes 12X12 outdoor 
storage. $700/mo. No pets No 
smokinq 250-635-5459 
4BEDROOM DUPLEX in Ter- 
race. N/g heat, washer/dryer in- 
cluded. No padles, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
required. Phone 250-798.9554 
COZY 2BEDROOM duplex, 
quiet nelghbourhood In Thorn- 
hill. Fridge-/stove, washer/dryer, 
n/g heat. Damage deposit + ref- 
erences required. Call 250-638- 
1553. 
% L. 
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dOWNTOWN 2BEDROOM du- 
plex, near schools, located in 
unique single house zoned 
area. Includes electric stove, TV 
hookup, fridge and usual amen- 
ities. Fencod in backyard. Com- 
pletely renovated. Just now 
available. Inquiries 250-638- 
8014 or 250-635-5364 
FOR RENT in Thornhill. Roomy 
2 bedroom apartment In triplex. 
Fridge/stove, water & garbage, 
covered porch. $375/month. 
Call 250-638-8607. 
IMMACULATE, NEWLY reno- 
vated 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fenced back yard washer/dry- 
er, fridge/stove. In the Horse- 
shoe area. Call 250-635-3555. 
References and damage de- 
posit required. 
LARGE 3 bedroom duplex. F/s, 
w/d, blinds, finished attic, gar- 
den level basement, fenced 
yard, pets negotiable. Non 
smokers only. In upper Thorn- 
hill. $750/month + damage de- 
posit. Available December 1/02, 
For applications call 250-635- 
4368. 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus mutes. 
Onsite caretakers, 5 applianc- 
es, ng fireplace, mini storage. 
No pets please, $685/mo. Call 
Betty 260-635-6248 
554 HoUSes 
ONE BEDROOM downtown 1/2 
duplex 4657 Lazelle. Available 
now $450/mo, references re- 
quired. Clean and cozy. Electric 
heat. 250-638-7608 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex at 
3735 Pine Ave, Thornhill. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup. $375/mo. References 
reguired. 250-638-8639 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom unit in 4 
plex. Available Nov. 1/02. Walk- 
ing distance to downtown, work- 
ing couple preferred, 4 ap- 
pliances, no pets, secudty de- 
posit and references required. 
Call 250-635-6824. 
566 •Mobiles 
FORD 
VERY SPACIOUS 4 bedroom 
duplex located in upper Thorn- 
hill. $800/month. Available De- 
cember 1/02. Call 250-638- 
0410, 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home, 
washer/dryer, fridge~tove. 
$450/mo 250-635-8772 even- 
in~s. 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath home in 
Thornhill. Spiral staircase, bay 
window. Fruit trees, fireplace 
and wood stove. New lighting 
throughout, alarm system. Ref- 
erences and damage deposit 
required. $850/month or quick 
sale. Available December 1/02 
or sooner. Call 250-635.9166 or 
250-615-3561. 
480 Tour ist  
• Accommodat ion :  
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitche~ 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
572 Modular }i 
: / 'Homes, :  :: 
GM 
2 BEDROOM house, 4 ap- 
pliances. In town. $600/month. 
Call 250-615-5441. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE 4733 
Straume. Fridge-stove, wash- 
er/dryer. Good references re- 
quired. $480/month. Call 250- 
638-8639. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE located 
on the Southside. Fenced yard, 
carport, fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. $600/month. Referenc- 
es required. Call 250.638-8753. 484 Townhouses  : 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, big 
fenced yard, pets okay, nice 
quiet area in Horseshoe. 
$700/mo. Call 250-503-1247 
Available Dec 01/02 
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
near hospital, fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer hook-ups. New 
condition, $600/550 per month. 
Call 250-635.6689. 
3 BEDROOM EXECUTIVE du- 
plex, located near hospital. 2 
1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 2 decks, 
carport, paved ddveway and 
large extra parking area. 
$850/month. For appointment to 
view, call 250-638-1885. Avail- 
able December 1/02. , 488Wantedto  
: ,  ' i ,Rent I .... : : , , ' . .  • 3 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill, large yard. Availalble De- 
cember 1/02. $500/month. Call 
250-635-4453. 
3 BEDROOM upper suite of a 
house, on the bench. 
$700/month. Call Rob at 250- 
638-7290, 
448M0bi !e  Homes 3BEDROOM HOME on South- 
side, Large yard. References 
required. $600/month + secudty 
deposit. Call 250-635-5291. 
Available December 1/02. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE at 4509 
Grelg. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer hock-up, References 
required. $610/month. Call 250. 
638-8639, 
3BEDROOM HOUSE at 4624 
Goulet Ave, Has fddge and 
stove. No pets. References re- 
qulrad, $650/mo. Phone 250. 
638-1648 
: ! :762 Cars  
3BEDROOM HOUSE in Horse- 
shoe. Fenced yard, 4 applianc- 
es, small pets ok, n/g fireplace, 
available Dec 1st, $750/mo 
250-635-6352 
3BEDROOM RANCHER. 
Fddge/stove, washer/dryer, 
5137 Medeek. $700/mo. Avail- 
able Dee ,1/02. N/smoking, 
n/pets. 260-359.6629 
4 bedroom, 2 bath house In 
Thornhill. $800/month. Call 250. 
638-1529 eves. 
4 BEDROOM, bath and half, 
rec room, sauna. On 10 acres, 
riding rink, barn, garage, fully 
fenced yard. References re- 
quired. In Kleanza Creek. 
Available immediately Call 
Dave or Mary-lou Middleton at 
250-234-3434. 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, 5 ap- 
pliances, large fenced yard, 
near Thornhill schools, $800- 
month. Call 250-638.8605. 
5/6 BEDROOM house on 
acreage in Gossen Subdivision. 
Newly renovated, large base- 
ment with office, basketball 
court. N/g heat, garden and fruit 
trees. $900 + damage deposit. 
Call 250-635.2298. 
AVAILABLE DEC 1st, 2002. 
Clean, convenient 2 bedroom 
house, fenced back yard, large 
shop, close to everything, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove in- 
cluded. $750/mo 250-503-1593 
Vernon 
CLEAN 2 ll2BEDROOM upper 
house, fenced yard, garden, 
washer/drive included. $750/mo 
includes utilities. Available Dec 
1st 250-638-7608 
CLEAN 2BEDROOM bunga- 
low. Electric heat + gas fire- 
place. Located in quiet, secure 
Pine Park. Special considera- 
tion given to seniors/couples 
who prefer a nice place to live. 
Call 250-635-9418. 
COUNTRY LIVING 12 km from 
town. New 3 bedroom house, 
f/s, w/d, oil or wood heat and 
barn. $875/month + damage 
and references required. Call 
250-635-3845 leave a mes- 
sage. 
COZY 2 -3 bedroom home in 
Thornhill, 5 appliances, large 
fenced yard with fruit trees, sun- 
deck and tennis court. No pets, 
no smoking. $800/month, dam- 
age and references required. 
Call 250-635-2627. 
COZY TWO bedroom house. 
Newly renovated. Washer/dry- 
er, close to downtown, hospital 
and schools. Large lot, no pets, 
no smoking. $550 plus damage 
deposit. Available Nov 15/02. 
Call 250-635-0052. 
FOR RENT in the Horseshoe 
area. 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, 
fireplace, large deck, carport. 
F/s, w/d. $1000/month. Call 
250-635-1158. 
LARGE, CLEAN 3 bedroom for 
rent. Close to schools and hos- 
pital. Non smokers. Also 1 bed- 
room shared accommodation. 
Call 250-635-5893. 
NEW 3BEDROOM house 12 
km from town, full basement. 
Fridge/stove, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer, oil or wood heat. 
Barn, large covered area. Avail- 
able now. $875/month. Damage 
deposit + references required. 
Call 250-635-3845 leave mes- 
sage. 
SMALL HOUSE on private lot 
near downtow0/bus stop. Suit- 
able for single persn, $400/mo 
plus utilities. References re- 
Quired. Call 250-635-3951 
SMALL WELL maintained 2 
bedroom house in Thornhill. In- 
cludes fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, yard maintenance. Ideal for 
two people. $500/mo + security 
deposit. No pets/parties. Call af- 
ter 5pro for appt to view or 
leave message 250-635-7467 
TRENDY TWO bedroom house 
in the Horseshoe. No pets, no 
smoking. Available November 
1/2002. Call 250-615-9112. 
TWO, one bedroom cabins for 
rent, in Thornhill. One is avail- 
able immediately and the other 
is available December 1/2002. 
Both in Thornhill, close to 
schools and store. Call 250- 
635-2319. 
14 X 70 3 bedroom trailer in 
town. New paint and flooring. 
$475/month plus damage de- 
posit. Call 260-635-0892 
2 BEDROOM doublewide trailer 
on large lot at 4651 Beaver 
Cresent, Ridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. $500/montb. Call 250- 
638-8639. 
2 BEDROOM trailer, fully fur- 
nished, all utilities Included. 
$500/month, No pets. Call 250- 
635.2362, 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill, 4 appliances, available 
immediately $495/month. Call 
250.635-2319. 
LARGE LOT with two bedroom 
mobile home, wired workshop. 
Cute and cozy with lots of wind- 
ows. Great starter or retirement 
home. Assessed at $74,500 
asking $59,000, Call anytime to 
view, currently rented 250-635- 
4378. 
MOBILE HOME pad for rent. 
$220/month in Skeena Valley 
Trailer Park on Queensway. 
Call 250-635-1998. 
MOBILE PAD space sutlable 
for 14' mobile homes. Available 
Immediately. Pad rent $225 or 
$210 senoir rate. Located in 
Pine Park. Call 250-635-9418. 
RENOVATED 2 bedroom trailer 
in Copper Estates, Fenced 
yard, $400/month. Available 
December 1/02. Call 250-635- 
9812. 
RENOVATED MOBILE home 
with 10X40 addition, fridge- 
stove, washer/dryer, wood 
stove, large yard, secluded 
area, $600/month. Hydro in- 
cluded. 250-635-2839 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad In The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$28.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 260-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
WE PAY $2000 set up costs. 
On available pads, #90 and 
#114 - Boulder'wood Mhp, 3616 
Larch ave. Call Cord at 250- 
638-1182. 
ROOM AND board provided. 
Smokers welcome. Quiet coun- 
try setting. 250-635-5220 
LOOKING FOR roommate in 
mobile home. Washer/dryer, 
fridge/stove. $400/mo, utili- 
ties/cable included, 250-638- 
6969. N/S, N/P. 
ONE BEDROOM fully furnished 
suite. Single person only. Utili- 
ties included in rent, no pets. 
$475/mo. Phone 250-635-2806 
after 5pro please. 
PRIME HORSESHOE location. 
one bedroom and den on main 
floor suite. $460/mo. Including 
utilities. 250-636-8412 or 250- 
635-0616 
KELOWNA....SHOPPIHG 
.... Lakeshore B&B getaway. 
Deluxe hotel style luxury rooms 
overlooking lake. Hydrotherapy 
pool, fireplace. Romantic se- 
cluded, near downtown and 
malls. $138 - 2 nights; $398 
weekly. Toll free 1-866-869- 
0525 www.i-qo.com/kelowna 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visit 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.corn or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578. 
8349 Hotels, condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski in/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation - Great 
Rates - Great Service. 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy, 
and sell timeshares. 
www.starresort.net. 1-800-985- 
4395 
WINTER SPECIALS: 
$69./night. Full facility hotel, 
Chilliwack, Indoor pool/jacuz- 
zi/Iounges. Weekly, monthly 
rates available. Subject to avail- 
ability. Must mention this ad 
#581.1-800-520-7555 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 1 
1/2 baths, downtown. Lots of 
new additions.$650/month 
Please call Andrea 604-607- 
6487 to arrange application by 
fax. 
PAY HALF MONTHS RENTI 
For November, December and 
January, 3 bedroom townhous. 
es. Close to downtown and 
schools. F/s, and w/d hookups, 
Apartments with w/d, available. 
Please call Terrace Manor at 
250-635-4980. 
LOOKING TO lease to pur- 
chase home. 3 + bedroom in 
Horseshoe or Southside area. 
Call 250-615-6995. 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom mobile, vinyl siding, gyproc, oak flooring, Jacuzzi, 
washer/dryer, etc. 
$450/month 
Also one bedroom trailer with full length finished addition, 
washer/dryer, suitable for family with small child. 
$325/month 
mm IN QU=Er PA~K fN ~HO~NH=LL Call 615-0377 
LARGE BUILDING lots for sale 
2-3 acres. Rural residential zon- 
ing. New subdivision, across 
from Northwest Community Col- 
lege in Terrace. Excellent 
neighbourhood. $61,000 
$69,000 plus GST 250-638- 
1137 
3 BEDROOM HOME for sale 
at 5789 Highway 16 east. Sell- 
ing at assessed value. Call 
250-635-5704 evenings. 
1969 DUTCHESS mobile 
home. Set up in trailer park. 
$6000 obo or will rent. 250-638- 
2069 
2 BEDROOM/BATHROOM, 3rd 
floor, tastefully renovated 
Woodgreen condo. Hardwood 
floors, n/g fireplace, on-site 
laundry, security entrance, 
walking distance to shopping 
malls. Suitable for non-smoking 
adults looking for quiet living. 
$700/mo Includes custom 
blinds, n/g, hot water, fridge, 
stove, dishwasher, covered 
parking, snow removal. No 
pets, damage deposit, referenc- 
es, or purchase (below asses- 
sment) $69,000. Ph: 250-638- 
0240 
1150SQFT 3BEDROOMS, 1 
1/2 baths, full basement, legal 
suite, fenced yard, deck, green 
house, 4 appliances, and wash- 
er/dryer. Located on quiet dead- 
end street on bench, near 
school. Asking $158,500.250- 
635-9769 
5BEDROOM HOUSE on 3 lots 
in Stewart, B.C. Newly renovat- 
ed kitchen with pine cabinets; 
new oil furnace installed this 
year, one block from schools. 
To arrange a viewing please 
call 780-841-0119; 250-636- 
2516 or 250-636-2448. Asking 
price $38,000. 
r. mImm[IImm'I'mm'I'mmlmIm 'q 
osoYoos  
mmCH .a 
Hot tub room, very private 
~1 backyard, UG sprinklers, 
~1 2 br, 2 bath, garage. 
$].43.500 
Can't sell your house in the 
Terrace area, want to ~1 
~j move, let's trade. I~ 
Pal Quinn Jim Dt~ Vance Hadley 
Berll.jungh Rusl'f Ljungh Debble Wi l~ 
~ Illlllllllllllllllllll 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
I= IBmmI  IIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllll 
635-2404 
#102-4644 laze l le  Ave .  
www.myallepage.c;I 
nmail: itffl)@rtlyallepag~tenace.com 
MOVING - MOTIVATED to sell, 
3940 Paquette Ave. 1360sqft, 1 
year old home on 75'X 200' lot. 
3bedroom, 2 baths + 2 bed. 
room down. Laminate wood 
floors throughout, basement 1/2 
finished. Close to schools and 
comm. centre. Fruit trees, w i ld  
shop, garden shed, beautifully 
landscaped. 9 years remaining 
on new home warranty, Asking 
$145,000. 250-635.9498 
NEW 1 112 STOREY rancher 
on 10 acres. 2200 sq ft, histori- 
cally designed, 4 bedroom, 2 
bath, master bedroom with full 
ensuite. Wheelchair accessible, 
Finished to lock-up. Choose 
your colors, flooring. Totally 
fenced with riding ring for 
horses, 12 minutes to down- 
town Terrace, $167,000. To 
view phone 250-615-2135 eves. 
NEWER 16005QFT Modular 
Rancher on 5.25 acres. Creek 
borders rear of property. 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 full baths, Family morn 
with fireplace. Oak kitchen cabi- 
nets. Large deck, 2 car garage 
and garden. Very quiet with 
GREAT VIEWI Call Randy at 
home 250-615-0109 or work 
250-638-1433. Serious inquiries 
only please. $163.500 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 -.25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
TOWNHOUSE/DUPLEX WITH 
a difference. New subdivision 
near College. 3 bedroom newer 
rancher, 2 1/2 acres in Jackpine 
Flats. Will consider trade. For 
more information call 250-638- 
7074 or www.torsfloors.com 
14X70 MANUFACTURED 
home with land. 4 bedrooms, 
addition, garage, 4 appliances. 
In excellent condition. Asking 
$61,000. Vendor may assist 
with financin.q. 250-638-7610 
EXCELLENT CONDITION 
12X68 three bedroom, newer 
carpeting, washer/dryer, fridge- 
/stove, built-in dishwasher, new- 
er hot water tank, heater and 
furnace. Large deck in park in 
Thornhill. $22,000. 250-635- 
8208 
MOBILE HOME in Park Avenue 
Trailer Park. 12x68, 2 bed- 
rooms, fddge/stove, microwave. 
New roof in 2001. Carpet 
throughout. $12,900. Call 250- 
638-1367. 
MUST SELL two bedroom roD- 
bile home In excellent condition. 
Large addition, new windows, 
flooring throughout. Includes 
f/s,dishwasher and washer. Call 
250-635-1884. 
OFFERS REQUESTED for this 
1997 14x68 @ #57- 3616 Larch 
Ave., Boulderwood Mhp. Call 
Cord 260-638-1182 to view. 
FACTORY DIRECT chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cus- 
tom homes, residential packag- 
es, no commissionsl SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOMES, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. For more infor- 
mation toll free 1-888.765-8992 
DL101146 
JOHN DEERE tractor 75 hp, 
model 6300, c/w 640 loader and 
grapple, 3300 hours. Asking 
$37,000. Hay buster, model 
2640, new asking $14,900. 
Phone 250-846-5219, week 
ni.qhts. 
iz:~: if::; ~.. ~,?~ i~,~ " : ~: ~; ~, ~, ~ ; 
: . . . .  .... . ~ i  ?. 
..... ~ :  
VACANT 1650 sq. ft. RANCHER 
TOTALLY RENOVATED, 3+ BEDROOMS 
3688 K'SAN AVE. 
Spectacular view, 5 appliances, large kitchen, huge liv- 
ing room, 2 bathrooms, new flooring throughout, minutes 
from downtown, large 1/2 acre riverkont lot on quiet cul- 
de-sac, huge bathroom w/Jacuzzl tub, stall shower, 
double sink 
Asking s 151,900 Phone 250-638-0160 
NICE 1400 SQ. FT. HOME 
on quiet street on Bench. ,410drm., 8 yrs old. 
Asking $129,000 
Call 250-635-7236 
4932 Cooper Drive 
OSOYOOS LAKE B.C. ENJOY 
THE SUNNY WARM CLIMATE 
FO CANADA'S ONLY NATU- 
RAL DESERT. Located In the 
South Okanagan valley near 
the US border, in wine countryl 
Brand new LAKEFRONT apart- 
ments and townhomes. Prices 
start at $89,900, Call 1-866- 
738-1002 Vislt:www.casa-del- 
lago.ca Co-operstors Real 
Estate Services Inc. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available Dave Crossan. 250- 
567-2607 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
SHEEP FOR salel 1 purebred 
registered Suffolk ram, 4 years 
twins. One purebred registered 
Suffolk Ewe, 4 years-twins. One 
commercial cross ram- 3 years 
from twins, one commercial 
cross ewe- 2 years from twins. 
Lambs $3.60/Ib cut + wrapped- 
$100 live. Phone 250-330-4429. 
1- 2YR OLD Hereford bull. 
Good breeding lines. $1200. 2 
year hereford steers, 2 years 
will butcher. Call 250-638-1886 
after 6:00 pro. 
BC ANGUS Association 
Northern highlights sale. Van- 
derhoof fair grounds. November 
1/02 7:00 pro. Pure bred cattle. 
Red + Angus bull calf 1 black 
Angus bull calf, 1 black Angus 
bull calf, 1 cow/heifer calf pair. 
26 bred yearling. 19 2002 heifer 
calves. Contact Trevor White 
260-847-9543, Jim or Shirley 
Moon 250-567-9762. Frank 
Strimbod 250-696-3672, Dennis 
Ericson 780-352-7630. 
RED MOON ANGUS has 2 well 
bred heifer calves consigned to 
Northern Highlights Pure Bred 
Angus sale in Vanderhoof on 
Friday November 1/02. For 
more info call Jim or Shidey 
250-567-9762. Calves may be 
viewed at the farm or on Octob- 
er 31102 at Vanderhoof Fair 
.qrounds. 
THE TACK Store. Everything 
for the horse lover. Telkwa 1- 
888-686-1566. Phone orders 
welcome. Accepting all major 
credit cards. Tues - Sat. 10.5 
WEANER PIGS ready the end 
of November. $50/ea obo. 250- 
846-9246 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER pups 
available. Champion parents. 
Serious inquiries only. Call after 
7:00 pro. 250-847-4635 
JACK RUSSELL puppies for 
sale. Purebred, no papers. Born 
November 6/2002, ready to go 
December 1812002. $425 each, 
all vet checked. Call 250-635- 
6429. 
PUREBRED ROTWEILLER 
puppies. 7wks old, ready to go. 
2 males, 3 females. $300/ea. 
Please phone after 6pro. 250- 
849-8498 
NORTH CENTRAL Bailiffs - 
Terrace for sale by bid. 1987 
Caterpillar 2235B log loader c/w 
heel and grapple, 1987 IMCO 
Wilke chip trailer with walking 
floor. 2001 Polaris Trailblazer 
ATV 4X2, Call Gary at 250-635- 
0115 or visit www.northcentral- 
bailiffs.bc.ca 
LOGGING EQUIPMENT own- 
er/operators or stump to dump 
contractor needed to log appmx 
11,000m3 this winter near Ta- 
kysie Lake. (southside of Fran- 
cois Lake). 250-694.3437 or 
250-847-3671 
WANTED TO buy: Birch and 
Alder sawlogs. Call for details: 
(days) 1-250-845.5803, 
WINTER CLEAN up salel Lum- 
ber lx4, 2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10. 
For more information call 250- 
635-5981 or 250-635-3409. 
REPOSSESSION: 15' 1995 
Sorensen Fibreglass Boat with 
a Honda 30hp motor and 1998 
Caulkins Trailer Call 250-627- 
3662 9:30am - 5:30pro 
HARLEY DAVIDSON 1992 
Dynaglide custom; 34,000 kms; 
windshield, saddle bags, lots of 
chrome, some performance 
parts. $14,000 firm. Call Glenn 
at 1-250-845-3029. 
1997 FORMULA III 600 ski- 
doe. Triple piped with stinger, 2 
• up seat heated handled bars. 
Very fast. $3500 obo. Bums 
Lake call 1-250-695-6561. 
1991 FORD Taurus LX wagon. 
150,000kms. V6 3.8L. New 
transmission, new exhaust. 
Well maintained. Power seats. 
Moon roof $4500 obo. 250-638- 
5339days, 250-615.3232 eves. 
1991 MERCURY Topaz, four 
door, red, good tires, automatic 
132,000kms. $1500 obo. Needs 
some repairs, Call 250.635- 
1190 
2000 MAZDA mpv. Excellent 
condition, low mileage. $19,000 
firm. Call 250-615.7786. 
rTE RACE 
Oamm 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLR. 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
2001 Dodge 
Grand Caravan SE 
Brown, Low KM,Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $27 ,995  
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
VG, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was 15,995 
NOW ONLY $1 2 ,995 
2000 Chrysler Neon 
$11,995 
'99 Dodge Ram 1500 
Quad Cab 
4x4, v8, Auto, Laramie SLT 
$26,995 
'99 Dodge Grand Caravan 
V6,Auto, 4Dr., Windows, Locks & More 
$17,995 
'98 Plymouth Gr. Voyager 
V6, Auto, Air 
$12,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport 
4 Door, 4x4 
$17,995 
'98 Chrysler Neon 
4 Dr., Auto, Air 
$9,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
$12,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Reg Cab 
250o, 4x4, v8,Auto, Canopy, NC 
$14,995 
'85 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 
V8,Auto, 4 Door, 4 Wheel Drive 
ONLY $5,495 
2001 Ford Ranger XCab 
XLT, 4x4, V6, Auto, Air, Windows, 
Locks, Cruise, Tilt and More 
$26,995 
2000 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4,V8, Auto, Loaded 
$24,995 
'09 Ford Mustang 6T 
v8, Loaded 
$18,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, vs, Auto, -~'C 
$17,995 
'96 Ford Contour 
Auto, Air, Power Windows, Locks 
$5,995 
'95 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, NC, Tilt, Cruise, C0 
$5,595 
'92 Ford Explorer 
v6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Sunroof, Cassette 
$11,995 • 
'92 Ford Escort Wagon 
$5,995 
2000 Pontiac GR Prix 
v6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$20,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
$18,995 
'99 Chev Silverado LT 
va, 4x4, XCab, Auto, 
Leather, Loaded 
$26,955 
'07 Chevrolet 1500 XCab 
4x4, Only 33,000 Km. 
$17,995 
'97 Grand AM 
NC, Auto, Air. Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Power Seat 
$11,995 
'95 GMC 4x4 EX Cab SLT 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$19,995 
'95 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl,, Auto, NC 
$7,495 
'93 Chev S10 Blazer 
4x4, 4 Dr. 
$7,995 
IMPORTS 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$24,595 
2001 Subaru Legacy 
4 Dr., Sedan, Low KM, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, Auto, CD 
$23,995 
2000 Toyota Corolla 
4 Cyl., Auto 
$17,588 
'gg Mazda Miata 
Convertible 
0nly 16,800 KM 
$20,995 
'98 Mazda MPV ES AWD 
v6, Auto, Air & More 
$13,995 
'93 Mazda 
MPV AWl) Van 
Auto, Cruise, Tilt, PW 
$5,595 
'92 Toyota Tercel 
4 Cyl. 5 Spd. 
$3,495 
TEASE 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.'/187 
1-800-313.7187 Pro. 5158 
www, terraceautomall,com 
815 Legal Notices " ' 1815 Legar Not ices  
CHECK OUT THESE dIEM VALUES 0N USED SLEDS. 
1996 Ultra 680 136" track $3,500 
1997 700 RMK 136" track $4,400 (2) 
1999 700 SKS 136" track $5,300 
1999 700 RMK 136" track $4,900 
1999 600 RMK $5,000 (2) 
2000 800 RMK 136" track $7,300 
2001 800 RMK 151" track $8,100 (2) 
7.9% FIXED RATE FINANCING OAC 
When Only the Best Will Do 
MARINE 
i " ~ :.i ,,~ ~ ,., i~:i! '
Used Snownoh'ie 
Deck- Needs Work 
s350.00 
1998 sRxroo 
L0ngtrack i i 
$5 499.00 
762 Cars 
Yamaha Entker 
340 L0nglrack 
 999.00 
1995 Kawasuki 
i ':2,s00,00 i 
1996 Arctic Cat 
Powder Special 
1989 GMC Sierra, 2wd, reg 
cab, 305, auto, p/s, p/b, with ca- 
nopy. Excellent running condi- 
tion. Reduced $4950 OBO 250- 
635-3384. 
1994 AEORSTAR all wheel 
drive one owner since new. 
81,000kms $6500, Phone 250- 
635-7425 
1999 HONDA Odyssey, 90,000 
kin, four bucket seats, four 
doors, air, p/w, p/I, back seat 
folds into floor, bucket seats are 
easy to remove. A must seel 
Call 250-635-6419. 
2001 Chev Venture 
$2O,995 
2001 Civic DX-G 
$16,995 
2001 Ford Escape 
$24,995 
2000 Civic CX 
$14,995 
1999 Pontiac Transport Montana 
$21,995 
1999 GMC SLT 3/4  Ton 
T Diesel 4WD Extra Cab 
$36,995 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 
IN ACCORDANCE with Section 
18 of the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Animals Act the SPCA will be 
dispersing a herd of good quail- 
ty grade horses. These horses 
will be available for public view- 
ing at the Williams Lake Stare. 
pede Grounds from 1pro on 
Saturday, November 9th until 
4pro on Saturday, November 
16th, 2002. They will be adopt- 
ed/sold by sealed bid and refer. 
Üaces w~ll be required. No deal- 
ers bids accepted. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The estote of 
WALTER EDWARD 
HUMPHREY 
Deceased formerly of 2301 
Cramer Street, Terrace, 
British Columbia, V8G 2K6 
Creditors and others havin,q 
claims against the Estate ot: 
WALTER EDWARD HUMPHREY 
ore hereby notified under 
Section 38 of the Trustee Act, 
that particulars o~ their claims 
should be sent to the Executri~ 
c/o 330 Second Avenue West, 
P.O. Box 188, Prince RuRert, 
B.C. V8J 3P7, on or before 
December 19, 2002, after which 
date the Execulrix will dlstribule 
the estate among the parties 
entitbd to it, havin~ regard ~o 
the claims oF which (~e Executrix 
then has notice. 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
Cab w/Plow 
WAS $16,995 NOW $14,995 
1995 Chev Ext Cab 
3/4 Ton, 2 Wh. Dr. $15,995 
1994 Jeep YJ 
$10,995 
1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
NOW $19,995 
1993 Subaru Loyale 
NOW $8,995 
1993 Buick Century Custom 
WAS $10,995 NOW $8,995 
1993 Civic Sl 
 2,995.OO 
1998 Arctic cat 
i!3,995;001 
2002 Polaris 
RMK 800, 144" Track 
WAS $19,995 NOW $16,995 $8,995 
1999 Chev Silverado LS . 1993 Plymouth Voyager AWD 
NOW $27,995 $8,995 
2-1999 Honda Odyssey EX 1993 Asuna Sunfire 
$27,995 29,995 $3,995 
1998 Honda Civic EX 
NOW $14,995 1993 Mazda 323 
1997 Chev Cavalier $7,995 
2 Dr, Autom 4 Cyl NOW $8,~5 1992 Ford Explorer XLT 
1996 Chew Suburban LT NOW $7,995 
$26,995 1990 Toyota Camry 
1996 1 Ton Crew Cab $7,995 
Chev Silverado 1989 Jeep Cherokee 
4x4, Diesel $26,995 $7,995 
$8,499.00 lg95 Honda Accord EX-R NOW $15,995 1 ~ ~ r ~  II 
o Terrac _    H o n da i 1994Skndo!j J 4838 Hwy 16 W / /  [250}638-6171 
i F0rmula s;380c  I o, s0.  mw "bch° / nda'c°m 1-eoo-nss-lsQo 
2000 TOYOTA CAMRY, < 
30,000 kms, $21,500 abe. Dri- 
ven by little old lady. Call after 
5:00 pm 250-635-3575. 
USEDCARSINBC.COM OVER I ~ 9 2  OIds 88 400 vehicles weekly. $0 down. 
Finance or lease. Credit by R I I /~o, yo~ru~0ono"ale'~'"=f'~ ~V :lr:lr~ll~AlAaE 
phone. Cars, trucks, vans, 
SUV's Sunfire, Cavalier SPE- n95 Nissan 240 SX2~C=~ $10,495 
CIALSI D1#81024. toil free 1- 
866-344-4044 '95 Pontiac Sunfire2~,~o~u~ $8,495 
'77 OLDS TORNADO. Body is 
rough, ring valve job needed, 198 Ford  Escor t  ~ ,~to ,  UC ¢~$!0,995 
new battery/generator. Running 
now. $500 obo 250-635-9673 '98 Ford Conbur  Aul0,ve, Very Cle0n $10,995 
Bank says NO? 1 'oo Subaru Impreza RS~ $21,995 
'00 Ford Taurus ~,  31,~  $16,895 
All CreditApplicationsAccepted. '94 Chev Astro AWD $8,995 
Easy, Fast and Confidential. 
NO Hassles or Embarrassment,,,,= : 197 Mazda M.P.V. 4x4 ~1.~ $18,995 
YES to poor credit/no c red i t .~  i 
LIMITED TIME-Save yo~ ~.<~.,~!]! '99 Subaru Outback 6~,000~ $25,495 money for Chr.stm~s. ~: ~i~ 
0~ow. o r~o_e~~i~ '00 Subaru Outback A~o, Fu,~ $26,995 
for 90 d~ys 0AC.Ask rot de l /1 i~ ' , i~ l l  
==,...,o~,oo..~.,., :~ l  '00 Subaru Oulback Aulo, FullLoocl $25,995 
'00 AWl) $19,995 
'01 $ 2 9 9 9 5 M a z d a  hlbute iS A~,~,t00~ 
DIESEL 4X4, Vans, high top • • • ~. " I r 
motorhomes, convedible and 2- 
door ,uxury cars for va,ous '93 Ford hplorer XL ll2,0 m $8,995 
prices. For more info call 250. 
635-6611 '98 Mazda B4000 4x4 lxt Cab ~ $18,995 
'98 Mazda B4000 Ext Cab ~,~,~/c,32,~km $20,995 
'98 Chev Ext Cab I Ton ~,~e~ $27,995 
LUXURY SPORT utility 1994 
Jeep 4X4 Grand Cherokee Lar- 198 Ford F.ISO Ext. Cab 4x4 3Door $20,995 
edo fully loaded, very clean 
191,000 kms. $11,000. 250- 
692-7497 
1989 FORD F150 4X4. One 
owner,. V8 r.~utomatlc. 50,000 
kms, a/c, cruise, tilt, dual tanks, 
box liner. EC. Asking $6500. 
280-635-5072 
1997 FORD 150 XLe4X4, bur- 
gundy pick up truck. Single cab, 
4,2 I, 5 speed, 88,000 km, Yo- 
kohama tires, box liner and bug 
deflector. Excellent condition. 
$12,000 will consider trade for 
SUV or mlnlvan of equal or 
greater value, Call 250-838- 
8630, 
e . 
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R~I~I-I CALLING FOR TENDERS FOR ~ 
( ~iI I~RIA COTrONWOOD AND ALDER TIMBER SALE .... 
. . . . . . . . . .  LAYOUT CONTRACT SBF03DKM 022 
Sealed Tenders for thO remarking of 'l~mber Sate Liconco A68811 and now layout of 
Timber Sale Licence A50590. of contract SBF03DKM.022. under the Small Bus~nose 
Forest Emerptiso Program. will Do recewod by the District Manager, Ministry Of 
Forests. Kalum Forest District. 200-5220 Ko=th Avenue. Terrace. SC, VBG 1L1. until 
9:00 o.m. on November 20. 2002. This contract wilt require the remarking of 52.3 hec- 
tares of TSL A68811 and the new layout of 23 hectares of TSL A50590. lot a total of 
75.3 hectares of Timber Sales in 2 blocks. 
All Inquiries hould be difeclod to Chnsfophor B. Lind. Contract Coordinator. at me 
above address. Phone (250) 638-5100. Contract particulars package can be obtained 
at the Kalum Forest District Office botwee~ B:00 o.m. and 4:80 a.m., Monday to 
Friday. The contract package wit not be avaitablo until November 12 2002. 
No tender will be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the low- 
est or any tender will not necessarily be acceqtod. 
Contract award is subject o funding being avadable at the time. 
~ BRJ:rLSH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR u,.s~, (~ 
~OLUrvIBI,~ TIMBER SALE LICENCE A43377 f~" 
Pursuant o Section 20 of the Forest Act a Timber Sale Licenco is being offered for 
sale• 
Closing Date: December 5 2002 at 8:30 a.m. District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Branch H-35. Hamer F.S.R. Term: One {1) year 
Volume; 31 386 cubic metres, more or loss 
Upset StumpÜgo Rate: $26.05 per cubic metro 
The upset stumpago rate was determined by the Market Pricing System. and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog rades. 
Species: Hemlock 62%. Balsam 38%. more or loss 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as o Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One(l) end/or Two (2). 
Logging System: Cable and GBS 
This licence requires the building of approximately 3.3 kllometres ofon-block roads. 
Appl~catiens will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District. 200-5220 
Keith Avenue. Terfece. British Columbia V8G 1L1 unlil 8;30 a.m. on December 5.2002. 
There is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material, application forms and other information about he Small Business Program, 
can be obtalnod from the above Forest District Offics. Specify Timber Sale Ucenco 
A43377 
NOTICE OF INTENT 
RE: LIQUOR CONTROL AND UCENSING ACT 
APPLICATION FOR "A" UCENSED ESTABLISHMENT 
Preliminary approval has been granted by the Liquor Control and 
Licensing Branch; Victoria, B.C. for an "A" class (recreation 
centre) lounge liquor licence to operate ot: 
PROPOSED SITE: 
5331 McCONNELL AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
APPLICANT: KENNETH OLIVER DOWNS 
An "A" class licence may be issued to: hotels, resorts, clubs, 
recreation centres, aircraft, trains, motor vessels, airports, 
Municipally and Provincially owned cultural centres, universities 
and mifitary messes. This class of licence permits the service of all 
types of liquor by the glass. Initial hoursof sale, if licensed, will 
be limited to between ~ and 10:00 p.m.' Monday 
through Friday and between ~ and ~ on 
Saturday and Sunday. Patron capacily, if licensed, will be limited 
to 20 persons. Sale of packagedbeer, cider and coolers for off- 
pre~mlses consumption will not be pertaiNS. " 
Residents and owners ~" b-'~'sinesses located within a .8 kilometre 
(1/2 mile) radius of the proposed site may comment on this 
prop?, sol by writing to: 
THE GENERAL MANAGER 
c/o LICENSING ADMINISTRATOR 
LIQUOR CONTROL AND LICENSING BRANCH 
PO BOX 9292 STN PROV. GOV'I". 
VICTORIA, BC . i 
V8W 9J8 
PETITIONS WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED. 
TO ENSURE THE CONSIDERATION OF YOUR VIEWS, YOUR LETTER 
MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 6, 2002. YOUR 
NAME(S) AND RESIDENCE ADDRESS (OR .BUSINESS ADDRESS IF 
APPLICABLE) MUST BE INCLUDED. , 
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOUR COMMENTS MAY BE MADE AVAILABLE TO 
THE APPLICANT OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WHERE 
DISCLOSURE IS NECESSARY TO ADMINISTER THE LICENSING PROCESS. 
~ BRIILSII NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR ~,ayo~ (~ 
L.OI.UMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A60721 F~,~,, 
Pursuant o Section 20 of the Forest Act a Timber Sale Licenco is being offcrod for sale 
Closing Dale: November 28, 2002 at 1:30 pm District: Kalum 
C~ogrsphlc Locotlon: 32 km Harper F.SR. Term: One (I) yeat 
Volume: It 451 cubic mottos, mote or loss 
Upset Stumpoge Role: $23.13 oar cubic metro 
The uoso( slumpÜgo rate wos dstorminc~ by tire Market Pricing Sysfom. and as 
apphcablo nly to coniferous green sawlog greeds. 
Species: Hemlock 84% Balsam 1%, Spruce 6%. 
Pine 9%. more or noss 
Tendets will only ba accepted from redlyÜduals or coroorations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Entorpnso, Category One(If and/or Two (2). 
Logging System: GBS and Cable 
This licenco requires Iho building of approximately t. t kilomoffos of on-block roads. 
Apelicat0ons will be acceotod by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District. 200-5220 
Ko~lh Avenue. Terrace. British Columbia V8G ILl until 1:30 P.m, cn November 28. 2002. 
There is additional material which the appheant must consider in their application. This 
material, application forms and other inlormafion about he Small Business Program, 
can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber Sale Liconco 
Aeo72t. 
BR#~H NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR ~,w¢ (~ 
COLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A49467 F=,~s 
Pursuant o Section 20 el the Forest Act a Timber Sale Llcenco is being offered Ior 
sale, 
Closing Date: November 28. 2002 at 8:30 a.m. District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: Herman MountatnAroa Term: One(t) year 
Volume: 6.575 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset StumpÜgo Rote: $30.g8 per cubic motto 
The upset stumpÜgo rate woe determined by the Market Pricing Syslom, and is 
applicabro nly to coniferous green sowIog rades. 
Species: Hemlock 85%. Balsam 1%, Sp:uce 3%. Cedar t1%. more or loss 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals of corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One(l). 
Logging System: Cable 
This licenco requires the building of approximately 0.6 Kilometres of on.block marls. 
High rigging will be required to harvest the area. 
Applications will be accoplod by the District Manager. Kalum Fores1 DistricL 200-5220 
Keith Avenue. Terrace British Columbia V8G 1LI until 8:30 a.m. on November 28. 2002. 
There is additional matcrial which the applicant must consider in fholr application. This 
maferiaL application forms, and other information about he Small Business Program, 
can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber Sale Licence 
A49467. 
BULKLEY-CASSIAR FOREST DISTRICT ¢ 
..BPJTISH PUBLIC VIEWING F~.ts~s'~ 
LOLUMB~, PROPOSED FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
AMENDMENT 
Notice is hereby given that the Bulkley-Cassiar Forest District Small 
Business Forest Enterprise Program invites public review of a pro- 
posed amendment to the 2000 to 2006 Forest Development Plan 
(FDP) showing its operations within the Bulkley-Cassiar Forest 
District. 
The proposed Forest Development Plan amendment will show the 
changes to the currantly approved 2000-2006 Forest Development 
Plan. The amendment consists of the addition of a 48 ha cutblock in 
the Devil Creek area of the Casslar to be harvested under a new 
Forest License (A64561) held by the Tahltan Band and the Iskut 
Band• This block (A47484) is currently shown on the approved 2000 
to 2006 plan as an Information block. The Forest Development Plan 
includes information on the maintenance and protection of other 
resource values. In addition to the Forest Development Plan, silvi- 
culture prescriptions will also be available for review to provide spe- 
cific Information for some of the activities. This amendment will 
cover the following operating areas: Iskut 
All existing operational and approved higher-level plans that encom- 
pass the plan area will be made available for viewing at this time. 
The plan is available for review by the public, resource agencies 
and First Nations before approval is considered by the Ministry of 
Forests. 
The proposed FDP will be available for public review at the 
Bulkley-Cassiar Forest District Office, 3333 Tatlow Road, 
Smithers, B.C. from November 13, 2002 to January 14, 2003 on 
regular working days between the hours of 8:30 a.m. snd 4:30 
p.m. Small Business Program staff will be available to discuss the 
proposed plans and receive comments, If any interested p.arties are 
unable to review the proposed FDP during these times, arrange- 
ments can be made to review the plan at a time that is convenient 
and mutually agreeable by contacting Paul Hatcher or Glen Buhr at 
(250) 847-6300. The plan will also be available for public view- 
Ing at the DeÜso Lake Field Office, Minletry of Forests, Stlklne 
and Commercial Road, DeÜso Lake, B,C., during regular office 
hours. 
In order for comments to be considered in the preparation of  
the final plan, written comments must be received no later than 
January* 14,' 2003, and" should :be "add~sSed" to°-tffe" D.tstrlct ~ 
Manager, Bulkley-Cassiar Forest District, Bag 6000,3333 'TatlOw 
Road, Smithers, British Columbia, VOJ 2NO, Phone (250) 847-6300, 
Fax (250) 847-6353. 
Thumbs up, I1ccelerator down. 
~:  . 
/ • 
2002 HRZDR 
CLERROUT! 
!~.~ "Now with 
... 2o0-hp, 
Jtes room 
..>" with zoom." 
gut0Week 
.c. 495 PURCHRSE PRICE 
% 
NrtCHI:iSE 
flHnHCIHG 
H0 I~IYHEITrS 
FOrt 91) OgYStt 
2002 MRZDR MPV 
Highest Impact protection rating possible * 
New 200 hp Engine 
New 5 Speed Rutomatic Transmission OR LERSE FROH $5,000 DOWN I~YHENT ~ 
• ' d ~ * PER HOHTH 14| NOHTHS Convenience Package: cruise control, power mirrors on . ~ '~10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~  
door locks, power front and rear raft-down windows ~ SECURoN~y v . - .  m.  ,¢,auu uu.n r .mrm / : i i  
Azrc0ndiboning ' 369 
2002 MBZD! TRIBUTF = 
3,OL DOHC V6 engine flutomotic transmission I~o  
'* flir conditioning * RH/FM/CD stereo system 
PURCIRSEPRICE LN'tUI,gP ~0'.~c, ~ ~ ~  
111) ROLL I,,.i,t ,..,,,,i .,,,,, ...ut,h..o,....or..r..,. sto.dor, o.--,.No,do 
Hltll ~.[II[ISIIP i l ln l t t  ntkoboutouroutdondiogcomprehons~aodpowerbainw=rrantycowrogo, www.mo~a.¢a 
THORNHILL HRZDR* 3040 Hwy 16 E • Phone 250.635-7286 
D7041 
GRRDuRTES GET RN RDDZTIoNRL $75() OFF PURCHRSE OR LERSL 
0Of! S IWOt abFt or~ I gi/purchases/looses on poeuciporing v01ddH flora kv. I, 200t tel o limHi d time onl r. least and flflOn¢lt 0.S.¢. for qudifltd ¢gttoml,s ol~ r, | O 1[ finance of 0r, o~ollablt en oil 2oar Hold4 . . .~ .  ~ 
NaYs. MNo payments fo t0 days od r OFF Is o putcha,e fiMnco of e I on 200! He do arvs./Io Interest ohÜruts wdl ayply during the first |0 days one; pwchoser takes doll,ely of u ronkIpoun| vehlde. AfOot hl ~ 
f rsf 4d dqt not I t  sfe s to 4¢¢1ue and the purchase wfl repay pdncIpÜl end in e~ost monthly over the term of the contract, finance ozemplt for t l0 0O0 at 01[ Itpll, 4i months at f|0I.|] pc, m~Ith, ¢.0.1. Is # ~ .  A ~tr~,- 
tO foe O fetal of t LO,P00.00. ~finonce olomple for t IS,ODd ol I.f?, SFI, | i  months at t|/1S 9• per month, C.0.|. Is t 2fS.t4 fir o folol of |i0,2tS.64. *)~/1U P[/1SOML at4|/1~|1 offers cl~gob f e en ,Ütail ItÜset J ,~v  JL.a~t~ r- 
4f~r.[tosfsertllitodlfltOmoNhs. 0he *oeet*ems~loblo To~ osHbllgolon= 2~2#F`~/1w1th~n~n1enctPO~k~gt(m~dd~U/1~r2¢s~)iss~rt~2/t~6~?r~r.~2v*h~hi~IudOsso~udty~O~Osit~ 
,ndd~vapffmin e $s,0o0/ll,)00st/10ncudoe f dghtendP0 * t , 2S~IO0! nbue/1x (moddlWs01r~00)lsitr |4~whlchln¢lo|et I]solecufltydeposa onddownpoymentef t|,/100Gn¢luderff*lght IC#SSUnT|I~' f dS 
ot~d ~!  ogtl,! IS). lg 0OO |m per row mH,o|e rostdctlo,e paly; ed~tionol I f /ks oppllls. UceM~, Insuf gfl¢ i d tol l ,  011d ether dooltf chor~ns oJr|is. DI~I, I~  IO~I/1H$1 for list. offers carmel be ¢lsmbinf d. see 
rout deoI|r fdf at t oill. f ~lu, rut od models ere fee e/igorÜace Ühi r end actual models mey not be exlct~y as shown, tflighest flUng p~sFb e got Irons drmlr, passenger, I1de and rio, mpact Fro eat on b r the U.S. NNT~. 
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Sports Scope 
Hit the hoops 
LOOKING for something to do on Thursday nights? 
How about picking up a game of basketball. 
Men's drop-in basketball is about to get under way 
Nov. 28 at Caledonia Senior Secondary. 
Games go from 9-10 p.m. every Thursday night. All 
skill levels welcome. 
For details call James Meredith at 635-0554. 
Demons foil Braves 
21-game winning streak 
THE KIT1MAT ICE DEMONS did what no other team 
has done in a long, long time. 
They beat the Burns Lake Braves, who had an impres- 
sive 21 straight games winning streak up until Nov. 3. 
The Demons went on their first road trip to Burns 
Lake Nov. 2-3. The Braves managed to pick up a win in 
the first of the two games defeating Kitimat 3-1. 
But the Ice Demons came back strong the next day 
posting six goals to Kitimat's four. 
All Native 
qualifier 
next week 
FOR basketball teams 
from around the province, 
Alberta and Alaska, next 
week's qualifying tourna- 
ment in Prince Rupert de- 
cides who will play at the 
prestigious 2003 All Na- 
tive Basketball Tourna- 
ment. 
The qualifier goes Nov. 
20-23 2002. 
The first three teams 
knocked out of the 2002 
All Native Tournament 
and all new teams are in- 
vited to this year's qualify- 
ing tournament, says orga- 
niser Conrad Lewis. 
The qualifier hosts four 
divisions - senior, inter- 
mediate, women and 
masters. The first and sec- 
ond place teams in all four 
divisions earn a spot in 
the 2003 All Native Tour- 
nament in February. 
The first place teams in 
all four divisions also have 
their entry fee waived for 
the February tournament. 
Invitations have gone 
out to local and North west 
teams, central area Bella 
Bella, Bella Coola, Klem- 
tu , Vancouver, Vancouver 
Island, Okanagan, Alberta 
and our Alaska. 
All teams invited must 
meet the entry deadline to 
be officially entered. 
The entry fee for the All 
Native Qualifying Tourna- 
ment is $300. with the 
entry fee deadline set for 
today, Wednesday, Nov. 
13. 
2 * 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or e- 
mail us at: nf~wsroorrL 
@terracestandard.corn 
Nov. 22 
I I  Terrace Bantam raps 
vs. Smithers 10 p,m. 
Terrace Arena. 
Nov. 23 
[] Terrace Bantam raps 
vs. Smithers 12 noon. 
Terrace Arena. 
Dec. 14-15 
[] Terrace Curling Club 
hosts District 4 juvenile 
playdowns. Call 635- 
6302 for details, 
Dec. 15 
[] Terrace Figure Ska- 
ting Club presents its an- 
nual Christmas pop con- 
cert. Terrace Arena. 
Dec. 27-29 
1 Terrace Curling Club's 
junior bonsplel, Call 635- 
6302 for details, 
Jan. 4 
[] Deadline to register 
your child for B,C. Bun- 
nles and B.C. Rabbits 
cross country skling pro- 
grams. Call Tanis at 
635-9492 for details. 
Jan, 4 
[] Skeena Valley Nordlc 
Ski Club open house, 
Cross country ski for free 
and get some pointers 
from coaches. Low cost 
ski rentals available and 
people of all ages and 
experience levels Invited 
to come, 12.4 p.m, 
Onion Lake ski trails, 
" ~ ~ 
From B4 
K-eFmodes. :ff 
to prov, nc,als D~ EjtU~~U~i:tti MILE 
The final game saw the Kermodes up 1-0 for most of 
the first half on a goal from Tyler Sheasby, but the team 
would have to keep the momentum going in the second. 
"Kitimat tied the game in the last minute of the rirst 
half," says Kermodes coach Nick Kollias. 
The Terrace squad was able to keep the pressure on 
and defeated MESS 2-1 after Kelly Doll put one past the 
Kitimat net minder to clinch the win. 
Last year the Kermodes placed a respectable ighth 
at the provincial championships - that's right in the mid- 
dle of the pack with 16 teams attending the tournament. 
Coach Kollias is looking for at least a repeat perfor- 
mance, if not, an improvement. Given the short soccer 
season here compared to teams down south, Kollias is 
keeping the team's goal for provincial realistic. 
"We are going to try to get seventh place or better 
than that," Kollias says, adding the coaching staff's job 
is done at this point. 
"It's up to the kids," he says. "You never know, it 
could go either way." 
The Kermodes hit the field at the provincial cham- 
pionships in Burnaby Nov. 18-20. 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri o 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
20 years of mercuryJree dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitenirg 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome patients 
of Dr. Gustavsen 
And A l l  New Patients 
Now's the time to rediscover just how convenient and affordable expert vehicle care can be 
with Chrysler, Jeeps, Dodge Service. 
Because when you visit us for selected services, you'll receive a "Drive In and Win" contest card: 
Scratch the box and you win the prize shown -it's thatsimple. Every card's a winner! 
Convenient. Affordable. Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge Service. 
There's no better way to take care of your vehicle,,, we'll prove it. 
Convenient. Affordable. 
~N~~)~,O: :UR; ' : , ,NE IGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER,  JEEP®,  DODG 
t~bffers~arid~l~ilclng applicable •only at participating DalmlerChrysler dealers. Some exclusions apply. Price does not Include t
~0, f f ,  b,~,:~plt'es De~ember:l 5;L2002, Jeep IS a reglsteied tradernarl~ of DelmlerChrysler Corporation used Under Ilcence byDatmk 
~!~e~'d~iD~embe~;:iS; 2002: NO purchase necessary. See your'participating DaimlerChrysler dealer for details;.! ';, '!;i~ ::,/.~ 
4916 Hwy  16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
" 6 3 5 - 7 1 8 7  
1-800-313-7187 
www.terraceautomall.com DLR, 5958 
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